MINISTRY FOR FINANCE – ANNUAL REPORT 2014
CORPORATE SERVICES DIRECTORATE
The role of the Corporate Services Directorate is to provide support services to the Ministry, Line
Departments and Entities, primarily in the areas of Administration, Financial and Human
Resource Management.
The core functions are:






Finance (accounts, operations and asset management)
Office Management
Human Resources
Registry
Parliamentary Questions

Finance
During 2014, the Finance Section continued to provide operational support to the Director
Corporate Services on all matters related to finance administration concerning the Ministry
for Finance.
The Finance Section was responsible for the administration of funds provided under
Recurrent Vote 24 – MFIN. This section was also responsible for the management of funding
for capital projects and collection of revenue included under the Financial Estimates of
MFIN.
The Section was involved in the procurement of goods and services, from the initial stage of
the raising of commitments up to the settlement of invoices within a reasonable period of
time through the Departmental Accounting System. During 2014, the total number of
transactions effected on the Departmental Accounting System was 6,083.
During last year, the Finance Section also managed requests submitted by public entities for
the release of approved capital and recurrent budgetary subventions and other allocations.
These entities included Malta Statistics Authority, Financial Intelligence Analysis Unit,
Financial Services Tribunal and Public Contracts Review Board.
The Finance Section was also involved in:





The submission of financial statements, including monthly re-assessment of
Budgetary Estimates, monthly cash flow projections and quarterly financial
statements on accruals basis;
The compilation of financial information related to the drafting of replies to
Parliamentary Questions;
The coordination of replies by the Ministry and its Departments to several requests
and queries by the National Audit Office and The Treasury Department;
The submission of quarterly statements to VAT Department with list of suppliers who
failed to submit fiscal receipts for goods and services procured by the Ministry.

The Travel and Transport Unit with the Finance Section provided assistance in the
preparation of travel documents required by the Ministry’s officials when travelling abroad on
official business, including the issuing of travel advances to said officials. During 2014, a
total of 251 officers from MFIN attended official visits. This amount is inclusive of Ministerial
delegations.
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The transport section is responsible for the maintenance, servicing and renewal of licences of
the twenty (20) car fleet at MFIN. During the year under review 523 fuel chits were issued
through the Fleet Management System. The transport section also handled traffic accidents in
which the Ministry’s cars were involved. During 2014, two accidents were reported and it was
ensured that procedures regarding third party’s insurance, survey reports and Police reports
were followed.
Human Resources
The Human Resources Section processed the recruitment, appointments, progressions and
promotions of several personnel in various grades within the Ministry and line departments.
Twelve (12) Circulars were issued to fill new or vacant positions of Assistant Directors in
Departments within the Ministry’s portfolio. Public calls for applications filled various posts and
contractual positions at middle and senior management level to enhance the Ministry’s needs
and operations. New contracts of engagements and renewals of contracts were drawn up as
necessary for the Private Secretariat staff of the Minister.
During the year under review the HR Section processed the following:
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Positions of Assistant Directors
Different calls for Posts and Positions

Registry
The Registry continued to provide the core service of recording and tracking all incoming
correspondence with the following statistics:
Correspondence registered on DOCREG system 2,575
New MF files 1651
New EU files 50
Parliamentary Questions 236
Publication of MF Circulars 6
Publication of HR Circulars 12
Other Responsibilities within the Directorate
The Directorate also carried out the following:






The Ministry’s Departmental Contracts Committee vetted 27 Departmental Tenders;
The coordination of replies by the Ministry to requests and queries by the National Audit
Office;
Assisting the National Lotteries Good Causes Advisory Board in the financial
administration and operations of the Good Causes Fund including issuing of cheques to
beneficiaries of the said fund. During 2014, 269 cheques were issued to various
beneficiaries;
Supporting Director General (Budget Affairs) in the issuing of new Government
Guarantees/ Letters of Comfort on domestic/foreign loans and other banking facilities
granted to public entities, the renewal of old ones and the compilation of a quarterly
report. During 2014, 14 new guarantees/letters of comfort were issued, whereas 7
existing ones were extended for a further period of one year.

Marisa Pisani
Director Corporate Services
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EU AFFAIRS DIRECTORATE

Background
The EU Directorate is tasked to coordinate European Union-related matters which fall under the
responsibility of the Ministry for Finance. Its main role is to bring together stakeholders in order to
draw up a national position on European Union proposals, in preparation to meetings organised
by the EU institutions and bodies including the European Commission, the Council of the EU,
the European Parliament, the Economic and Social Committee and the Committee of Regions.
The Directorate is also responsible for keeping records of and disseminating EU-related
documentation and ensuring that technical officials are well prepared for the meetings. Ongoing
consultations with the technical experts from the public and the private sector ensure that Malta’s
national position is in line with its interests. The Directorate also provides support to the
Ministry’s line departments in areas relating to the European Union.
The EU Directorate is also responsible for the drafting of letters in reply to requests from the EU
Commission and infringements cases opened by the EU Commission against Malta and is also
the contact point within the Ministry for the notification of Maltese legislation to the EU
Commission.
Progress Achieved in 2014
Following the economic turmoil experienced in Europe over the past years, 2014 saw Europe’s
economy slowly getting back on its feet. The setting up of the Banking Union, the improvements
in the economic governance and the efforts to re-ignite economic growth and investment in
Europe through, for example the Investment Plan for Europe, produced encouraging results.
2014 saw the conclusion of a number of important legislative proposals that aim to strengthen
the financial services sector, such as the Anti-Money Laundering proposal, the Regulation on
Inter-Change Fees and the Money Market Funds Regulation.
The economic crisis saw an even more active role of the Eurogroup and the Economic and
Financial Council with 23 meetings held throughout the year. Apart from preparing for these
high-level meetings, the EU Directorate was also tasked with coordinating preparatory meetings,
such as the Economic and Financial Committee, the Eurogroup Working Group, the Financial
Services Committee and the Economic Policy Committee to name a few.
The Directorate was also responsible for presenting the proposals at the Inter-Ministerial
Committee (a Committee composed of high-level officials from all Government ministries and
headed by the Acting Head at the EU Secretariat). In 2014, the EU Directorate presented 63
explanatory memoranda. The Directorate also assisted MEUSAC in setting up consultation
meetings with the MEUSAC Core Group and its sub-committees on a number of topics such the
proposal on Inter-Change Fees and the Social Dimension of the European Monetary Union.
The Directorate was also involved in inter-ministerial consultations, including on sustainable
development, climate change, social policy, competitiveness and justice and home affairs.

Diane Muscat
Director (EU Affairs)
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POLICY DEVELOPMENT AND PROGRAMME IMPLEMENTATION DIRECTORATE

Introduction
During 2014, the Policy Development and Programme Implementation Directorate (PDPID)
continued to focus upon its core areas of responsibility in particular the development of policies,
the coordination of the National Reform Programme (NRP) under the Europe 2020 strategy; to
represent the Ministry on inter-ministerial committees and other bodies, as well as the provision
of timely support and advice to the Permanent Secretary on any issue which is referred to it.
The Directorate is also responsible for facilitating the implementation of the Ministry’s endorsed
policies and strategies as well as monitoring the implementation of the required programs and
activities. This includes the implementation of the electoral manifesto measures while also
monitoring and liaising internally as needed with respect to the implementation of the budget and
simplification measures on a monthly basis. The Directorate is also entrusted with the
coordination of the appointments on Boards and Committees that fall under the Ministry’s remit,
Customer Care, responding to Freedom of Information requests and coordinating Green
Initiatives.
National Reform Programme under the Europe 2020 Strategy
The Directorate’s main assignment for the year was to coordinate the National Reform
Programme (NRP) for 2014 under the Europe 2020 Strategy, which was submitted to the
Commission in April. This strategy was conceived as a partnership between the EU and its
Member States, with a set of goals focused around the priorities of smart, sustainable and
inclusive growth. To monitor and advance national implementation of the Europe 2020 strategy,
Member States were invited to set their own targets and to spell out detailed actions as part of
their national reform programmes. These programmes are reviewed annually at EU level as part
of the European Semester of economic policy coordination.
The NRP for 2014 builds on the previous Maltese reports and sets out the actions being
undertaken by the government to restructure Malta’s economy in a way that delivers a higher
standard of living through higher economic and employment growth, and at the same time
continuing along the path of fiscal responsibility to reduce the deficit and debt ratios. The
measures laid out in the NRP are aimed at reaching the national Europe 2020 targets in the
areas of employment, research & development, energy, education and poverty reduction, while
also addressing the latest Country Specific Recommendations. Particular emphasis was laid on
new measures intended to deliver higher levels of employment, increased productivity, improved
education levels, social cohesion and further research and development.
Consultations on the NRP were held throughout the year with the various stakeholders. As in
previous years, the NRP was discussed by the Malta-EU Steering Action Committee (MUESAC)
and the Malta Council for Economic and Social Development (MCESD), two forums which bring
together many of the social partners in the Maltese islands. A good number of meetings and
briefing sessions were held with the various Ministries, department, entities and key
stakeholders.
Throughout the year under review, the Directorate closely monitored the progress achieved on
the aforementioned NRP measures through constant liaison with the other Ministries and
stakeholders, with a view to ensure their timely implementation.
The Directorate also draws up instruction notes and policy papers on the Europe 2020 strategy
and in this connection coordinates meetings both at local and EU level.
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Better Regulation and Simplification Initiatives
The Directorate coordinates any matters relating to Better Regulation and Simplification of
Bureaucracy. The role entails identifying opportunities for the reduction of administrative
burdens, reporting progress on current Better Regulation and Simplification initiatives taken
within the Ministry and acting as a contact point on Better Regulation. Better Regulation remains
a key priority for the public administration and therefore the reduction and simplification of
administrative burdens is an ongoing exercise intended to support businesses in their
endeavours to grow and create jobs. During 2014, the Directorate monitored closely the
implementation of twenty-eight simplification measures intended to reduce administrative
burdens on citizens and businesses. These initiatives included data sharing between the IRD
and VAT departments, online submission of information simplification of forms and a more
efficient public procurement process.
Customer Care
The Directorate strives to maintain good customer relations with its clients through appropriate
customer care mechanisms, making every effort to answer all customer care queries in a
prompt and efficient manner. In this regard, the Directorate handles customer care queries
submitted through the Ministry’s website, generic email, servizz.gov, telephone calls, letters and
personal calls. During 2014, the Directorate received and processed a wide range of
complaints and queries with the close collaboration of the various other contact points within
the entities falling under the Ministry’s portfolio.
Boards and Committees
During the year under review, the Directorate processed the appointments of Boards and
Committees appointed by the Minister for Finance. This work was carried out in cooperation with
the Minister’s Private Secretariat and the Office of the Prime Minister. The Directorate liaised
with the Department of Information to publish the required notices in the Government Gazette of
the statutorily appointed Boards and Committees. Up-to-date records are kept of all members on
these boards and committees.
The list of the abovementioned Boards and Committees is comprised of the following:
 Accountancy Board;
 Central Bank of Malta – Board of Governors;
 Controlled Companies Appeals Board;
 Financial Intelligence Analysis Unit – Board of Governors;
 Financial Services Tribunal;
 Fiscal Council;
 General Contracts Committee;
 Government Securities Board;
 Grant Review Board;
 Malta Financial Services Authority;
 Malta Statistics Authority;
 Malta Stock Exchange plc;
 Public Contracts Review Board;
 Retail Price Index Advisory Committee;
 Transfer of Residence Exemption Board.
Monitoring of EU Funded Projects
The Directorate is responsible for the Line Ministry function. In fact, its role is to ensure that this
function is carried out efficiently by all relevant officers within the Ministry. The Directorate is
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primarily responsible for co-ordinating and monitoring EU funded projects which are being
implemented by the entities and departments falling under the remit of MFIN. By acting as a
liaison between project leaders of the various Beneficiaries, the Managing Authority and other
horizontal stakeholders, the Directorate ensures that the desired project deliverables are
consistent with EU guidelines and carried out in a timely manner. The Directorate also plays an
important role in the payment process during which it carries out all the relevant checks to verify
the eligibility of each and every payment claim pertaining to the EU co-financed project, before
onward transmission of all relevant documentation to the Treasury to proceed with the relevant
payment. The Directorate also follows up any issues arising from the various management
checks and audits carried out.
During 2014, the Directorate was involved in the ongoing monitoring of the ERDF project
currently being implemented under the Operational Programme I Cohesion Policy 2007-2013.
The Directorate held various ad hoc meetings with the beneficiary to discuss issues relating to
the project. Through this constant liaison, not only did the Directorate keep itself abreast of any
difficulties encountered but also, where possible, provided guidance and support. The
Directorate also kept continuous contact with the other stakeholders mainly the Managing
Authority, the Department of Contracts and the Treasury to ensure the smooth implementation
of the project in question. As part of its monitoring role, the Directorate also validated and
endorsed the first project progress report covering the period January to June 2014 prepared by
the Beneficiary, before its eventual submission to the Managing Authority.
During the past year, the Directorate also kept itself abreast of any developments in the
regulations and administrative requirements governing the implementation of EU funded projects
and where necessary, disseminated the relevant information to all relevant stakeholders.
During 2014, the Directorate also provided guidance and support to a number of entities and
departments falling under MFIN’s portfolio on issues relating to the new programming period
2014-2020.
Representation on Boards and Committees
The Directorate, through its Director, participated in a number of boards and committees during
the year under review. These included the Digital Malta Governing Board, the Malta Trade Fairs
Corporation and the Fairs and Exhibitions Ltd., the European Fisheries Fund 2007-2013
Monitoring Committee, the Monitoring Committee for Operational programmes I and II and the
Monitoring Committee for the EEA Grants 2009-2014 and the Norway Grants 2009-2014.
Training
The Policy Development and Programme Implementation Directorate believes in the continuous
development and skill enhancement of its personnel. To this end, its officers attended courses
on various topics, including gender mainstreaming, leadership and EU funding.
Meetings, Seminars and Conferences
During the year under review, staff members attended a number of seminars and conferences
on a wide range of subjects, including on gender equality, the Europe 2020 Strategy, sustainable
development and the 2014-2020 EU programming period. The Directorate also continued to
keep abreast with developments on a national and European level in the areas falling under its
responsibility.
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Other Activities
During the period in question, the Directorate coordinated the Ministry’s position on the National
Environment Policy, the Sustainable Development Strategy, MFIN’s reply to the Annual Report
of the Auditor General and provided feedback on the implementation of those measures falling
under the Ministry’s remit. The Directorate also compiles a monthly report on any public
consultations carried out by the Ministry for both legislative proposals and non-legislative
proposals.

Martin Spiteri
Director (Policy Development and Programme Implementation)
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RESEARCH UNIT OFFICE OF THE PERMANENT SECRETARY
The Research Unit continued to conduct research work on various issues in order to support
policy advice to the Permanent Secretary. In this regard, both the local and EU section of the
Unit addressed a wide range of policy issues that were assigned by the Permanent Secretary
and which dealt with issues at both local and international level.
A.

EU & International Section

Participation in Committees at EU Level and Related Fora
1.

Assisting the Permanent Secretary in three EU level committees:
a.

Economic and Financial Committee (EFC)
i. There has been remarked improvement over the past year. Drafting
and updating instruction notes with the latest developments prior to
each Economic and Financial Committee (of which the Permanent
Secretary is a member), and consultation with different entities/stakeholders
and consolidation of Malta’s position.
ii. Administrative preparation and compilation of EFC file with the
necessary documentation.
iii. Preparation and distribution of the report after the meeting.

b. Subcommittee on Statistics (SCS)
i. This committee is serving as an initial experience in preparation of the
Presidency such as dealing with the secretariat in charge of the
preparation of the relevant committee, which involves preparing
discussion papers and sharing ideas on content and logistics.
ii. Preparation and distribution of the report after the meeting.
c. ESM Compensation committee
i. Preparation and distribution of the report after the meeting. In view
that the Permanent Secretary is chairing this committee, the Unit
ensured that preparatory work and proper follow up of each meeting is
done timely to provide assistance to the Permanent Secretary.
2.

Like-minded Group
a. Through Malta's participation in the work of the EU Like-Minded Group on
Growth Malta has continued to cooperate with other leading Member States,
learning about their working methods and priorities on a number of policy
areas including national budget priorities, e-commerce and single market
governance. At the end of 2014, the Like-Minded Group coordinated a shared
paper which included a list of shared priorities in terms of EU work for the
coming years. The letters were officially presented to the new Commission
when it came into office in November 2014 in a bid to influence the
Commission's new Work Programme.
b. Preparation and distribution of the report after the meeting.

3.

SCIMF
a. Preparation and coordination of Malta’s position.
b. Preparation and distribution of the report after the meeting.
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4.

ESM Administrative Technical meeting
a. The Research Unit periodically participates in technical meetings held either
by conference call or within the ESM premises in Luxembourg. Earlier in the
year the discussion were primarily focused on the finalisation of the Direct
Recapitalisation Instrument (DRI) guideline. Lately, the bulk of the work
focussed on the budget for 2015. The Unit also represented the Ministry in
the Annual Shareholder’s Meeting. The Unit presents all of its work within the
ESM and EFSF to the Economic and Financial Affairs Parliamentary
Committee.

5.

Task force on Coordinated Action (TFCA)
The committee continued to discuss bridge financing of the Single Resolution Fund.

Committees and Preparation of Meetings at National Level
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Preparation for and participation in on the ground missions by CION, IMF and CRAs.
Budget research, budget speech and follow-up to the budget.
Preparation, participation and follow-up to the PDMAC.
Preparation, participation and follow-up to the National Committee on Statistics.
Review of legal advice and contracts icw Enemalta and Air Malta, particularly from a
State aid perspective.
6. Review of a number of legal contracts icw CHOGM 2015.
7. Preparation, participation and follow-up to Settlement of Outstanding debt with
Russian Federation.
Research Work
1. GAPS analysis related research
The Research unit continued to work on two indicators of the ‘Doing Business report by the
World Bank, (Getting credit and Starting a business) with the intention to register progress in
order to improve the ranking of Malta.
a. Getting Credit indicator – Work is moving forward with the Getting Credit
indicator with both the MFSA and Central Bank undertaking their respective
studies on the legal rights index and the credit registers.
b. Starting a business indicator – there has been some sporadic progress from
different stakeholders although work is undergoing to ensure that progress is
registered.
2. Sukuk research – The Research Unit initiated a research exercise to explore the
possibility for Malta to issue a sovereign Islamic bond known as sukuk. This work will
continue on next year and would include the assessment of sukuk proposals already
received by the Ministry.
3. Investment plan for Europe – Coordination with other Ministries has already started
and input has been provided in preparation for Coreper, ECOFIN and European
Council discussions.
4. Malta Freeport Swap – The Research Unit was involved in the renegotiations of the
terms of the currency swap between Malta Freeport Corporation and UBS. These
negotiations will continue in the year ahead.
5. Fiscal Responsibility Act – This act required extensive research work before
implementation and this office was involved both during the background work and
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during the finalisation of the bill. (This unit was moreover involved in the proofreading
of the bill).
6. The unit was also involved in the compilation of Malta’s positions on issues related to
the Economic and Monetary Union (EMU) and other issues related to investment
plan, unemployment benefit scheme, etc.
B.

Local Section

The Local Policy Section within the Research Unit, carried out a multitude of cross-cutting
research tasks, policy analysis and also assisting various Departments within the Ministry for
Finance in policy implementation. The main tasks include:
1.

Assuming an active role in the analysis and consultation process of Budget 2015
measures
All measures submitted by the general public, stakeholders and line Ministries have been
reviewed and summarised into a user-friendly platform, assessing their feasibility and
categorising measures by Ministry. Moreover, throughout 2014, this section researched a
number of measures from other countries’ best practices and adapted them to the specificities of
the local context for inclusion in the Budget. This office was responsible for the drafting and
editing of the Budget Speech as well as conducting an in-depth trend analysis on Government
revenue for 2008-2013 to establish more accurate quarterly forecasts for 2015 and thereby
complying with the obligations of the Fiscal Responsibility Act.
2. Commitment to Sustainable Development through the Eco Contribution Reform
The Eco Contribution reform is a major task spearheaded by the Local Section. The reform has
been implemented with a particular focus towards sustainable development. Following extensive
studies and assessments, it has been decided to streamline the eco contribution mechanism to
address the unlevel playing field in the market. Commodities like tyres, petroleum oils and
ammunition have been transferred to the excise regime. A plan has been established along with
MSDEC and MEPA to phase out White Goods, Electrical and Electronic Equipment (WEEE)
from the Eco contribution as from Q4 2015 and thereby paving the way for the implementation of
the WEEE Directive which would in turn facilitate proper collection.
The unit liaised with Customs on the inclusion of new commodities under the Excise regime and
jointly carried out impact assessments on; Wine, Fish Farming Feed, tyres, petroleum oils and
ammunition. In this way, the Government would be embracing the Polluter Pays Principle and
ensure that future generations are less compromised by the actions of our generation.
3.

Representation in Government-Appointed Boards/ Committees and related research
work
a. IPSAS Project Board Secretariat;
b. Financial Management Committee Secretariat;
c. Smoking & Health Committee;
d. Green Economy Core Group & Green Economy Steering Group;
e. National Innovations and Creativity Board.

4. Evaluation of national policies and Strategies
The major policies and strategies reviewed include; The National Health Systems Strategy
2014-2020, E-Commerce Strategy, Preliminary Report on the Regeneration of the South of
Malta, Waste Management Plan, Maritime Strategy and National Innovation Strategy.
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5. Project Management
The Research Unit teamed up with a local NGO, IRISS to manage a project called GRASP. The
main objective of GRASP is to serve as an IT tool with the potential to facilitating green public
procurement. This project is currently being piloted.
6. Review of legislation
The Local Section coordinated a lengthy process of reviewing legislation falling under MFIN and
adapting legislation to new realities like civil unions.

Ivan-Carl Saliba
Director
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EU PAYING AUTHORITY
During 2014 the Directorate continued to perform the role of Certifying Authority for:








Structural and Cohesion Funds 2007-2013
European Fisheries Fund (EFF) 2007-2013
SOLID Funds 2007-2013
EEA/Norway Financial Mechanism
Swiss Bilateral Funds
Own Resources
Reimbursement of Travel Expenses for European Council and Commission Meetings

The following tables refer to the amounts certified and transferred to Government Revenue1
during the year for all the funds mentioned above.
TABLE 1: Structural & Cohesion Funds 2007-2013
Fund

Certified during 2014

Received from the
EC and transferred to
revenue during 2014

€

€

OPI - ERDF

100,329,150.23

118,785,358.58

OPI – Cohesion Fund

42,341,004.22

40,535,977.98

OPII - ESF

22,806,646.76

13,786,595.25

Totals

164,649,936.12

133,716,347.34

NB:
includes amounts certified in 2013 received during 2014
Amounts certified in December 2014 to be received from the EC in 2015

TABLE 2: European Fisheries Fund (EFF) 2007-2013
Fund

Certified during 2014

Certified and transferred
to revenue during 2014

EFF

€

€

1,068,100.22

1,472,216.67

1

Does not apply to SOLID Funds since it is the Managing Authority’s and not the Certifying Authority’s function to
transfer funds to Government Revenue.
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TABLE 3: SOLID Funds
Certified
AP 2011
€

Fund

External Borders Fund (EBF)

2,513,718.60

European Refugee Fund (ERF)

2,455,848.07

Return Fund (RF)

594,968.92

European Integration Fund (EIF)

298,919.91

Totals

5,863,455.50

TABLE 4: Norwegian & EEA Financial Mechanisms (NFM & EEAFM)

Fund

Certified during
2014
€

NFM/EEA – TA 09-14
NFM 2009-2014
EEA 2009-2014
Totals

Certified and
transferred to
revenue during
2014
€

13,442

13,442

49,303

49,303

20,432

20,432

83,177

83,177

TABLE 5: Swiss - Maltese Cooperation Programme 2007-2017

Fund
Swiss – Maltese
Cooperation
Programme
2007-2017

€

Certified and
transferred to
revenue during
2014
€

115,742.12

38,880.15

Certified during
2014
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TABLE 6: The EU Paying Authority Directorate also acts as Payment Authority for Own
Resources which constitute Malta’s contribution towards the EU Budget. Table 6 below indicates
the payment amounts of Own Resources during 2014
Payments to
the EU during
2014

€

TOR

10,453,493.79

VAT-Based

10,255,433.23

GNI-Based

52,299,887.96
4,498,349.04

UK Correction
Reduction in
favour of other
Member
States
Total

nil

77,507,164.02

Reimbursement of Travel Expenses for European Council and Commission Meetings
The total of travel funds claimed relating to participation in EU Council and Commission
Meetings and reimbursed by the two EU Institutions during 2014, amounted to €1,407,862.52.
This included €856,475.79 for Council Meetings and €551,386.73 for Commission Meetings.

Joseph Sghendo
Director (EU Paying Authority)
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OFFICE OF THE CIO

Introduction
The main responsibility of the Office of the CIO (OCIO) is to lead the ICT Strategy of the
Ministry and its Departments in liaison with MITA. The Office, in co-ordination with key ICT
personnel in the Ministry’s Departments ensures that ICT operational services are provided for
and run smoothly, while ICT initiatives reach their objectives, are within budget and in line with
the overall Government ICT strategy. The following is an outline of the operations, projects and
initiatives in which the Office of the CIO was involved in during the year under review.
Departmental and User Support
The OCIO provided general technical support, consultancy and advice both to the Ministry and
its Departments. User technical support is also provided to users in instances where the MITA
Call Centre does not have the necessary expertise or the request does not fall within its remit.
Exemptions and Waivers
As part of its ICT Governance responsibilities, the OCIO evaluated all ICT requests that required
a formal exemption from GM ICT Policies due to the nature or circumstance of the request. The
process involved coordinating with the parties concerned, formulating the business case as well
as formally submitting the case with the MITA Compliance Department.
Provision of ICT Services
The OCIO logged and/or approved requests for ICT services required by users across the
Ministry and its Departments. All final approvals were granted only through the OCIO to ensure
better governance and security when giving access to information systems while costs for
services are also monitored and kept under control. The requests vary and included among
others: provision of domain services, email and Internet accounts, access to information
systems, teleworking facilities, generic mail boxes, modification of mail quotas, access to shared
folders and unlocking of network ports.
Network Storage Quotas
The OCIO through its Governance function keeps tabs on the amount of network storage being
utilised by users within the Ministry and its Departments. Network storage comes at a cost to the
Ministry and it is important not to exceed the allocated quotas. Users with high storage
requirements were approached following usage reports from MITA to archive old data onto DVD
storage to free online disk space.
Local Area Networks
During 2014 various network related tasks were carried out in various departments and these
included:







Local Area Network extensions;
Replacement of faulty network switches and/or reconfiguration;
Installation of new network and distribution switches;
New network points or their relocation following office moves;
Upgrading of network cabinets;
Re-patching of telephony and network points in network cabinets;
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Redeployment of network equipment from one premises to another;
Installation of Uninterruptible Power Supplies in a number of network cabinets;
Replacement of network cabinet UPS batteries.

Contract Management
The OCIO is involved in the management of all ICT Contracts including those for new
Information Systems or Services as well as the Maintenance and Support Contracts of current
Systems and Services. Such contracts either relate to MITA or to 3rd party suppliers.
The OCIO was also involved in managing and coordinating repairs on electronic equipment that
needed to be carried out by third party suppliers. The OCIO prepared the equipment for pick up
by the supplier, kept track of such equipment and ensured that the equipment was properly
repaired and returned to its user/s.
ICT Budgeting for 2015
In June 2014, the budgeting process to submit the Operational (OPEX) and Capital (CAPEX)
ICT budgetary requirements for the Ministry and its Departments for 2015 commenced. A
number of meetings with all relevant stakeholders including MITA project managers were
organised in order to assess the ICT requirements for the coming year. The finalised ICT
Budgeted requirements were forwarded to MITA by end August 2014.
Websites
The OCIO was involved in works related to web support and development. Apart from keeping
the Ministry’s web portal updated, the OCIO assisted Departments in launching either their new
website or else upgrading the technology platform of current ones especially due to the
migration of all websites hosted at MITA from Web Framework 1.0 to 2.0.
The OCIO was also responsible for taking the necessary actions to address technical
vulnerabilities discovered on the Departments’ websites following web security audits carried
out by MITA.
Student Placement Programme
In the year under review, the OCIO and a number of Ministry Departments assisted MITA
and Ministry for the Economy, Investment and Small Business in the student placement
programme for 2014. Five students following an IT Diploma at MCAST were sponsored and
provided with an 11 week hands-on training experience in our offices. The students were
mainly involved in providing technical assistance to users, troubleshooting and installation of
hardware, checking and compilation of the Ministry's ICT hardware inventory, backup and
migration of data from Windows XP workstations to Windows 7 and 8.1, re-organisation of
network cabinets and other office duties.
ICT Support for the National Budget 2015
The OCIO managed the Ministry’s ICT requirements for the preparation of the National Budget
2015. The support commenced weeks prior to the budget as well as during Budget day itself.
The main tasks included the coordination for the provision of dedicated technical support to the
Ministry, the allocation of additional and standby hardware and real time updating of the
Ministry’s web portal with the Budget speech and associated publications as well as the
preparation of digital media for distribution.
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Email Migration to Microsoft Exchange 2010
The OCIO coordinated with the IT units amongst the various Ministry departments and MITA
for the seamless migration of the Ministry’s mailboxes to the Microsoft Exchange 2010
server. The migration involved 1114 user mailboxes and 182 generic mailboxes.
The process included the identification of any obsolete email addresses for eventual deletion
as well as the identification of suitable time intervals when to migrate the various user
groups. The upgrade provided various advantages to the users such as a newly redesigned
interface for webmail, more efficient mail delivery and larger mailboxes for both normal users
and VIPs.
Enhancements to the Accountancy Board Web Portal
Several enhancements were carried out to the web portal www.accountancyboard.gov.mt.
These included an increase in the back-end database storage capacity, the generation of
new reports from the database, a new fines section, keeping track of customer account
balances of pending fees and accumulated fines and the storing of payments’ details. The
annual return for 2014 was also adapted for the requirements of year 2014.
ICT Developments at the Customs Department
A number of new ICT developments were implemented at Malta Customs under the
auspices of the OCIO. These included the development of the first version of the Export
Module, work on the consolidation of various databases as well as the upgrading of the
accounting and bonded warehouse. Preparatory work has also commenced on projects
earmarked for 2015 including an upgrade to the Customs Risk Management System.
ICT Developments at the Treasury
A number of ICT projects were carried out within the Treasury Department through MITA. These
included among others changes to financial systems to cater for changes related to the
implementation of the Single European Payment Area (SEPA) and enhancements on the Bank
Reconciliation System.
ICT Developments at the Inland Revenue and Vat Departments
Every year the budgetary measures announced in the National Budget have to be implemented
within the Government’s Revenue Systems. In this regard, a number of enhancements or
updates to these systems had to be carried out to implement the measures announced in the
Budget such as changes in Part Time rules and Tax on Rental Income among others. There
were also Taxpayer Registration enhancements to support initiatives such as the Global
Residence Scheme, the Residence Programme and Civil Unions. Work was also commenced
on budgetary measures announced in the Budget for 2015 such as changes to the capital Gains
Tax Regulations.
The merger of the VAT and Inland Revenue Department brought with it a number of
modifications to the taxation systems to consolidate data where possible including the
commencement of work on a common consolidated web portal. In 2014, there was also the
Implementation of the Mini One Stop Shop suite of on-line application for registration, tax return
filing and payment.
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ICT Developments at the National Statistics Office
The OCIO coordinated with MITA and allocated the necessary funding for IT developments at
the NSO. During 2014, the following projects were delivered:
 Updates to the Survey on Income and Living Conditions (SILC) 2014;
 Updates to the Structural Business Statistics 2013;
 Business Register enhancement;
 Intrastat Technology Upgrade – phase 1;
 Updates to the Labour Force Survey 2014;
 New website – www.nso.gov.mt.
Participation in a Horizon 2020 Research and Innovation Project
The Office of the CIO along with the Inland Revenue Department and MITA are participating
in a research project related to the eventual establishment of a secure Government Cloud
under the Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme. The project was selected for
funding in 2014 and is being led by the Italian Ministry for Finance along with a number of
high profile participants including the Università di Sapienza - Rome, IBM - Israel, ASIT Austria, Graz University of Technology - Austria, University of Southampton - UK and
Cybernetica – Estonia along with PWC. The Inland Revenue will be carrying out validation
and testing of use cases using the “cloud data envelope” framework being proposed by the
project. The outcome of the project will hopefully pave the way for the implementation of
more secure cloud services that will provide the necessary infrastructure for the secure
sharing of data for Government.

Albert Vella
Chief Information Officer
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FINANCIAL POLICY AND MANAGEMENT DIVISION

A. FINANCIAL POLICY DEVELOPMENT & ANALYSIS DIRECTORATE
Financial Reporting and Corporate Finance
The consolidation of policies, laws, regulations and standards continued during the course of
2014. In particular, the reviewing of the current cash based accounting policies and the pursuing
of the concept of enhancing the uptake of electronic methods of payments. Apart from the
division’s participation in the late payments expert group, the Investment Facility Committee and
the Travel Management System implementation team with a view to keeping abreast with
developments.
One of the main objectives of this Division is that of modernising financial management across
public administration, enabling Ministries, Departments and Extra-Budgetary Units to manage
better their financial resources, become more accountable and to increase efficiency in the use
of public assets. This necessitates the continuous liaison with line Ministries, Departments and
Extra-Budgetary Units together with the National Audit Office (NAO), Treasury Department,
Budgetary Affairs Division, the Internal Audit and Investigation Department (IAID) and the
National Statistics Office (NSO) among others.
Late Payments
Many payments in commercial transactions between economic operators or between economic
operators and public authorities are made later than agreed in the contract or as laid down in the
general commercial conditions. Although the goods are delivered or the services performed,
many corresponding invoices are paid well after the deadline. Such late payment negatively
affects liquidity and complicates the financial management of undertakings. It also affects their
competitiveness and profitability when the creditor needs to obtain external financing because of
late payment.
During 2012, this division worked to transpose the directive within Maltese law. Such task was
partially completed on 14th August 2012 with the issuance of Legal Notice 272. Following the
March 2013 deadline the Commission came back with an EU Pilot whereby additional
clarifications were requested. Malta gave the necessary replies and following the Commission’s
approval a new Legal Notice was issued in January 2014 which ensured that Malta had fully
transposed the Directive. During 2014, this division also continued to inform the various public
sector stakeholders involved (namely Government departments, public entities and local
councils) by updating the website put up on the subject (www.late-payment.gov.mt) and by
organizing an information seminar.
The division also sought to ensure that creditor levels of all public authorities are monitored. In
this respect the creditor balances’ were collected and analysed on a semi annual basis. The
attention of those public authorities that were identified as the main 'culprits' was drawn and
solutions sought. Moreover, during 2014 the division also participated in an expert group at
European level to discuss outstanding issues with respect to this Directive.
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Litigations and Claims
During 2014, i.e. following the full transposition of the late payments directive (recast), the need
was felt to start collating data on the amount of claims placed against Government both in
respect to late payments and also in respect to other general matters. This data along with the
bi-annual creditor balances helped to gauge the extent of the amounts due problem, and to
eventually seek possible long term effective solutions.
Electronic Payments
The 2014 Country Specific Recommendations (CSRs), issued by the European Commission on
the 2nd of June 2014, state that Malta should step up its efforts in the co-ordination and
implementation of the recommendations pertaining to Malta’s position in the coming budget and
NRP. Country Specific Recommendation No. 1 (CSR 1) refers to the use of electronic means of
payment which is being urged by the Commission as one of the measures that can be
implemented to improve tax compliance and fight off tax evasion. In this regard a decision has
been taken to pursue the possibility of enhancing the uptake of electronic methods of payments.
As per buget speech, a National Strategy for Electronic Payments will be formulated which will
seek to:
 Identify the policy decisions that are needed to create an environment that supports
and promotes the use of electronic payments;
 Deliver a substantial increase in the uptake of electronic payment methods leading to
a significant reduction in the reliance on cash and other paper-based instruments,
both within public administration and also at national level;
 Promote ecommerce as propogated by Digital Malta - National Digital Strategy 20142020;
 Promote an efficient and sustainable payments’ market;
 Support initiatives that promote increased levels of tax and anti-money laundering
compliance; and
 Provide information and educate the general public and businesses on the
efficiencies that are gained through the use of electronic payments.
As regards the use of cards by Ministers, Parliamentary Secretaries and Government officials
this division has continued to approve their issuance on a case by case basis and based on
strict adherence to set conditions.
Local Councils
Following the establishment of new guidelines issued in 2012, during 2014 the division was
not faced with new requests related to bank loan approvals. Notwithstanding this, the
division kept a close working relationship with the Department for Local Government (DLG)
whereby various financial management matters were frequently discussed.
Travel Management System (TMS)
The goal of such a system would be to replace the current paper-based system leading to:
A)
B)
C)
D)
E)

Quicker processing of travelling needs;
Less manual mistakes in terms of processing of funds and documentation;
More efficiency in collection of refunds from European authorities;
Better tracking of travelling; and
Data collection on which to base decision making.
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Work on this measure was initiated way back in 2011 to the effect that a comprehensive
document was drawn up detailing the processes and supporting policies as regulated by the
provisions of Chapter 8 of the Public Service Management Code (PSMC). Such a solution would
enable Government to better manage travel on official duty abroad, potentially centralising
booking, etc. and reducing costs. During 2012 the document had been reviewed in collaboration
with IMU and a Request for Information (RFI) document had been prepared. This RFI was
issued to the general public (both locally and internationally) in the early months of 2013. Very
encouraging feedback was obtained from local suppliers with various solutions being proposed.
Following the RFI stage, discussions with IMU pursued and MITA was engaged in order to
complete the project. In 2014, an updated GAP analysis exercise was concluded and on the
basis of its findings an analysis of the workflows started taking shape. By end of 2015 this
project is due to be completed and a pilot test launched.
Corporate Travel Agreement
This division was in charge of finalising a corporate travel agreement which came into effect from
1 November 2012. This agreement was based on a corporate offer by Air Malta p.l.c. (the
Carrier) in relation to travel abroad on official duties. With the agreement the Carrier extended
preferential conditions when Government purchases from the Carrier tickets at public fares for
use by the individuals who are either:



public employees who are travelling on Government related business/duties; or
individuals who are not public employees and who are travelling on Government
related business/duties.

Following the finalisation of the agreement, this division kept close liaison with Airmalta whereby
developments were discussed. This division also acted as an intermediary between the airline
and line Ministries in order to resolve any operational issues.
Additionally, this division collaborated with CDRT in order to organise seminars on Travel
Regulations during which the opportunity was taken to discuss the impact of this agreement on
the everyday workflow of Government travel officials.
IPSAS Implementation
International Public Sector Accounting Standards (IPSAS) are a set of accounting standards
issued by the IPSAS Board for use by public sector entities around the world in the preparation
of financial statements. These standards are based on International Financial Reporting
Standards (IFRS) issued by the International Accounting Standards Board (IASB). IPSAS aims
to improve the quality of general purpose financial reporting by the public sector, leading to
better informed assessments of the resource allocation decisions made by Governments,
thereby increasing transparency and accountability.
The implementation of IPSAS is being actively considered within the Government of Malta in line
with the policy of adopting accrual accounting. This project is being led by Treasury in conjuction
with MITA and the Ministry (FPMD). This is a long term project that requires the strengthening of
structures service-wide, including core policy functions. This is mainly because this division apart
from seeking to address potential gaps that there may be in terms of accounting policies, it is
also involved in the discussions which seek the possibility of applying for EU funding in respect
of the acquisition of IT software and hardware that are pivotal for a successful shift to accruals
accounting. Following the ‘Gap Analysis’ phase which was launched with a workshop co-hosted
by Treasury and this Division, now this Division is actively involved in addressing these gaps
mainly by participating in the IPSAS Implementation Committee and IPSAS Implementation
Board that will seek to adopt each standard specifically for the local scenario.
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Additionally, during 2014 this division was asked by CDRT to give training sessions on the
subject to newly appointed senior principals.
Investment Facility Committee
During 2014, FPMD continued representing Malta as member on the Investment Facility
Committee (European Investment Bank). The Investment Facility (IF) is a revolving fund, i.e.
loan amortizations will be re-invested in new operations.
The IF provides various forms of risk sharing financing instruments for investment projects in
most sectors of the economy. This includes projects in the commercially run public sector and in
the infrastructure sector which are key to the development of the private sector, as well as the
financial sector. IF support is provided through:





debt finance;
guarantees;
equity-type financing;
acting as an investor in private equity funds .

All projects funded by the IF must be economically, financially, technically and environmentally
viable.
Fiscal Consolidation Exercise (Base year 2013)
Fiscal consolidation is a policy intended to reduce deficits and the accumulation of debt. For the
last years MFIN proposed the collection of data with respect to the following:






Consultants (non-medical);
Sick-leave;
Overtime;
Hiring of Motor Vehicles;
Hospitality.

Like in the previous year various units within FPMD collected the data from the respective
Ministries/Departments/Entities, while the trend analysis was carried out by both this division and
the Permanent Secretary’s Office.
Financial Markets
During the course of 2014, the European Commission pursued a number of initiatives in
response to the financial crisis to create a safer and sounder financial sector for the single
market. Various new financial policy measures were discussed at European Union level to
ensure better regulation in the activities of banks, insurance and investment services sector and
to introduce mechanisms to enhance supervision. Throughout the year 2014, FPMD continued
to monitor the constant developments taking place in the area of financial markets.
During the period under review, the division contined to issue a financial services statistical
report on a bi-annual basis highlighting the main economic indicators for 2014, focusing primarily
on the financial services sector’s contribution to Gross Domestic Product, employment, direct
Investment in Malta and abroad, deposits and loans, and licences statistics.
On a monthly basis, the division also produces a report that captures the recent international and
local economic and financial market developments. The report focuses on the main economic
indicators, commodity prices, equities, exchange rates and other important highlights of that
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particular month. The report also provides an update on the European Union’s regulatory
developments in the area of financial services.
The division had an active role in the coordination of the implementation of backstop measures
and the introduction of the concept of burden sharing in Maltese legislation. These measures
would become necessary in the event that a local financial institution suffers a capital shortfall
arising out of a capital exercise, stress-test, asset quality review or an equivalent exercise at
Union, Euro area or national level, where applicable. This work was carried out in conjunction
with MFSA, Central Bank of Malta, the Economic Policy Division and the Treasury.
Consequently during the year under review, the Local Loans (Registered Stocks and Securities),
Cap 161 was amended so as the introduce the concept of backstop measures and to enable the
Minister for Finance to raise money by way of loan for the purpose of providing financial support
to credit institutions in the context of a financial crisis in view of preserving financial stability in
terms of Directive 2014/59/EU of the European Parliament and of The Council of the 15 May
2014 establishing a framework for the recovery and resolution of credit institutions and
investment firms and the Communication from the Commission on the application, from 1
August 2013, of State aid rules to support measures in favour of banks in the context of the
financial crisis (‘Banking Communication’) (2013/C 216/01). Further work is being carried out to
amend several other legal instruments that will enshrine the concept of burden sharing in local
legislation.
Government Transport
The Government Transport Unit continued working during 2014 to have a smaller, cleaner and
newer fleet. The Unit met with many different departments and extra budgetary units to discuss
the best options for their transport requirements in line with MFIN policies. This office
encouraged public sector entities to procure rather than to lease vehicles as leasing of vehicles
was only approved in certain circumstances due to economically justifiable reasons. More
concrete action was taken against ‘underutilised vehicles, and inefficient and/or older vehicles.
In the year under review, the ‘Fleetweb’ system (the online version of the Fleet Management
System) was developed with a view to replace FMS completely. In fact, some departments have
already shifted to this application whilst FMS will be completely phased out in 2015 for the
remaining Government departments. Discussions were held with the Lotteries and Gaming
Authority, Malta Industrial Parks and the Medicines Authority as they will soon adopt the
‘Fleetweb’. The division is committed that in the coming years all public sector entities which do
not make use of a fleet management system will convert to the ‘Fleetweb’.
In 2014, departments were trained in the use of the ‘reconciliation’ process and by the end of the
year many departments started to reconcile fuel issues with FMS records. A seminar was also
held for DCSs wherein the main features of FMS/‘Fleetweb’ were explained. A similar seminar
was organised for EBUs and in this case, the importance of adopting and using FMS/‘Fleetweb’
was highlighted.
The Ministry was represented in monthly board meetings held at the National Commission
Persons with Disability (KNPD) whose aim is to approve requests relating to the exemption of
registration tax. The board was also tasked with the updating of the current guidelines on
Exemptions to be presented to the Minister responsible for Finance.
This office also continued with discussions with the Protection Compensation Fund (PCF) with a
view to streamlining the procedure to be adopted in claims related to accidents involving
Government owned vehicles which are insurance exempt. There will be a shift towards a more
comprehensive cover as the PCF will also be acting on Government’s behalf to collect money
due in cases where Government is not liable for an accident. It is aimed that a new agreement
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between the Ministry and the PCF should be signed in 2015. In this respect a policy circular will
be also issued.
The division continued with discussions with Transport Malta and the Ministry for Transport and
Infrastructure on a pilot-project in connection with a centralised electronic Government Transport
Grants
Due to the Civil Union Act which came into effect on 17th April 2014, the former grant scheme
on wedding functions was updated through a Government Notice in order to incorporate as well
civil union functions ceremonies.
A number of grants that were implemented in the course of prevoius years namely, (i) the grant
related to the assistance to Further and/or Higher Education Institutions related to the capital
expenditure incurred in the extension of such Education Institutions, (ii) the grant related to the
assistance to Church and Independent Schools related to the capital expenditure incurred in
their transition from primary to secondary school which was amended so as to incorporate
assistance to Independent Schools, and this with regards to the implementation of educational
reforms for all children to succeed, (iii) the grant related to the purchase of sport equipment for
personal use, (iv) the grant related to the restoration, conservation and maintenance of privately
owned residential buildings within Urban Conservation Areas (UCAs) and Grade 1 and Grade 2
scheduled buildings, where during 2014 were still being administered by the VAT Department.
Other grant schemes which were still being being administered by VAT Department include the
funeral grant, the ordination of priesthood grant, the grant on the purchased of musical
instruments, the grant related to capital expenditure incurred by sports organisations. The total
recurrent expenditure on such grants for the financial year 2014 amounted to around €3.68
million.
B. TAX, PAY AND SOCIAL WELFARE POLICY DIRECTORATE
Pay and Conditions of Service
Duties related to Conditions of Service carried out during 2014 involved the consideration of a
vast range of allowances, requests for revision of salaries, fees and other payments, and the
establishment of eligibility criteria for recipients in both the Public Service and Public Sector. The
Unit worked closely with the Budget Affairs Division to finalise and approve financial packages
for new and replacement positions. Requests were always considered in the light of existing
policies and regulations. Continuous liaison with PAHRO, Budget Affairs, PACBU and line
ministries formed an integral part of this process. The Unit’s objective is to evaluate requests
related to Conditions of Service in a just and efficient manner that reflects Government policy
and the Public Service Code of Ethics.
During the year, the Unit was increasingly called upon to assess the financial implications of any
award, especially in the case of the establishment of new allowances and benefits, and to strive
towards the Unit’s continued recognition as a reference point for those seeking guidance on
these matters.
Boards, Committees and Similar Bodies
As in previous years, the Unit considered requests for the set-up and remuneration of new
boards on the basis of a number of criteria, including the number of sittings, duties and
responsibilities. It also evaluated requests, on an adhoc basis, for revision of remuneration
resulting from additional duties or hours worked. These duties were carried out in conjunction
with PAHRO and are ongoing.
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The Unit in liaison with the Cabinet Office and PAHRO intiated work to revise the remuneration
framework for government appointed boards and committess. This involved, first and foremost,
research into the criteria to be adopted when classifying these boards into the respective
categories and the establishment of definitions in conjunction with Office of Attorney General. A
task group was set up in order to proceed with this exercise that is on-going and expected to be
concluded by mid-2015.
Treasury Pensions Classification Boards
During 2014, the Unit chaired a number of Pensions Classification Boards set up in accordance
with the Pensions Ordinance (Cap 93), Article 8. These involved extensive preliminary and
follow-up work, and meetings were set up with PAHRO and the entities concerned.
Pensions Ordinance Amendment Bill
Following discussions held with a number of stakeholders, changes to the Pensions Ordinance
were proposed by the Unit to amend eligibility criteria with respect to Treasury Pensions.
Ministry for Foreign Affairs (MFA) – Missions Abroad
The year 2014 saw the conclusion of a lengthy process to shift from Global Emoluments to Post
Adjustment Allowance. The new remuneration system is now in force and this Unit, together with
MFA, was engaged in a number of tasks related to the change and its effect on particular
Missions.
The Unit was also responsible for assessing requests for increase in salaries and other
payments related to Locally Engaged Personnel. The main tasks involved reviewing contracts,
setting up eligibility criteria and liaising with MFA in order to ensure that up-to-date records are
kept and the Conditions of Service are observed.
During 2014, the Unit assisted MFA in various policy matters and in the interpretation and
implementation of the revised Conditions of Service for Malta Based Officers, including measures
related to the post adjustment allowance, health, travel, education and other benefits. Tasks
included in-depth analysis on the financial impact of the various measures and the review has
reached its final stages
Expert Group on Sick Leave
The sick leave exercise, which was initiated in 2013, was concluded in 2014. The Expert Group,
consisting of members from PAHRO and the division, identified sick leave trends over the years
and concluded that the number of sick-days availed of by public officers remains substantial,
with an average of nine (9) sick-days per employee being reported each year. As a quantum, the
total number of sick-days amounted to nearly 300,000 days during 2013, or the equivalent of
circa 1,200 full-time employees. An estimate of the annual cost of sick-leave in the Public
Service was put at almost €12.0m in 2013.
The report sought to take into consideration practices from other EU member states and the
World Bank, for instance. In addition, the local scenario was also taken into consideration by
utilising reports and newspapers and also inviting DIER and OHSA to share their experience.
The Expert Group concluded that there are certain deficiencies in the current system and
thereby provided a list of recommendations which are aimed to lead to positive outcomes and a
standard procedure throughout the Public Service.
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Monitoring of Expenditure - DAS REPORTING/DAKAR
In order to enhance performance with respect to monitoring and advising on matters relating to
allowances, benefits and other expenditure, a number of specific exercises were carried out during
the year.
In collaboration with Budget Affairs Division, reports on Personal Emoluments were presented for
each quarter, giving particular attention to expenditure on overtime and allowances. In addition, a
comparison was made for each quarter with that of the previous year. This was carried out in order
to observe trends and monitor any increases in expenditure over the years. This exercise was
crucial in performing a macro analysis of expenditure on Personal Emoluments. On the other
hand, DAKAR proved to be a useful tool in performing micro analysis, and in 2014, an
experimental exercise was carried out to determine the extent of overtime payments in particular
grades with the aim of expanding our research in the future. These duties were carried out in
collaboration with HR Management Systems Directorate, PAHRO.
Delegation of the Recruitment Approval Function
The Pay and Conditions of Service Policy Unit (P&CSU) was an active participant in meetings held
with various stakeholders to determine a structured procedure with respect to recruitment in the
Public Sector. The meetings determined the role that MFIN would have in considering and
monitoring such requests, particularly the Unit’s contribution on benefits and allowances. Directive
7 was brought into force during 2014.
Deeds of Hypothecation
Besides the normal duties associated with this task, the P&CSU carried out preliminary
consultation with the Office of Chief Notary to Government on ways to streamline and simplify
such authorisations. The matter is expected to be finalised in 2015.
Database Management
The P&CSU was responsible for updating records on all approvals issued over the year. The
database was used not only to provide a list of recipients for each category of benefits, but also
data in monetary terms for analysis. Furthermore, the database proved to be a valid tool when
seeking information on past approvals.
National Reform Programme
The Financial Policy and Management Division (FPMD) reports on implemented measures that
are included in the National Reform Programme. These reports evaluate and monitor the progress
and effectiveness of implemented measures and are aimed at determining the extent to which
these are addressing the Country Specific Recommendations put forward by the European
Commission. Measures implemented by FPMD during 2014 include: the on-going administration
of the motor vehicle registration tax and licence fees, intended to encourage smaller and cleaner
modes of transportation and thus abate CO2 emissions; the extension of the scrappage scheme,
aimed at promoting the purchase of new and less-polluting vehicles, whilst encouraging the
disposal of older and environmentally harmful vehicles.
Re-registration of Motor Vehicles
In 2012, CION (the Commission) put forward a proposed law entitled “Proposal for a Regulation of
the European Parliament and of the Council simplifying the transfer of motor vehicles registered in
another Member State within the Single Market”, with the claimed aim to facilitate movement of
labour by removing obstacles related to the registration of vehicles. Although this dossier does not
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fall within the taxation legislative measures discussed at Council level (hence it is strictly speaking
a tax issue in a non-tax dossier) the division’s input was regarded as essential to analyse the
proposed legislations and compromise texts from a fiscal and economic point of view due to
possible fiscal implications of the said dossier.
Work on this dossier during 2014 included the preparation of Malta’s position for the plethora of
documents associated with it (Instruction notes, Briefing notes etc.); corresponding with Malta’s
Permanent Representation to the EU’s (PREU) diplomats in Brussels working on this matter, as
well as with foreign colleagues from other Member States; and attending Council of the European
Union meetings and co-ordination meetings with other Member States, that were interested to
form a lobby which also safeguarded Malta’s interests.
Energy Tax Directive
In 2014, FPMD actively participated in the Council Working Party meetings on the Commission
proposal to revise Council Directive 2003/96/EC of 27 October 2003 restructuring the Community
framework for the taxation of energy products and electricity, also referred as the Energy Tax
Directive (ETD).
The proposed amendment was aimed at restructuring energy taxation such that it is better geared
towards helping Member States reach policy objectives in the area of climate change set for 2020.
Work in this area involved preparing various documents such as instruction and briefing notes
which include also Malta’s positions for Council meetings as well as analysing the various policy
documents put forward by the Greek and Italian Presidencies, the Commission, other Member
States and various other stakeholders accordingly, as well as holding the necessary consultations
with Government stakeholders.
The proposal was thereafter withdrawn by the Commission, after having been discussed in the
Council since April 2011 (i.e. the date that this proposed law was published by the Commission).
Administrative co-ordination
OECD Comparative Information Series (CIS) Report
Work in this field consisted of co-ordinating with the revenue departments - namely Customs
Department, the VAT Department and Inland Revenue - in order to submit to FPMD the
detailed forms required by the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development
(OECD). OECD requires these detailed forms in order to collect the data and other
necessary information in order to fill the tables and notes where Malta is concerned in the
report entitled “Tax Administration 2015: Comparative Information on OECD and Other
Advanced and Emerging Economies.” Subsequently, all the information was consolidated
into a single document which was submitted to OECD by FPMD. Such document is then
published online by OECD.
Other Tax-related Dossiers
FPMD has formulated Malta’s position in feedback to EU policy documents related to the
field of taxation. It has also provided assistance to other departments with various response
and guidance, when the latter were forming Malta’s position in reaction to policy
issues/proposals put forward by the EU.
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Work on Budget 2015 proposals
Annual Circulation Licence fees - Budget 2015 proposal
FPMD carried out work on the tables annexed to the Budget Speech in order to show the
staggered increase in annual circulation licence fees for motor vehicles - both for those
registered before and after 1st January 2009 - with the exception of those with CO2 emissions of
not more than 100g/km, together with the increase in Government revenue associated with this
Budget measure.
Reduction of registration tax on quad bikes
The division worked out the necessary table with the rates for registration tax for ATVs as seen
in Chapter 368 of the Laws of Malta, but with reduced percentages in order to achieve a
reduction in registration tax on ATVs by almost 50%, in line with Government’s policy to
incentivise the use of smaller and less polluting vehicles.
Vehicle Registration Refund Scheme
The division worked closely with Transport Malta, the Ministry for Justice, Culture and Local
Government, Attorney General’s Office and the National Statistics Office in order to draft the
scheme that was published during 2014.
Vehicles registered for usage on weekends and public holidays
FPMD in collaboration with Transport Malta in the setting up of a scheme whereby individuals
will be able to register high emission M1 and L3 vehicles (with CO2 emissions greater than
220g/km and an engine capacity equal or greater to 801cc respectively) by paying 40% of the
standard registration taxes, on condition that such vehicles are used only on weekends and
public holidays. Such vehicles are distinguished from those registered for all time use by having
a red registration plate.
Other Budget 2015 measures related to motor vehicles and transport
FPMD also collaborated with Transport Malta in the formulation of Budget 2015 measures
related to transport and the scrappage scheme for motor vehicles.
EU Pilots
FPMD conducted extensive work to regularise Malta’s position with respect to EU Pilot requests
5175/13/TAXU on motor vehicles registered in another Member State lent to private persons by
family members or friends and 5085/13/TAXU on motor vehicles registered in another Member
State lent to private persons by family members or friends. Tasks included liaising with Transport
Malta and its legal advisors to bring about the necessary legal changes in the domestic
legislation, consulting the Dutch transport authorities to gain insight from their implementation
experience, as well as regularly informing the Commission about the progress being made
towards the agreed targets.
Other Areas
The Division continued to attend various other EU meetings such as the Commission meeting
entitled: Working Group – Structures of Taxation Systems, the Council High Level Working
Party, Taxation and seminars/workshops related to taxation policy with direct interest for the Tax
Policy Unit within FPMD. Specifically regarding the Council High Level Working Party, FPMD
contributed in the formulation of Instruction Notes (including the drafting of Malta’s positions after
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the necessary consultations have been carried out) for specific items in the agenda of the said
Council meeting.
Exemption from the Payment of Registration Tax
The division, through the Transfer of Residence Exemption Board, is also responsible for
administering exemptions from the payment of registration tax for individuals who transfer their
residence to Malta in terms of SL 368.02. During the year under review, 275 applications were
processed by the Transfer of Residence Exemptions Board.
C.

POLICY SUPPORT UNIT

Eco-Contribution
During the course of 2013, the division together with the Research Unit within the Permanent
Secretary Office embarked on an exercise to review the current eco-contribution system and to
explore reform alternatives to the system in a manner that would address its current problems.
This objective was also referred to in the 2014 Budget Speech.
In order to identify the possible options, data on which the necessary computations were based,
was obtained from the National Statistics Office (NSO), VAT Department, Budget Office,
Customs Department and Commerce Division. Meetings were held with the Customs
Department and MFIN Representative on the Eco-Contribution Approving Body to discuss
certain policy options. The issue of sustainable waste management and the polluter pays
principle have been given particular attention throughout the analysis, other than simply tackling
the Eco-contribution reform from a purely fiscal perspective.
The division together with the Research Unit within the Permanent Secretart Office continued
working on eco-contribution throughout the year 2014 and a number of different policy options
were considered. In the 2015 Budget Speech, Government stated that a reform of the ecocontribution will be undertaken in 2015.
Audit Reports
During 2014, FPMD reviewed a number of audits carried out by the NAO and IAID. Follow-up
checks were made by FPMD to verify whether the recommendations provided in these audits
were being implemented.
EU Communications, Directives and Other Documents
The division also reviewed and advised with respect to the Malta position on a number of
documents issued by the European Union institutions, mostly related to energy, the
environment, resource efficiency and biodiversity. FPMD has also provided feedback on behalf
of the Ministry on a number of proposed policies and action plans which were launched during
the year 2014.
On the request of MSDEC, the division also provided comments and changes to a number of
measures indicated in the National Environment Policy together with brief descriptions of
current status of the measures as applicable.
Furthermore, FPMD also co-ordinates and circulates other policy documents and
questionnaires for feedback when a consolidated Ministry position is required.
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Financial Services Committee
As in previous years, FPMD continued to represent the Ministry for Finance at the Financial
Services Committee in Brussels, which assists the European Council to define the medium and
long term strategy for financial services issues.
Prior to the meeting, the division is responsible for carrying out the necessary consultations and
consolidating the feedback received for a Government position. Following the meeting, the
division is responsible for drafting and circulating the report outlining the points discussed.
Out-of-court Settlements
During 2014, the Ministry continued to be engaged in evaluating and advising on a number of
cases where out-of-court settlements are involved.
Personal Emoluments Compensation
During 2014, the division was assigned to analyse a list of claims regarding personal
emoluments compensation. Regular meetings were also held with the various stakeholders
involved to assist in reaching an agreement.

Herald Bonnici
Director General (Financial Policy and Management)
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STRATEGY AND SUPPORT SERVICES DIRECTORATE
BACKGROUND
The overall purpose of this Directorate General (Strategy and Support Services) is to provide
support to the Ministry for Finance to maintain a dedicated capability for the planning and
execution of long-term and strategic programmes, projects and initiatives arising from the
Business and Financial Plans of the Ministry. These programmes and projects generally have a
service-wide application but may also include initiatives limited to the Ministry for Finance.
Another purpose for the Directorate General is to coordinate the activities amongst others, of the
Corporate Services Directorate, the Policy Development and Programme Implementation
Directorate, the EU Affairs Directorate, the EU Paying Authority, the Office of the Chief
Information Officer (CIO) and also the Librarian, to ensure the provision and enhancement of
support services to the line Divisions and Departments in general and the Ministry in particular.
GOVERNMENT OBJECTIVES
During the year under review carried out work on various initiatives and projects for the
implementation of the Ministry for Finance (MFIN) reforms within the relevant departments and
across the Public Service. This included ongoing work on the Amalgamation of the Revenue
Departments, Accrual Accounting, Budget Measures, the adjudication of new Corporate
Financial Management System tender, the Comprehensive Spending Review Exercise,
maintaining of service standards, follow up action on the World Bank Doing Business Report
Survey on Malta, the drafting of the Proposed Public Finance Management Act and the National
Environment Policy Measures.
Followed up on an ongoing basis with MFIN entities to ensure their compliance with the
Directives issued under the provisions of the Public Administration Act.
Kept abreast with developments on the CAF system across the Public Service and explored the
possibility of the introduction of the CAF system within MFIN.
INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS
Prompt action taken related to resolutions and other requests from international banks and
other financial institutions. Work included the preparation of completed voting forms signed
by the Minister on various resolutions proposed by the European Investment Bank (EIB), the
European Bank for Reconstruction & Development (EBRD), the International Bank for
Reconstruction & Development (IBRD), the International Monetary Fund (IMF), the
Multilateral Investment Guarantee Agency (MIGA) and other World Bank institutions.
Work carried out on Malta’s Chairmanship of the EIB Board of Governors and Malta’s ViceChairmanship of the EBRD. Advised Minister on the relevant procedures and processes.
Facilitated the signing of minutes, appointment letters and votes by the Minister in his capacity
as Chairman and Governor of the EIB Board of Governors.
Initiative taken for the organisation and hosting of an EIB Delegation Visit to Malta led by the EIB
President for various meetings with the Prime Minister, Minister for Finance and other Ministers.
Organized visits to projects funded by EIB loans. Coordinated and organised two Technical
Visits and Missions to Malta with various Ministries, prior and after the EIB Delegation Visit.
Other advice given to the Minister included those related to Malta’s obligations as a Member of
the various institutions including the ICISD panels.
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Other work carried out related to EIB Loans for Malta in various Sectors, contributions by Malta
to EIB’s Share Capital, confirmations of share capital in the various institutions with the Treasury
Department, the EBRD Constituency and Annual Meetings, renewal of the Board of Directors of
EIB, IMF Fiscal Policy, IBRD Capital Stock Maintenance value, IMF Maintenance Value with
CBM, the European Central Bank, EIB regional ceilings, EIB Constituency Rotation, EBRD
approvals of Greece and Cyprus as Recipient countries, updating of EIB Contact list, preparation
of Governor’s EBRD Annual Meeting Statement, EIB’s Cotonou Agreement, IMF’s PRGT
Subsidy Contribution and the FEMIP Trust Fund and Assembly of Donors.
Facilitated the work of various entities and Committees in conjunction with the Ministry’s EU
Affairs Directorate. Kept the Directorate abreast with the various issues at stake and provided
feedback on Malta’s position during various EU fora Feedback provided for ECOFIN, Working
Party, Fiscalis Attaches and COREPER Meetings on EBRD, EIB and Fiscalis matters. This
included EIB Youth employment, improving access to financing of SMEs, EU Own Resources,
EU Structural Funds and travel reimbursements for participation in EU Meetings.
Followed up work carried out by the EU Paying Authority in the certification of EU Structural
Funds and other Programmes & Initiatives, the managing of the Travel envelope and the
transfer of the relevant funds to Maltese Government revenue. Ensured the processing of
Malta’s contributions to the EU Budget within stipulated deadlines. Followed up on updates to
the Annual Implementation Report and kept abreast with communications in the EU Certifying
Authority Network.
Work carried out as EU National Fiscalis Coordinator and Representative of Malta for the
Fiscalis Programme 2013 & 2020. As Account Holder, managed the Malta Fiscalis Account held
at CBM and the relevant transfer of funds from the EU to Government Revenue. Coordination
and managing of Malta’s participation in various activities offered by the Fiscalis Programme,
such as seminars, exchanges, multi-lateral controls, committees and workshops which were
attended by various officials across MFIN.
GENERAL MANAGEMENT & OTHER OBJECTIVES
Provision of ongoing support and full collaboration to institutions of oversight such as Parliament,
the Attorney General, the Public Accounts Committee, the Ombudsman, the Public Service
Commission, the National Audit Office and the Internal Audit and Investigations Directorate.
Support and information provided to the said institutions on reports, audits and investigations on
various matters. Also liaison was carried out with the Attorney General with regard to the
financial settlement of European Court of Human Rights and Constitutional cases. Also
proactively supported the Cabinet Office with respect to drafting of Cabinet Memos, the follow up
of Cabinet decisions, the approval and submission of legal notices.
Provision of support and advice to the Permanent Secretary on various matters and initiatives,
including the Ex-Malta Electricity Board Pension Scheme, Priorities & initiatives of MFIN
Departments and entities, Financial plans of MFIN Departments and entities, MEU Review
Process of MFIN Departments, IAID’s Operational Plan identifying high risk areas within MFIN
Departments and Entities, PAC updates, Survey of R&D in the general Government Sector,
Capacity Building Recruitment, tax treatment of Biodiesel, Use of VAT Lottery Building, Maltco’s
request regarding the use of Lotto Booths and the Palace of Thinking. This support and advice
also included the drafting of memos on various subjects.
Also participated and acted on behalf of the Permanent Secretary/Government in various
meetings and fora including, the Parliamentary Public Accounts Committee, EIB discussions,
Projects Selection Appeals Board at OPM and other meetings. Coordinated the participation of
the Permanent Secretary in various meetings abroad.
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Coordination with other Ministries, Departments or public entities on various issues. Maintained
relations and worked at the highest levels with various stakeholders and institutions on broad
business issues related to projects, research policies, legislation and queries. These included
the Departments of VAT, Inland Revenue, Customs, Contracts, NSO, LGA, ARMS, MFA,
MFSA, FIAU, Air Malta, Enemalta, PBS and various other Ministries and Entities. Work carried
out on queries, Legal Notice Checklists and MFIN clearance provided on various matters.
Review of various reports by other MFIN Departments and entities.
OTHER ASSIGNMENTS
Work related to other various ad hoc assignments and tasks.
Responsible for the provision of an approved Budget for the funding of the Junior Eurovision
Song Contest held in Malta. Monitored expenditure and relevant tendering.
Initiative taken for a Student Internship Placement Scheme within the Ministry under an EU
Programme. Agreement reached with a private company for the placement of qualified
accounting students in various Departments within the Ministry. Agreement reached for future
internships.
Work related to grievances received at Ministry for Finance. Liaison with the Central Grievances
Unit at OPM and the Grievances Unit Board for the conclusion and approval of grievances cases
by the Minister for Finance.
Work related to the supervision and monitoring of 31 Managers (Accounting & Finance) placed
with various Ministries across Government, under the direction of the Ministry for Finance.
Delegated work to Managers and followed up reporting of said work. Organised training
workshops for Managers and meetings held with respective Ministries on specific work issues.
Work carried out on technical preparations for the Government One Stop Shop Project Initiative
within the Ministry for Finance. Appointment of the MFIN Contact Persons on the Project.
Work on other matters, including the EU e-Government benchmarking assessment of MFIN
Website, Eco-Contribution Approving Body Issues, Delegation of Authority Spending limits,
Review of Flexi-Time Policy, Accountancy Board Issues, Availability of Government Property,
Government Boards and Committees, Family Friendly Measures, PQs on various topics, WTO
Payments, Tabling of Documents in Parliament, Auditing of Government–Controlled Companies,
Budget Review, Release of officials to work with Voluntary organizations, PCRB Hearings,
Various Constitutional, Civil & Industrial Relations Court Cases, Premises following merger of
Revenue Departments, the Financial Audit & Administration Act, the Freedom of Information Act
and the Whistleblower Act.
Work carried out under the Support Services Function included the authorization of travel
visits aboard, the purchase of material for library facilities and the use of MFIN’s visa card,
follow up work on calls for various positions including Headship Positions, deployment of
staff, General Service Grades Progression, EU posts secondments, liaison with PAHRO and
Capacity Building Unit on vacancies, follow up maintenance and repairs in MFIN buildings,
work on updated MFIN Organisation Chart, advice on Per Diem allowances, work on policy
regarding accumulation of leave and study leave, follow up on disciplinary proceedings,
approval of virements and various payments and coordinated the transfer of offices and
provision of ICT Support to Line Departments. Also the Directorate General provided a Focal
Point of Reference for the Minister’s Secretariat on a number of technical and administrative
matters and Customer Care queries.
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The Directorate General also performed functions in various posts, roles and positions to
carry out work in a number of specialized and technical areas.
During the year, as Malta’s Alternate Member, participated in monthly EIB Board of Directors
Meetings, FEMIP & Assembly of Donors Committee Meetings, EIB Information Sessions and
other EIB Seminars on various topics.
The Directorate General participated in monthly meetings as a Member of the Board of
Directors of the Foundation for Tomorrow’s Schools and followed up on issues and matters
related to finance and tender evaluations.
The Directorate General participated in monthly meetings of the Advisory Committee for
Healthcare Benefits and of the Transfer of Residence Board for the exemption of car tax
registration.
As Acting Director for Public Lotto, work included issuing of exemptions for duty on Lotteries,
approval of tombolas and relevant reimbursements, staff issues at the Department of Public
Lotto, liaison with Maltco and the Lotteries & Gaming Authority on various matters, renting of
Lotto booths, Proposed changes in VAT Lottery Regulations, reallocation of VAT Lottery Urn
and Public Lotto Department to new premises, Public Lotto Department quotations, Lotto
Stores and proposed changes to the agreement between Government and Band Clubs for
the payment of Commission out of the Good Causes Fund to Lotto Booth Operators.
As MFIN Contact on the Chinese Aid protocol, the Directorate General carried out work and
provided support relating to various Aid provided under the said protocol. This work included
the finalization of all work related to the inauguration of the Chinese Garden in Santa Lucia
by the Prime Minister and the Chinese Ambassador and the final delivery of the stage
equipment to St. James Cavalier Creativity Centre and other cultural entities. Held various
discussion talks with the Economic & Commercial Counsellor’s Office of the Embassy of the
People’s Republic of China in Malta on other matters, including the Medical Centre of
Chinese Medicine in Malta.
Other positions occupied included MFIN Freedom of Information Validator, Chairman of the
MFIN Working Group on Human Resources & Development Strategy, Government’s
Responsible Public Officer for legal and other matters related to Ex-Malta Dry Docks, ExShip Building, Ex-SeaMalta, Member of the MFIN Financial Management Committee,
Chairman and/or Member on various Selection Boards for various posts, Chairman and/or
Member on various Evaluation and Adjudicating Committees, Contact Point on issues
related to cooperation with Libya, the World Bank and the Central Bank of Malta.
During the year, also participated in Seminars, Workshops, Training and Conferences provided
by various entities on topics which included the EIB Asset/Liability Management Strategy, EU
Financing Instruments (JESSICA) to support Local Investment, Wellbeing, Achieving Success
through Self Motivation, Living in an Intercultural Society, Emotional Intelligence and Conflict
Resolution. Participated also in the Executive Leadership Programme Modules on SelfEvaluation and Innovation & Growth

Claude G Cuschieri
Director General, Strategy and Support Services
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OFFICE OF THE COMMISSIONER FOR REVENUE
During 2014, Legal Notice 273 and Government Notice 802 were published on 8th August 2014.
These, together with the amendments to the Commissioner for Revenue Act which were issued
recently, revert all previously delegated authority back to the Commissioner for Revenue. In
December 2014, the Commissioner for Revenue has delegated duties to each Director General.
The organisational set up across the core functions of the Revenue Departments is as follows:
Top Management Structure
Director General Operations: All Taxpayer Services and Interfaces, Data Processing,
Accounting and Debt Collection (Including Cash Office) of VAT and Inland Revenue
Department.
Director General Support Services: All corporate services such as HR, procurement, information
systems support across all Revenue Departments.
Director General Compliance & Investigations: Audits and Investigations to cover Income Tax,
VAT and Duty on Documents. Inspectorate Unit for field audits and inspections for all Revenue
Departments.
Director General Legal and International: Legal and international relations of all Revenue
Departments.
Customs: All Customs-related functions excluding HR and Corporate Services.
Objectives







Provide a platform for improved taxpayer service leading to a one-stop concept
incorporating Cash office and Customer Care services for both Inland Revenue and
VAT;
Provide an information sharing platform that will enable the Commissioner for
Revenue to become more efficient and effective in fighting and deterring tax evasion;
Be functionally oriented rather than structured by Tax type;
Be cost effective in the process of merging the Department’s functions;
Be sensitive to the cultural diversity of the current organizations through the change
management process.

Information Technology Systems
The implementation of information technology systems to support the integration and change
management process is critical. Thus, the IT aspect in the merger concept was given a major
role. The following is an update on all changes/processes effected in respect of the merger:
Value Added Tax (VAT) and Inland Revenue Department (IRD) Accounting: Currently remission
of interests is being applied at IRD, whereas due to the complexity that the appropriation method
had at VAT this has not yet been applied. A number of changes were effected mainly the
appropriation system and the short payment penalty related to VAT. Changes to rationalise
business processes and harmonisation between the legal acts are in progress. A number of
changes were effected mainly the appropriation system and the short payment penalty related to
VAT.
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Taxpayer Registration: The Department has completed a data matching exercise between IRD
and VAT registration processes. Ultimately this would lead to one common registration process.
Cash Office: The procurement process has been initiated to consolidate all cash office
applications of the taxation departments. Work started in November 2014 and is planned to be
completed by April 2015.
Taxpayer Services: During January 2014, work started to implement document imaging within
business processes at VAT Office. These were completed by August 2014. Subsequently,
workflow management system was implemented in December 2014. VAT has started to
implement the process of document imaging and work management processes using the
system similar to IRD.
Other work in progress - Online systems: We have started to consolidate registration forms for
the use of online services, delegations and assignments into one common process. This
required revision of Inland Revenue Electronic Communications to be re-published under the
Commissioner for Revenue. The redesign of the forms will eliminate duplications. A legal
committee has been set up in order to draw up necessary changes.
Compliance and Investigation: The plan is in progress to have the Tax Compliance Unit/Tax
Audits/Vat Inspectorate merged to the benefit of all functions within the different units. This will
facilitate the investigation on high profile cases in respect of direct and indirect taxation.
With the integration of the Investigative units under the Commissioner for Revenue, tax evasion
will be more professionally handled, resulting in the timely collection of dues by the Government.
VAT Investigation Officers have joined forces with Tax Compliance Unit officials and plans are in
place to relocate VAT Inspectors to the Compliance Investigations General Directorate. Five
VAT investigation officers were relocated to Compliance and Investigations Directorate during
the month of June. The process to refurbish offices to enable a further 20 inspectors will be
completed by the end of March 2015.
Critical Factors
During the process of the current integration, the Office of the Commissioner for Revenue is
encountering the following critical factors:



Premises for the merged entity;
Staff needs.

Premises for the merged Entity/Agency
The current situation is that various Revenue Departments are located in different buildings in
different locations mainly, Floriana and Valletta, with the exception of the VAT department which
is situated in Birkirkara.
The premises of the new organization is expected to:




Accommodate all the integrated departments in one common physical location;
Be centrally located and be easily accessible to all;
Be able to offer all the necessary amenities such as customer care, back office,
training centre, child care and adequate parking facilities for both staff and the
general public.
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Staff Needs
The Department has embarked on a capacity building exercise in order to have a complete
picture of the new setup, taking into consideration the merging of a number of
sections/directorates in the process. Eventually we would be in a position to determine additional
resources needed.
Way Forward
A number of meetings were held with the Permanent Secretary (MFIN) and officials from the
Grand harbor Regeneration Company to discuss the proposed building project.
Conclusion
Through the merger, we are expecting a positive impact in terms of compliance as well as in
terms of taxpayer services.
A steering committee was set up in January 2015 with the aim to focus on the merger project.
The full merger will be an ongoing process implemented over a further two or three years.

Marvin Gaerty
Commissioner for Revenue
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INLAND REVENUE DEPARTMENT

OFFICE OF THE DIRECTOR GENERAL (INLAND REVENUE)
The projected strategic targets for the Inland Revenue Department for 2014 were attained.
Throughout the year, the Department sought to consolidate its function as administrator of the
Income Tax Acts and the Capital Transfer Duty Acts, whilst simultaneously ensuring the effective
enforcement of collection of social security contributions under the direction of the Ministry for
Finance.
During the year, preparatory work on the merger of the Revenue Departments continued to
intensify and progress was made especially in specific areas as staff from the Inland Revenue
Department were involved with their counterparts in the other Departments in various working
groups aimed at facilitating the complicated merger process.
REVENUE
Net revenue generated through income tax in 2014 amounted to €1,068.1 million, a good €100.5
million increase over the previous year. After the record established during 2013 where gross
revenue reached the one billion mark for the first time ever, 2014 was another record year
whereby net revenue went over the one billion figure. Furthermore, the Inland Revenue
Department also contributed towards the collection of €698.8 million in social security
contributions, also registering an increase of €53.4 million over the previous year. This is net
from revenue received from the Capital Transfer Duty Division which is being disclosed
separately in the report. The following table illustrates the Department’s revenue from 2012 up to
2014 (figures are in millions):
2012

2013

2014

(€ million)

(€ million)

(€ million)

Income Tax - Gross

937.5

1,042.3

1,131.8

Transfers to Refunds

71.6

74.7

63.7

Income Tax - Net

865.9

967.6

1,068.1

645.4

698.8

1,613.0

1,766.9

Social Security
Contributions (including

609.7

State Contribution)
Total

1,475.6

Table 1: Revenue Generated 2012-2014
Apart from the above income, the Department also had other non tax revenue amounting to
€203,209. The nature of this income mainly referred to net application fees in respect of The
Residence Programme, High Net Worth Individuals, Global Residence Programme and Malta
Retirement Programme, fees for advance ruling in terms of Legal Notice 104 of 2013 and
interest receivable from commercial banks.
Throughout 2014, the Department issued a total of 49,331 tax refunds amounting to
€63,881,203 (excluding International Tax Unit).
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The total recurrent expenditure for the year, including emoluments and other operating expenses
stood at €7.4 million, including the expense of the Tax Compliance Unit being borne by the
Department as from 2011. Hence, every €1 of income tax collected came at a cost of €0.00,7
(revised to €0.00,4 if Social Security Contributions are considered).
Income Tax Revenue
A more detailed breakdown of the above-stated gross revenue figures is presented in the
ensuing table.
2012

2013

2014

Final Settlement System

354,736,774

381,378,393

420,555,016

Provisional Tax

277,666,534

304,044,299

319,739,171

International Tax Unit

166,641,036

211,742,764

227,920,994

Settlement Tax

22,220,693

26,634,838

24,762,821

Capital Gains Tax

65,985,089

67,146,645

83,661,541

Withholding Tax

50,283,922

51,401,029

55,109,378

Table 2: Income Tax Revenue Breakdown 2012-2014
Final Settlement System
During 2014, employers submitted a total of 12,396 Annual Reconciliation Statements (FS7) and
47,815 Payee Statements (FS3) in relation to 1998 to 2013. 11,770 of these FS7 submissions
are related to 2013. All of the submitted data was subsequently vetted, captured and reconciled
by the Final Settlement System (FSS) Sections of Malta and Gozo. Moreover, the FSS Section
registered 940 resident taxpayers during the finalisation process.
The section was also involved in an enforcement exercise throughout the year. As at the end of
year the compliance rate stood at 90.84%.
The below table provides an overview of the FSS Section’s other key performance indicators
over a 3 year period.

2014
2013
2012

Electronic
Lodgements (CD
Filing)
83
118
97

FS7 Web
Submissions

Electronic FS3

1,134
1,220
1,138

286,360
268,547
302,720

Table 3: FSS Performance Indicators 2012-2014
During the year, 11,365 electronic filing errors were solved and 12,853 adjustment forms were
processed.
TAXPAYER INTERFACE
Taxpayer assistance is mainly provided through two sections, depending on the nature of
assistance and contact required. The Taxpayer Service Centre handles face-to-face requests,
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whereas the Taxpayer Call Centre manages taxpayer queries through incoming telephone calls
or by means of email. The main objective of the Inland Revenue Department’s Call Centre is that
of handling taxpayer queries, be it through incoming telephone calls or by means of email.
Queries are raised by all categories of taxpayers, that is, individuals, companies, employers and
expatriates.
Taxpayer Service Centre
The following are some key statistics relating to the level of activity registered by the Inland
Revenue Department’s Taxpayer Service Centre:
Personal

Registration of New

Issued Income Tax

Encounters

Taxpayers

Returns

2014

31,543

2,111

16,685

2013

28,435

1,653

14,119

2012

36,131

1,028

15,118

Table 4: Taxpayer Service Centre Statistics 2012-2014
Taxpayer Call Centre
As from 11th April 2012, the Department’s Call Centre services were outsourced to Centrecom
Ltd., a company within the World Aviation Group, Luqa. The following statistics indicate the high
level of activity and services rendered by the IRD Call Centre.
Telephone Calls

Electronic Mail

2014

74,469

17,791

2013

71,737

15,732

2012

65,422

16,417

Table 5: Taxpayer Call Centre Statistics 2012-2014
Tax Returns and Non-Filers
During 2014 (for basis year 2013), the number of tax statements issued without the need for
taxpayers to fill in and submit their annual tax return (non-filers) was 200,493 representing over
71% of taxpayers. On the other hand, the number of tax returns generated was of 83,072.
eBusiness Usage
The Inland Revenue Department continues to consider the gradual shift to eBusiness models of
interfacing with taxpayers as a strategically important goal. The results below are testimony to
this drive particularly in case of electronic payments, which registered a 15% increase in the
number of payments received and a 12% increase in the value of transactions affected the
previous year. These results were obtained notwithstanding the increases registered during prior
years.
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Corporate Tax Return
Y/A 2012 (Ratio)

Y/A 2013 (Ratio)

Y/A 2014 (Ratio)

Returns filled Electronically

18,105 (94%)

18,904 (97%)

19,075 (98%)

Returns filled Manually

992 (6%)

501(3%)

296 (2%)

Y/A 2012 (Ratio)

Y/A 2013 (Ratio)

Y/A 2014 (Ratio)

700 (1%)

699 (1%)

772 (1%)

58,112 (99%)

62,830 (99%)

64,045 (99%)

Table 6: Corporate Tax Returns 2012-2014
Individual Tax Return

Returns filled Electronically
Returns filled Manually

Table 7: Individual Tax Return 2012-2014
Electronic Payments
Government Payment

Internet Banking

Total Value

Gateway
Year

Count

€

Count

€

€

2014

8,298

5,479,840

33,011

167,809,914

173,289,754

2013

7,227

5,028,720

28,612

147,995,105

153,023,825

2012

6,781

4,670,487

24,984

141,034,001

145,704,488

Table 8: Electronic Payments 2012-2014
AUDIT AND ENFORCEMENT
Audits and Investigations
The Compliance functions continued to be consolidated through the initial re-organisation of the
Inspectorate Division, within the VAT Department, in order to facilitate joint audits on high profile
cases.
The Tax Audits and the Tax Compliance Unit are committed to address tax evasion and
encourage compliance through various measures. During 2014, the focus was on full
investigation on a number of large/medium sized businesses and individuals. This process was
also complimented by aspect audits and limited scope audits.
Revenue (direct and indirect tax) generated from assessments and agreements, including
omission tax and interest, for the last three years was as follows:
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Year

Increase in Tax (€)

2013

59,260,765

2012

39,508,551

2012

32,493,561

Table 9: Increase in Tax through Audit & Investigation 2012-2014
Enforcement Initiatives
The following table presents a summary of a number of key enforcement exercises carried out
throughout 2014 by the IRD.
Count
Assessments

1,066

FSS / SSC Employers Pending FS7 and Balances

1,480

Pending Returns and Balances (Individual/Corporate)

5,001

FS7 Defaulters Notice (Current Year)

6,191

SSC Class 2 Notices (Self-employed)

598

Provisional Tax Enforcement

2,034

15-day Notice (Individual / Corporate)

1,226

Statement of Accounts

1,230

TRIS Default Notice

591

Judicial Letters

520

Table 10: 2014 Enforcement Initiatives
Mutual Recovery of Tax
The IRD continued to take enforcement action and precautionary measures for the recovery of
claims from other European Union member states as per directives 76/308EEC and
2001/44/EC. Out of the 65 cases at hand throughout 2014, 16 were new claims, 21 cases were
finalised whilst another 44 are still pending at year end.
Other Enforcement Exercises
During 2014, the Department was involved in 29 court cases relating to the recovery of tax and
social security dues before the Civil Courts, out of which 4 were new cases. 9 of these cases
were concluded, whilst 20 cases are still pending. In total, 98 court sittings were held.
Also during the year, court action was taken against employers who defaulted in sending their
respective end-of-year documents and/or had outstanding FSS/SSC arrears. 41 sittings were
held in which 925 employers were arraigned before the Criminal Court. The number of cases
heard before the Criminal Court was 3,671. Many of these employers regularised their position
by availing themselves of the repayment plans.
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The number of court cases still pending before the Constitutional Court is 8, of which 1 was
instituted during 2014.
TECHNICAL AND LEGAL
Legislation
A considerable number of amendments to the Income Tax Acts (and the Commissioner for
Revenue Act) as well amendments and new enactments of subsidiary legislation under the Acts
were made during 2014, the more noteworthy being:












reduction of the top rate (for most instances) to 29%;
15% final tax on rental income;
Deductions and tax credits in respect of Individual Savings Accounts and Personal
Retirement Schemes;
Deduction to employers in respect of employment of apprentices, work placements and
mature workers;
Extension of incentives to industry, innovation and investment (in conjunction with Malta
Enterprise);
Further incentives to encourage part-time work at the 15% rate;
7.5% tax rate for footballers;
The Residence Programme to attract EU/EEA nationals to Malta;
Deduction in respect of donations by companies to the Community Chest Fund;
Exchange of information with other jurisdictions and also specifically with the USA;
Further double tax agreements (and amendments) to extend Malta’s network.

The full list of Acts and Legal Notices concerning income tax issued during the year is as follows:
10/01/2014

LN3/2014

Double Tax Relief (S. Africa) (Amendment) Order

17/01/2014

LN16/2014

Highly Qualified Persons (Amendment) Rules

07/02/2014

LN56/2014

Exchange of Information (Tax Matters) (Cayman Islands) Order

07/02/2014

LN57/2014

Double Tax Relief (Taxes on Income) (Israel) Order –
Commencement Notice

18/02/2014

LN65/2014

Double Tax Relief (Taxes on Income) (Liechtenstein) Order

21/02/2014

LN67/2014

Double Tax Relief (Taxes on Income) (India) Order –
Commencement Notice

07/03/2014

LN78/2014

Exchange of Information (USA) (FATCA) Order

29/04/2014

Act XII/2014

Budget Measures Implementation Act

02/05/2014

LN142/2014

Double Tax Relief (Barbados) (Amendment) Order –
Commencement Notice

02/05/2014

LN143/2014

Exchange of Information (Cayman Islands) Order –
Commencement Notice

02/05/2014

LN144/2014

Deduction (Income from Employment) (Amendment) Rules

06/05/2014

LN150/2014

Double Tax Relief (Russia) Order – Commencement Notice

06/05/2014

LN151/2014

Double Tax Relief (Taxes on Income) (Moldova) Order
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06/05/2014

LN152/2014

Deductions & Tax Credits (Relevant Qualifications for Industry)
(Amendment) Rules

27/05/2014

LN179/2014

Deduction (Apprentices and Work Placement) Rules

27/05/2014

LN180/2014

Deduction (Mature Workers) Rules

30/05/2014

LN182/2014

Deductions & Tax Credits (General & Specific Qualifications)
(Amendment) Rules

03/06/2014

LN185/2014

Part-Time Work (Amendment) Rules

03/06/2014

LN186/2014

Part-Time Work (Forms of Self-Employed) (Amendment) Rules

03/06/2014

LN187/2014

Tax Credits for Micro Enterprises and the Self-Employed
Regulations

20/06/2014

LN208/2014

Tax Credit (Women Returning to Employment) (Amendment)
Rules

27/06/2014

Act XXIII

22/07/2014

LN259/2014

Commissioner for Revenue (Amendment) Act
Double Tax Relief (Taxes on Income) (Liechtenstein) Order –
Commencement Notice

22/07/2014

LN260/2014

Final Settlement System (FSS) (Amendment) Rules

08/08/2014

LN267/2014

Global Residence Programme (Amendment) Rules

08/08/2014

LN268/2014

High Net Worth Individuals – EU/EEA/Swiss Nationals
(Amendment) Rules

08/08/2014

LN269/2014

Malta Retirement Programme (Amendment) Rules

08/08/2014

LN270/2014

The Residence Programme Rules

08/08/2014

LN271/2014

Residents Scheme (Amendment) Regulations

08/08/2014

LN272/2014

Income Tax Exemption (Philanthropic Work) Notice

08/08/2014

LN273/2014

Revenue Department Posts (Equivalence of Certain
References) (Amendment) Regulations

08/08/2014

GN803/2014

Resumption of Functions Order

22/08/2014

LN290/2014

Exchange of Information (USA) (FACTA) Order –
Commencement Notice

19/09/2014

LN332/2014

Double Tax Relief (Taxes on Income) (Mexico) Order –
Commencement Notice

04/10/2014

LN391/2014

Investment Aid Regulations (July 2014)

31/10/2014

Act 37/2014

Income Tax (Amendment) Act

07/11/2014

LN393/2014

Letting of Residential Tenement (Forms) Rules

18/11/2014

LN408/2014

Cooperation with Other Jurisdictions on Tax Matters
(Amendment) Regulations

18/11/2014

LN409/2014

Double Tax Relief (Taxes on Income) (Mauritius) Order
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21/11/2014

LN410/2014

Rulings (Income Tax and Duty treatment of Mergers & Divisions)
(Amendment) Rules

28/11/2014

LN412/2014

Donations (Community Chest Fund) Rules

02/12/2014

LN430/2014

Revocation of Subsidiary Legislation (Income Tax Act) Rules

02/12/2014

LN431/2014

Revocation of Subsidiary Legislation (Income Tax Management
Act) Rules

10/12/2014

LN462/2014

Qualifying Employment in Innovation and Creativity (Personal
Tax) (Amendment) Rules

10/12/2014

LN468/2014

Personal Retirement Scheme Rules

19/12/2014

LN469/2014

Individual Savings Account Rules

30/12/2014

LN474/2014

Deduction (Income from Employment or Pension) (Amendment)
Rules

30/12/2014

LN481/2014

Cooperation with Other Jurisdictions on Tax Matters
(Amendment No.2) Regulations

Table 11: 2014 Act s and Legal Notices
Other Technical / Legal Issues
The Department’s Technical section delivered support to the other divisions within the
Department in the implementation of their processes by giving technical guidance to heads of
sections and answering numerous technical queries made by staff. Continual support was given
to the Taxpayer Service Section, Taxpayer Information and Call Centre and the Capital Gains
Section.
The section is also the major contributor to the Department’s Legal Committee. It prepares and
circulates internal memos on technical developments. It also answers technical queries received
from a variety of sources including the Ministry, tax practitioners, auditors, lawyers and the
general public.
Liaison with International Tax Organisations was continued, as well as co-operation with foreign
tax authorities requesting assistance under the Mutual Assistance procedures.
Volume 4 of the Board of Special Commissioners Decisions was published during the year.
Numerous contributions were made to the Department’s website, including those to the
guidelines and clarifications issued by the Department.
All complaints received from the Ombudsman’s Office during the year were dealt with and
successfully concluded, except for 2 cases received towards the end of the year which are
currently in hand. Apart from the organisations in the legal notices mentioned above, 4 other
requests for exemption were granted.
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APPEALS
Administrative Review Tribunal
In addition to the 105 cases pending at the beginning of the year, the Tribunal took cognizance
of no new cases. During the year, 18 cases were disposed of, leaving 87 cases pending as at
the end of the year. 20 ART sittings were held during 2014.
Court of Appeal
There were 3 cases being dealt with by the Court of Appeal at the beginning of the year, and 7
new appeals were lodged to the Court, leaving 10 cases still unresolved as at the end of the
year.
OTHER DEPARTMENTAL ACHIEVEMENTS
The modernisation of the office premises has continued and tenders have been issued for
modernisation and alteration works at the Gozo branch. This improvement will accommodate
better the 12 Gozitan VAT staff transferred to Gozo.
INTERNATIONAL TAX UNIT
Double Taxation Agreements
During 2014, the double taxation agreement (DTA) with Moldova was published, the DTA with
Mauritius was initialled, signed and published and the DTA with Vietnam was initialled. The
DTAs with India (new DTA to replace the existing one), Liechtenstein, Mexico and Russia and
the Protocol amending the DTA with Barbados entered into force and the relevant
commencement notices were published.
Tax Information Exchange Agreements
The Tax Information Exchange Agreement with the Cayman Islands and the Intergovernmental
Agreement with the United States of America for FATCA purposes were published and entered
into force. The ‘Cooperation with Other Jurisdictions on Tax Matters Regulations’ were also
amended through L.N. 408 of 2014 and 481 of 2014 in order to implement the FATCA
Agreement.
Funds Transferred to Revenue
During the year, €227,920,994 net of refunds was transferred to revenue from tax paid by ITU
companies.
Other International Tax Unit Affairs
Members of the International Tax Unit attended 29 meetings in connection with the EU, 5 with
the Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development, 13 in connection with the Global
Forum on Transparency and Exchange of Information on Tax Matters and 1 in connection with
IOTA.
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CAPITAL TRANSFER DUTY DIVISION
Revenue Collected by the Capital Transfer Duty Division
The revenue collected through the Capital Transfer Duty Division in 2014 is shown in the table
hereunder:

2012

2013

2014

(€)

(€)

(€)

38,163

19,883

1,248

83,680,521

82,462,362

85,930,071

12,143

12,722

13,885

Fees on A.I.P. Permits

79,004

43,565

41,001

Interest on Pawning

19,560

7,427

5,502

83,829,391

82,545,959

85,991,707

Death and Donation Duty
Duty

on

Documents

and

Transfers
Miscellaneous (Photocopies &
Consul’s Fees)

Total

Table 12: Capital Transfer Duty Revenue 2012-2014
Duty on Documents
The data below shows the Capital Transfer Duty Division’s involvement throughout 2014 as
compared to the previous two years:
Notarial

Referred to

Original

Objections

Revised

Duty on

Deeds

CTD

Assessments

Filed

Claims

Documents

Examined

Engineers

Revised

2014

14,682

3,570

2,287

1,289

323

85,930,071

2013

12,250

3,544

1,946

785

252

82,462,362

2012

12,131

4,652

2,946

1,149

467

83,680,521

(€)

Table 13: Duty on Documents Statistics 2012-2014
The total revenue collected from this source amounted to €85,930,071 (Duty on Documents).
Revenue under this source included also the duty collected in respect of share transfers,
insurance policies, other duties payable on various documents, and revenue in respect of causa
mortis transmissions.
36 refusals were issued in anticipation of appeals for the consideration of the Administrative
Review Tribunal.
During the year, 3,334 causa mortis declarations were filed, out of which 162 filed by notaries
were referred to the Division’s technical experts to verify the valuation of immovable properties
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declared therein. The amount of causa mortis declarations processed during 2014 was 2,884.
The Division receives and investigates a number of deficient returns. In fact, during the period,
1,142 claims were issued and 25 revised assessments were raised. During this same period,
109 objections were filed by transferees against the said causa mortis claims, while 97
objections have been concluded. Appeals against eventual refusals will have to be finally
considered by the aforementioned tribunal.
Death and Donation Duty
The number of returns of chargeable transmissions filed during the period was 13. All returns
were duly processed and hence, no outstanding returns are pending at year end. Revenue
collected, including arrears, totalled €1,248. This legislation was repealed in December 2012.
Acquisition of Immovable Property by Non-Residents
In 2014, the Capital Transfer Duty Division received 273 applications and issued 209 permits.
Preliminary Agreements
The Division registered a total of 11,072 Promise of Sale Agreements in 2014. Of these, 828
were registered in Gozo.
Monte di Pietà
The Monte di Pietà, which is responsible for advancing money on pledges of precious metals,
registered the following level of activity during 2014:
2012

2013

2013

Pledges Accepted

637

306

216

Pledges Redeemed

1,024

562

372

Amount Loaned Out

€57,073

€33,156

€23,357

Amount Repaid

€98,253

€58,384

€30,519

Interest Received

€15,731

€8,273

€4,807

Table 14: Monte di Pietà Statistics 2012-2014
The number of pledges at hand as at year end 2014 stood at 3,307, against which a total of
€324,685 had been advanced.
Assay and Valuations Office
The Assay and Valuations Office is responsible for the administration of the Goldsmiths and
Silversmiths Act, which effectively regulates the local, single market and third country levels. In
addition to the regular publication of gold and silver valuations in the Government Gazette, the
Office conducted the following assay of articles and inspections:

Articles Received
Assays
Articles Weighed and Valued

Gold
6
251
166

Silver
101
29
6

Total
107
280
172
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Table 15: Assay and Valuation Office Statistics

Mario Borg
DG (Operations)
Office of the Commissioner for Revenue
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VAT DEPARTMENT
Value Added Tax
The principal aim of the Department is to ensure that the VAT revenue target set out in the
annual Budget is attained and possibly exceeded, in line with the Government’s policy of
ensuring sound public finance and with the minimum cost and burden to registered persons.
REVENUE
Revenue and Expenditure
During 2014, gross revenue collected under the VAT Act 1998, the CET Act 1997 and the VAT
Act 1994 was €756,127,379 compared to €726,216,374 in the previous year. Refund of excess
credit paid out of revenue amounted to €116,376,078 resulting in net revenue of €639,751,301
compared to €604,921,833 in the previous year. The relevant information is shown in the
following table.

Total Gross
Less Refunds
Total Net

VAT Act 1998
(€)
756,050,295
116,374,668
639,675,627

CET Act 1997
(€)
3,193
1,410
1,783

VAT Act 1994
(€)
73,891
0
73,891

Total (€)
756,127,379
116,376,078
639,751,301

ECO Contribution
The VAT Department is the competent authority for the administration and collection of ECO
Contribution. During 2014, the amount collected from this contribution was €9,293,365.
Cost-Effectiveness
Total recurrent expenditure during 2014, excluding the Fiscal Receipt Lottery amounted to
€4,707,055. Net revenue from VAT 1994, CET 1997 and VAT 1998 amounted to €639,751,301.
Revenue from ECO Contribution was €9,293,365. Net total Revenue collected amounted to
€649,044,666. The cost effectiveness rate for 2014 was that of 0.7c compared to that of 1c per
Euro as that in 2013.
COLLECTION OF TAX ARREARS
Civil Court Procedures
A total 178 demand notices were issued to registered taxpayers with a vat balance due. It is to
be remarked that due to the extension of the Remittance of Administrative Penalties and Interest
Scheme the issuing of demand notices was impaired since verification was to be carried out to
establish whether the registered person had applied to benefit for the Remittance Scheme.
Further action in the Civil Court resulted in the filing of 19 judicial letters and notes of privileges
as well as 15 garnishee orders and warrants of seizure. 17 civil cases were settled. The arrears
collected following these actions amounted to €27,948,020:
Demand
Notices

Judicial
Letters &
Notes of
Privileges

Garnishee Orders &
Warrants of Seizure

Civil Cases
Settled

Tax
Collected
€
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Total

178

19

15

17

27,948,020

OPERATIONS AND ENFORCEMENT
Audit Investigations
The number of audit investigations carried out by the Department during 2014 was 15 resulting
in provisional assessments amounting to €1,267,919. There were 16 cases referred to the Tax
Compliance Unit resulting in provisional assessments amounting to €1,313,507 and final
assessments of €1,332,427. The Department also carried out 7 ECO contribution investigation
cases resulting in assessments of €263,187.
Credit Controls
The Department concluded 122 credit controls resulting in assessments of €856,033.
Validation of VAT Returns, Correction and Audit Trail
The VAT returns are regularly validated for erroneous tax declarations. The following is a
breakdown of the cases:
Type

Number of Cases
Concluded

Validation

27

Correction

664

Audit trail

274

Compliance Rate
VAT returns continued to be issued regularly each month. The following table shows the returns
issued and received during 2014. The overall compliance rate as on due date, expressed as the
percentage of returns received over the number of returns issued, was 70.47%, increasing to
80.57% by end year.
Returns
Returns
Received as on
Issued
Due Date
Total

161,360

113,704

Compliance
Rate as on Due
Date

Returns
Received up to
End of Year

70.47

130,001

Compliance
Rate as at End
of Year
80.57

Inspections
During the year, despite a considerable shrinking of the VAT Inspectors’ complement, the VAT
Department carried out a number of field inspections consisting of spot-check inspections and
surveillance visits. A number of cases resulted in reports which were referred for Court action.
Throughout the same year, the majority of inspectors were assigned work connected with
administrative tax enforcement and review of tax assessments. Inspectors were regularly
assigned duties to carry out inspection visits.
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Objections
During 2014, a total of 820 objection letters concerning VAT issues and 54 objection letters
concerning ECO Contribution were concluded. The number of outstanding objections at the end of
the year was 18 for VAT and 37 for Eco Contribution.
LEGAL AND ENFORCEMENT

VAT Legislation
During 2014, a number of amendments were carried out in the Value Added Tax Act (Chapter
406) and in VAT Act Subsidiary Legislation. These were necessary to transpose provisions in
the EU VAT Directive, Council Directive 2006/112/EC; to implement Government’s policies in
line with the electoral manifesto or to enhance current legal provisions.
Legal Enforcement
Legal action was taken against taxpayers wherever it resulted that the VAT legislation was being
abused. As a result, 382 cases involving failure to issue fiscal receipts were brought before the
Court, of which 17 were acquitted and 153 of them found guilty. The latter were together fined a
total of €135,896.
Another 871 new cases involved failure to submit tax returns. As a result, 80 cases were
together fined €70,257 whilst 672 cases were withdrawn once the returns were duly submitted
prior to the Court’s hearing. The relevant information is shown below.
Involving Fiscal Receipts
Appointed

Total

261

Fined
No

€

144

110,150

Involving Tax Returns

Acquitted Appointed

6

1,796

Fined
No

€

230

261,065

Withdrawn

1,221

Appeal to the Administrative Review Tribunal
During 2014, VAT representatives attended a total of 31 sittings of the Administrative Review
Tribunal during which 244 cases were heard. The ART decided 3 appeals whilst 10 appeals
were ceded by appellants. A total of 21 new appeals were lodged during 2014.
The Eco Contribution Appeals Board decided a total of 2 appeals whereas 6 new appeals were
lodged during 2014.

TAXPAYERS’ REGISTRY
During the year, 5,444 taxpayers were registered with the Department, bringing the total number
of registered persons to 120,870. The current active registered taxpayers is 55,844 of which
42,524 are in Register A, 12,100 are in Register B and 1,220 are in Register C. The number of
outstanding applications for a VAT number as at the end of the year was nil. During the same
year, 4,223 applications for de-registration were received. A total of 1,511 applications were
processed completely.
CUSTOMER SERVICE
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The VAT Department’s commitment towards Customer Service continued throughout 2014. The
Department has improved communication with registered persons by upgrading the
Department’s website and publishing information for registered persons informing them of the
latest updates. The Department continued with its extension of opening hours in summer for the
benefit of its customers. The all day opening of customer care and cash office facility was
extended also to the day immediately preceding the due date of vat returns.
E-GOVERNMENT
During the year, the Department continued to enhance its online services as part of the eGovernment project.
LEGAL COMMITTEE
The Legal Committee continued in its prime role to examine and analyse proposals tabled by the
EU Commission with respect to amendments to the VAT Directive and Regulations. As part of
this function the Committee drafts instructions notes to mirror Malta’s position vis-a-vis the
proposals, replies to questionnaires, prepares memos where required and makes representations
with Inter-Ministerial Committee regarding these proposals. The legal committee is chaired by
the Commissioner of VAT.
PARTICIPATION IN EU COMMISSION AND COUNCIL WORKING PARTY MEETINGS
The VAT Department also participated actively in meetings held in Brussels of the Working Party
No 1, VAT Committee, SCAC Committee, Recovery Committee, Fiscalis Committee, Advisory
Committee on Own Resources and other meetings.
The VAT Department also participated in the Council Working Party on Tax Questions which
discusses the technicalities of the proposed VAT Directives for approval by COREPER and
ECOFIN.
OWN RESOURCES
As in previous years, the VAT Department collected the necessary data and contributed to the
compilation of the VAT Statement on Own Resources in due time.
FISCALIS PROGRAMME
The VAT Department continued to participate in the Fiscalis Programme which is targeted to
update officials from all member states on VAT issues. This year, several officials from the
Department participated in seminars, workshops, work visits and other activities.
Robert Borg
Director (Support Services)
Office of the Commissioner for Revenue
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DEPARTMENT OF CONTRACTS

Information Security and Administration Directorate
Administration
During 2014, the Department of Contracts embarked on implementing the recommendations of
the operations review which was carried out in 2013. In particular the Department submitted for
the necessary approvals for a new organisational structure which included three Directorates
(Administration/Operations/Policy Development & Programme Implementation). Besides, the
new structure introduced a new layer of senior management and the strengthening of the
already established middle management.
The main aim of this reorganisation was to strengthen the HR function in view of both present
and forthcoming workload which is expected to increase considerably in the coming months, not
least, in relation to projects being financed through the EU Funds Programming period 20142020. In fact, during 2014, all headship positions were filled in and seven Senior Managers and
nine Procurement Managers were recruited.
Training of Staff
Training to members at the Department of Contracts was sustained as in previous years.
Employees of the Department were encouraged by means of an internal circular to attend at
least one training course organised by the Centre for Development, Research and Training
(CDRT). In fact, most members of staff attended more than one training course during 2014,
including courses not directly related to their current duties. Specific training on the use of the
electronic public procurement system was delivered to all new Procurement Managers.
Family Friendly Measures
The Department has continued to encourage the take up of all statutory family-friendly measures
including reduced hours, tele-working, flexible hours of work, career break and also a choice for
employees to a second timetable of working hours. All these measures are available to all
members of staff, irrespective of gender.
Sustainable Development Initiatives
The Department continued to encourage policies to reduce, reuse and recycle the use of
commonly used material such as paper. Besides, the Department has embarked on the
Government initiative to carry out an Energy Performance Certification of the Department’s
Building, thus enabling better energy efficiency. The actual exercise was carried out in 2014 and
the ensuing certificate registered with the Building Regulation Office in November 2014.
Training for Contracting Authorities and Economic Operators
In connection with the transition towards electronic procurement and in collaboration with the
CDRT, the Department of Contracts maintained the delivery of training specifically on the
use of the Electronic Public Procurement System (ePPS). This is the platform for electronic
procurement in Malta and training was offered to experienced public employees who deal
with public procurement in their respective departments and organizations. The training is
spread over three half days and deals with the creation and set-up of an Open Tender
Procedure (CFT workspace/workflow online/association of roles/Tender structure creation
(import/export of structure), e-tender document and Notice publication/Completion of tender,
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clarification request, packing and uploading of tenders/Opening, Evaluation and awarding of
tenders). 241 public employees attended training during 2014.
Additionally, the Department of Contracts continued to deliver weekly hands-on training to
Economic Operators in respect to the use of the e-procurement system. 310 Economic
Operators attended for such workshops during 2014.
Customer Care
The Department of Contracts has two main categories of customers, chiefly, economic operators
and contracting authorities. Considering that the department values its customers, it strives to
deliver a more efficient and effective service. The Customer Care Unit replies to queries and
requests as soon as possible, endeavours to understand better and anticipate what customers
need so as to explain better the processes and procedures which need to be followed. In order
to achieve this, the Department has revamped its Customer Care Unit since 1st October 2014
where five Procurement Managers are being assigned duties related to Customer Care on a
daily basis from 0830hrs-1530hrs on a roaster basis.
Furthermore an in-house built Customer Care database was launched on 1st October 2014 in
which all calls received are logged. Any calls which are not replied to immediately by the Officer
answering the call are escalated through the system to the Officer concerned. In addition, all
calls logged in the system are then monitored on a daily basis to ensure that any pending calls
are answered within reasonable timeframes.
Electronic Procurement
Following the introduction of its first electronic services in 2008 through the Department’s
website at www.contracts.gov.mt and following the official launch of an electronic procurement
portal at www.etenders.gov.mt in June 2011, the Department and particularly the IT Unit at the
Department worked tirelessly in order to increase the take up of e-procurement across
Government. In this regard, significant progress was registered during 2014.
In fact, whereas at end of January 2014, 2971 e-tenders were published across Government
the figure increased to 7744 as at end December 2014, that is, a 160 per cent increase. In
terms of registered economic operators whereas at the end of January 2014 there were 1433
of which 466 were non-Maltese economic operators, at the end of December 2014 this figure
increased to 2223 of which 794 were non-Maltese.
As was the case in 2013, during 2014 several changes to both interface and functionalities
of the electronic system were introduced in an effort to make the system more easy to use
and at the same time effective. Work has also continued during 2014 to decommission the
Department’s Procurement Management System and shift to Sharepoint which is a corporate
initiative at central level. In this regard, the efforts of the IT Unit were dedicated to make sure
that all the data accumulated during the period 2008-2014 and particularly that in respect of
calls for tenders were not lost but made available on the new Sharepoint.
Statistics
The Department collected all relevant statistical information related to public procurement for the
year 2013 and submitted the data to the European Commission. The following table represents
a summary of the statistical information submitted:
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Above EU
Threshold
Below EU
Threshold
Totals
Grand Total

Services

Supplies

Works

€16,524,510.44

€77,568,932.03

€125,719,149.30

€23,148,932.05

€45,124,453.09

€45,120,946.36

€39,673,442.49

€122,693,385.10

€170,840,095.60
€333,206,923.10

POLICY DEVELOPMENT AND PROGRAMME IMPLEMENTATION DIRECTORATE
Policy Development & Delivery, Quality Assurance and Compliance Monitoring
This Directorate was set up within the Department of Contracts with the responsibility of
developing and delivering Public Procurement policy, delivering of Government commitments
and the taking up of the Public Procurement regulatory and compliance function. A unit within
this Directorate has been created for each one of these three broad functions. These units,
namely the Policy Development and Delivery, Quality Assurance and Compliance Monitoring,
have each been placed under the responsibility of a senior manager, recruited during 2014 as
part of the ongoing capacity building exercise.
During 2014, this Directorate continued to issue various Procurement Policy Notes addressing
possible grey areas, introduced new measures for procedural simplification and harmonisation
with the aim to cut down on excessive bureaucracy in Public Procurement. This included the
simplification of clarifications/rectifications process at evaluation stage for above threshold
tenders; guidance and full support for the utilisation of the Most Economically Advantageous
Tender as award criteria; the exclusion of VAT from the financial offers and thus separating VAT
from the procurement process enabling a simpler comparison between submitted bids; and the
enabling of public officers to be nominated as key experts.
During this year, groundwork has been done to review the Department’s tender document
templates (both electronic and traditional) and the compilation of a much needed Public
Procurement Manual of Procedures has been initiated.
Public Procurement Regulations
Public procurement policy and practice are continually developing in the national as well as in
the international sphere. In order to keep public procurement progressing on the same lines the
department actively participates in meetings organized by the Commission’s Advisory
Committee on Public Contracts, the Working Group on e-Procurement and the Economic and
Statistical Working Group. This facilitates the Department’s contribution to the development of
public procurement methodologies adopted in the EU and aides in advising government on
proposed new legislation.
In April 2014, the new European Union Directives on public procurement were published on the
Official Journal of the EU. Following their publication the Department of Contracts embarked on
a programme of internal and external consultations with various stakeholders, both internal and
external to the Public Administration in order to ensure an efficient and effective transposition of
the Directives. Joint works started on the gradual convergence of the current Public
Procurement processes and procedures to be in line with these new Directives. These works will
be completed once these same Directives will be fully transposed into Maltese law.
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OPERATIONS DIRECTORATE
European Union Funds
The Department is responsible for the administration of all tenders which are fully or partially
funded through EU funds, EEA Funds, EQUAL Community Programmes, EAGGF, External
Borders Funds, Norwegian Funds, European Refugee Funds, AEFRD and other projects that
are partly or fully funded through Community Funds.
Pre-Contracts
These units manage all pre contractual issues, such as vetting of tenders, offering support to the
General Contracts Committee as well as the drafting and signing of contracts. During 2014 the
Department of Contracts has further consolidated the action taken in previous years whereby
procurement managers are vetting both EU as well as locally funded tenders. All procurement
managers are participating in a Customer Care Service on a roster basis. Through this service,
any Economic Operator or Contracting Authority requiring assistance will be aided by procurement
managers, who will in turn escalate the call to higher officials through the departments’ Customer
Care database.
The ‘EU and Special Projects Unit’ has continued in its efforts to avoid bottlenecks by assisting
Contracting Authorities to prepare tender documents for projects of a sensitive nature and which
are of national priority. The intervention of this unit has served the purpose of utilising funds
which otherwise may have been jeopardised.
Post-Contracts
This Unit deals with work relating to post-contractual matters mainly in respect of requests by the
Contracting Authorities for variations (financial), extensions to the period of execution and other
amendments to the contracts such as changes to the payment terms. Invariably, these changes
are referred to the General Contracts Committee for approval. The ongoing maintenance of bank
guarantees, including tender guarantees, performance guarantees and retention guarantees is
another area related to post-contracts matters. However, as from the beginning of 2014 the
administration of the performance guarantees and that of the retention guarantees has been
delegated to the contracting authorities. This delegation will ensure a better administration of
these guarantees.
Some disputes during contract implementation end up in conflict and one or both parties will
refer their case to the Courts of Justice or to the Malta Arbitration Centre. With the ongoing
support of the Office of the Attorney General, the Department of Contracts has successfully
defended all the cases brought against it.
General Contracts Committee
The General Contracts Committee held regular sittings during 2014 in which contractual issues
were considered. These issues ranged from pre-contractual matters, such as approval of
clarifications to prospective bidders, to post-contractual ones involving approval of extra
works/variations. However, the main function of the Committee remained that to make
recommendations for the award of contracts or the cancellation of calls for tenders.
The General Contracts Committee also continued to carry out its other main function, chiefly that
to schedule tender offers in respect of tenders published by the Department of Contracts on a
weekly basis.
Anthony Cachia
Director General (Contracts)
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CUSTOMS DEPARTMENT
Introduction
During the year under review, the Maltese Customs administration carried out its declared
mission, namely:





facilitating trade to compliant economic operators against vigilance and applying the
enforcement measures on non-compliant ones, this in the financial interest of both
national government and the European Union;
protecting the health & safety of our citizens by preventing the importation of illicit
substances and other prohibited goods;
improving our revenue collection methods and prevent fraud;
protecting the economic interest of Malta and the EU by the prevention of illegal entry in
the Community of counterfeit goods.

The Department undertook various initiatives aiming to improve its efficiency and effectiveness
and in other ways support the local and EU economy in facing up to the challenges of the time.
To this effect, a major challenge for Customs now continues to be the upgrading of the existing
and introduction of new ICT systems that support its processing and control functions.
ADMINISTRATION DIRECTORATE
Finance Section
The total revenue generated by Customs activities in 2014 was €305,855,594 which constitutes
an increase of €125,255,928 over the previous year. This increase is owed to Enemalta settling
past arrears in excise duties on petroleum products owed to the department. The total amount of
excise duties generated from the other excise goods (excluding petroleum) shows an improved
position of €21,199,068 over that of the year 2013.
The figure of €14,378,913.31 was income from import duties (Traditional Own Resources).
Other Customs incomes such as from licences, fines, fees, bunker taxes, store rent and sale of
items, totalled €3,248,181. A further amount of €98,292,606.41 was collected by Customs as
VAT on behalf of the VAT Department.
Accounts Section
During 2014, resources continued to be focused on improving the methods of revenue collection
and addressing revenue arrears aspects and cases.
Customs Debt Unit and Cash Offices
The Customs Debt Unit continued to monitor the accounting module in the Customs Electronic
System and to effect refunds due to traders, besides monitoring the deferred payment facilities
granted to certain importing companies and managing bank guarantees.
Procurement and Stores Unit
A total of 1111 (One thousand one hundred and eleven) Local Purchase Orders were committed
during 2014.
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EU Programmes Unit
During 2014, the Customs Department was represented abroad in 224 meetings organised by
the European Commission. During these meetings, a total of 304 participants took part.
2014 saw the end of the C2013 Programme and consequently a new programme covering the
period between 2014 and 2020 was introduced.
Through the Customs 2014 programme, 2 officers from Malta took part in one working visit in
Dublin, Ireland. A total of four events were organised in Malta for participants of all Member
States.
EU Procedures Unit
The EU Procedures Unit has been in charge of processing and approving import declarations
intended to benefit from agricultural quotas managed from the EU’s DG Agri and first-come-firstserved quotas from the EU’s DG Taxud. The movement of certain agricultural goods was
controlled under the transit procedure upon request of other EU Member States for these to
benefit from the export refund system. Unit staff participated in various meetings with other local
entities, including the Paying Agency, and in various CAP meetings in Brussels. Regular liaison
was kept with customs laboratories of other Member States, especially Italy and Holland, in
connection with the analysis of various commodities for their classification and application of the
relative taxes. Anti-Dumping and Surveillance reports were regularly sent to the EU Commission.
Secretariat Office
The amounts of €268,351.73 in respect of rent and €17,474.68 regarding electricity bills were
collected from 33 Bond Operators using the 23 bond stores at the Customs Groupage Terminal
at Ħal Far. The sum of €6,987.74 was collected as rent for three temporary bond stores at Luqa.
The Section dealt with 965 new cases of incorrect declarations, settled 884 cases. This resulted
in the collection of the total amount of €410,386.95 fines, duties and VAT. 8 new applications
were received for the issuing of Customs certificates and other misplaced documents and 4
certificates were issued for the amount of €174.95. 61 requests for information by the Law
Courts were processed. 18 legal cases regarding arrears of revenue to Customs were in
progress. The Section’s activities contributed to the total collection of €696,213.36 in rents,
electricity bills, taxes, fines and certificates.
Human Resources Branch
Human Resources Unit
The recruitment process of staff pertaining to the Customs Class continued, in terms of the
respective Collective Agreement, and all vacancies were filled except for those in the grade of
Customs Officer for which a public call was issued in December 2014. Forty-five members of
staff took the initiative and donated part of their accumulated time-off-in-lieu and 2014 vacation
leave entitlement to help their colleague, and later in the year, another two donated part of their
vacation leave entitlement to the Central Fund.
Eleven employees retired from the Service on attaining pensionable age and two resigned
during the year, bringing the number of staff at three hundred fifty-five by the end of the year.
Forty-six employees (Eight males and thirty-eight females) benefitted from family-friendly
measures such as responsibility leave, reduced hours, flexitime and telework. Additionally, some
employees worked on a flexible timetable during the summer months, enabling the Department
to offer its services to traders for longer periods during this season.
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Disciplinary action in terms of Reg.19 of the PSC Regulations needed to be taken against three
employees for misconduct whilst another employee started undergoing criminal proceedings in
court.
Training Unit
During 2014, a total of 23 in-house courses for customs personnel and economic operators were
delivered. A total of 324 participants attended for these courses which included 187 sessions
and 322½ hours of Training. A great proportion of this Training consisted in IT Training and the
remaining addressed Customs Department needs namely: IT Training: Customs Electronic
System (CES) Import System, CES Manifest System, CES Export System, CES Warehousing
Systems, Authorized Economic Operators (AEO) Training, Commodity Identification Training,
EMCS (Excise Movement & Control System). This training was delivered to Customs Personnel,
Economic Operators, Agents and Customs Brokers. Other training consisted in: Documentary
Checks and Container Examination including Health & Safety issues; how to use hand-held
Radiation Detectors and Safety Measures; the handling of X-Ray Scanner; Basic First Aid
Course; First Aid Emergency-line; General Security & Awareness training at airports; Health &
Safety workers representative training; This training addressed Customs Personnel and New
Recruits. A training seminar was organized by the Office for Harmonization in Internal Market on
Enforcement Database addressed to Lawyers, Police Inspectors, Commerce Division, MITA and
Customs Personnel. Also training was delivered at Companies own premises at their request in
order to assist them to achieve AEO status in EU Trade.
Registry Services
3455 files were opened by the registry services. Other functions included distribution of files and
correspondence to the different Sections, keeping bring-ups readily available, forwarding of putaways to the archives section, tracking file movements and audit Customs files at different work
stations.
Health & Safety Unit
Several Health and Safety (H&S) related training courses were organised and delivered to
Customs Personnel, including on: first-aid, radiation protection, H&S risk assessments and Fire
wardens’ course.
The Unit oversaw from an H&S point of view the separation of the mechanic sections from that
of the carpentry section.
The Unit drew up a report and provided assistance in the setting up of the Health and Safety
units within the Ministry for Finance and the Capital Transfer Duty Department within the Inland
Revenue Department. The setup consists of forming up the H&S Workers Reps committee and
first Aid Teams, which incorporated training and seminars.
The annual common seasonal influenza, immunization was administered to all Customs staff.
Customs Sports Board
The Customs Sports Board participated in the sports activities held by the Malta Employees
Sports Association (M.E.S.A) Football, snooker and Pool, Darts marathon and other Presidential
Fund Raising activities. The Customs Football team won the over-40 category and received the
“Best Good Conduct Cup” from M.E.S.A. The Customs Department is a member of the
European Customs Sports Association and a Maltese representative sits also on the executive
committee. Two sports activities were organised for Customs employees, being a table tennis
tournament and five-a-side football tournament to commemorate “Jum Id-Dwana”.
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Maintenance Unit
The Customs Maintenance Unit performed various maintenance works at the numerous
premises under the charge of Customs. These works included electrical jobs, plastering and
painting tasks, carpentry and repairs of the customs vehicles by the motor mechanic unit. The
Maintenance Unit also liaised with and supervised jobs, which due to their nature had to be
outsourced to private companies or the government’s Manufacturing Services Division.
INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS, POLICY DEVELOPMENT & IMPLEMENTATION
The International Affairs, Policy Development and Implementation directorate within the Customs
Department is a new post which became operative in the last quarter of the year. As the title
implies, its main role is to address the Department’s international affairs as well as to develop and
coordinate an overall policy that is to act as a guide to all within the Department.
Indeed, much of the international related work is associated with the European Union. The
Directorate supports management and other staff in the various EU-related matters. It maintains
liaison with EU Directorate MFIN, the EU Secretariat within the MEAIM and the Permanent
Representation of the EU. It also coordinates the clearance of comments on documents and
replies to questions emanating from the European Commission or the European Council.
Much of the EU related work during the last quarter of 2014 was oriented towards the refinement
of the Union Customs Code which will be implemented in 2016. The Directorate coordinated the
Department’s contribution to discussions in the Council Working Party on Customs Union, the
positions with colleagues within the Department, the drafting of the relative Instruction Notes,
coordination with MFIN and MEAIM principally for their clearance and liaising with Malta’s
representative on the Working Party.
Similarly the Directorate is also responsible for coordinating work emanating from the World
Customs Organisation, the World Trade Organisation and the United Nations amongst other
international institutions.
Work has also started on the drafting of the Department’s business plan which will be delivered
in the first quarter of 2015.
Besides serving as the Department’s Data Protection and Freedom of Information officer, the
International Affairs, Policy Development and Implementation directorate also represents the
Customs Department on the Sanctions Monitoring Board and other boards which have a bearing
on the Department’s international role and obligations.
EXCISE DIRECTORATE
Sections within the Directorate
Eight Sections/Units form part of the Excise Directorate, namely: Excise Liaison Office, Excise
Section, Tax Warehousing Unit, Fuel Section, Heating Fuel Section, Excise Refund Processing
Office, Newport Bonded Stores, and Transit & Free Zones Office.
Directorate’s Administration
During 2014, a new Director Excise and a new Assistant Director Excise were appointed. This
means that a strategic decision was taken to shift the systems portfolio to the Compliance
Directorate.
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Meanwhile, an Excise Forum within the directorate has been established, convening together
the head of the excise sections and their deputies, in order to discuss and coordinate common
excise issues.
During 2014, two separate calls for tenders, one for the supply of alcohol excise stamps and one
for the tobacco products excise stamps, have been published and subsequently awarded. The
Directorate also placed an order for the purchase of 4,000kgs of fuel national marker.
Objectives of the Directorate’s business
The objectives of the Directorate’s business are threefold:
i.
to provide for an adequate excise control mechanism;
ii.
ascertain that all excise duty is collected in time; and
iii.
attest to an appropriate warehousing regime.
2014 – An unparalleled year
During 2014, this Directorate, which is responsible for the greater part of the indirect taxation
regime of Malta, other than change in most of the existing excise duty rates, encompassed a
significant challenge following the introduction of excise duty on new commodities, namely:






wine;
pneumatic tyres;
fish feed intended for the fish farming industry;
lubricating oils; and
ammunition cartridges.

Meanwhile, pre-November’s Budget this Directorate applied strict measures as contemplated in
the Revenue Safeguard Act (CAP. 62), to counter for any hoarding exercise.
Another complex issue throughout 2014 was the political situation in Libya. The illicit traffic of
fuel from certain parts of Libya was, and still is, a very hot issue which drew the attention of the
international community. Therefore, on the one hand this Directorate had to ensure that no
difficulties are created to market operators, but on the other hand it is duty bound to protect our
country’s reputation. Therefore, this Directorate followed the situation in Libya very closely and
took the initiative, together with the Ministry for Foreign Affairs, to liaise with the Ambassador of
Malta in Tripoli to establish the legitimate points of export of petroleum products from Libya. The
Directorate kept the Department of Trade informed of all developments and new control
measures were put in place in order to assure, as reasonably as possible, that petroleum
products imported in Malta are legitimately sourced.
Total amount of revenue collected by the Directorate
This Directorate generated the following revenue throughout 2014:
Table 1 – Total Revenue collected by the Directorate
Item

2013

2014

Excise on Machine Made
Cigarettes
Excise on Beer

€69,348,580

€81,502,867

€2,299,593

€3,152,961

Excise on Spirits

€11,046,150

€11,425,890

Excise on Petroleum

€71,368,710

€172,571,874
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Excise on Tobacco

€3,067,694

€3,887,389

Excise on Mobile Telephony
Service
Excise on Electricity

€3,497,077

€2,967,214

€1,306,591

€5,707,408

Excise on Cement

€4,113,546

€7,234,570

€166,047,941

€288,450,173

€726,813

€1,009,465

€726,813

€1,009,465

€899,944

€995,501

€39,646

€725

€105

€962

€939,695

€997,188

€2,421,606

€2,810,065

€40,369,883

€34,252,893

€107,443

€20,125

€42,898,932

€37,083,083

Proceeds from Auctions

€62,754

€86,962

Total proceeds from
Auctions
Rent, Licenses & Sale of
Stamps
Total income - Rent, Lic.
&Stamps
Grand Total of Revenue

€62,754

€86,962

€177,621

€989,773

€177,621

€989,773

€210,853,756

€328,525,644

Total Excise
Bunkering Tax
Total Bunkers Tax
Import Duty / Customs
Warehousing
Import Duty on Excise
Goods
Import Duty from Auctions
Total Import Duty
VAT / Customs
Warehousing
VAT on Excise Goods
VAT from Auctions
Total VAT

Excise Liaison Office
Office’s function
The Excise Liaison Office liaises with its counterparts in all Member States and takes an active
part during the Excise Committee Working Party meetings, while it is also responsible for the
National Project Plan and the Monthly Development Plans.
Annual activity
Throughout 2014, our Excise Liaison Officer constantly monitored the EMCS and assisted all
excise sections as required by maintaining the Community’s System for Exchange of Excise
Data (SEED), the Early Warning System for Excise (EWSE), the Movement Verification System
(MVS), and the ELO (Excise Liaison Office).
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Excise Section
Section’s function
This section controls local producers, traders and service providers. Hence, it controls
authorized tax warehouse keepers who produce alcohol or tobacco products, excise warehouse
keepers who sell duty-free goods to passengers for non-EU countries and traders that are not
tax warehouse keepers. It is also responsible for the issue of excise control stamps to importers
and manufacturers as well as for payments of excise duty on mobile telephony services.
This section also collects annual license fees from keepers/users of water stills and condensers
and from blenders/manufacturers of spirits.
All excise movements under duty suspension are monitored via the Excise Movement Control
System (EMCS) or the manual internal administrative accompanying document (IAAD).
In the last part of the year this section took the responsibility of controlling authorized tax
warehouse keepers of pneumatic tyres.
Annual activity
In the below tables some statistics are illustrated:
Local registered producers of Alcoholic Beverages
Table 2 – Local registered producers of Alcoholic
Beverages/ Wine Producers
Activity
2013
2014
Number
of
approved
9
10
producers of alcoholic
beverages
Number of approved wine
4
14
producers
Local registered producers of Tobacco Products
Table 3 – Local registered producers of Tobacco
products
Activity
2013
2014
Number
of
approved
3
3
producers
of
tobacco
products
Local registered Breweries
Table 4 – Local registered Breweries
Number
breweries

Activity
of
registered

2013
1

2014
2
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Duty Free Supplies & Tax Free outlets
Table 5 – Duty Free Supplies & Tax Free outlets
Activity
Number of outlets

2013
6

2014
6

Mobile Telephony Operators
Table 6 – Mobile Telephony Operators
Activity
Number of operators

2013
5

2014
5

Authorised Tax Warehouse Keepers of Ethanol/Hydrocarbons
Table 7 – Authorised Tax Warehouse Keepers of
Ethanol/ Hydrocarbons
Activity
2013
2014
Number of operators
4
4
New Excise Registered Consignees
Table 8 – New Excise Registered Consignees
Activity
Number of new consignees

2013
18

2014
36

Total Number of Excise Registered Consignees
Table 9 – Total Number
Consignees
Activity
Number of consignees

of

Excise

Registered

2013
154

2014
174

Revenue collected
Table 10 – Revenue Collected
Item
Machine Made
Cigarettes
Beer

Excise
€69,156,115

Duty
€0

VAT
€14,865,654

Others
n/a

€1,293,139

€0

€8,153

n/a

Spirits

€1,034,287

€0

€308,033

n/a

Wine

€0

€0

€65,898

n/a

€860,063

€0

€201,536

n/a

€2,967,214

€0

€0

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

€970,385

Other Manufactured
Tobacco
Mobile Telephony
Service
Sale of excise
stamps
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Licences
Total

€8,761

n/a

n/a

n/a

€75,310,818

€0

€15,449,274

€979,146

Tax Warehousing Unit
Unit’s function
The main purpose of the Tax Warehousing Unit is to monitor and control excise goods under
duty suspension in private and public licensed tax warehouses as approved by the Customs
Department, as regards to imports, exports, sales and internal transfers where alcohol and
tobacco products are traded.
Annual activity
The unit’s activity throughout 2014 is illustrated in the below tables:
New Approved Warehouses
Table 11 – New Approved Warehouses
Activity
Number of new approved
public warehouse keepers
Number of new approved
private warehouse keepers

2013
2

2014
6

0

1

Total Number of Approved Tax Warehouses
Table 12 – Total Number of Approved Warehouses
Activity
Number of approved public
warehouse keepers
Number of approved private
warehouse keepers

2013
23

2014
28

20

21

The Unit, on a regular basis, conducted controls on imports and exports by private tax
warehouse keepers, while imports and exports carried out from Barriera Bonded Stores were
monitored randomly. On the other hand, monthly stock reports were forwarded by all tax
warehouse keepers on a monthly basis.
Fuel Section
Section’s function
The main task of the Fuel Section is to control and monitor all Tax Registered Warehouses,
eighteen in all, which are authorised to operate in the local fuel sector. It is engaged in the
following activities; import/export of various types of fuel, bunkering services to vessels, sales of
fuel in the local market, and ship to ship operations from oil tankers and other carriers.
This Section keeps comprehensive record of all operations carried out, monitors monthly fuel
stock takes, and ensures that all excise/import duties due are duly collected. Monitoring involves
physical checks, satellite tracking as well as recording of the quantities of fuels imported,
blended or moved.
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Statistical data of all fuel movements is forwarded to the Malta Resources Authority on a monthly
basis.
In the last part of the year this section took the responsibility of controlling authorized tax
warehouse keepers of lubricating oils.
Annual activity
Statistics for 2014 are as follows:
Amounts of fuel imported during 2014
Table 13 – Fuel imported in 2014
Type
Fuel Oil for power generation

Metric Tons
447,050

Gasoil for power generation

51,600

EN 590

86,365

Unleaded petrol

77,580

Fuel Oil (mostly for bunkering)

1,097,438

Gasoil

267,797

Gasoil for bunkering

207,531

Biodiesel

3,941

LCO

999

Jet A1

109,539

Avgas
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LPG

31,329

Gasoil (Export)

59,431

Jet A1 (Export)

6,242

Total Number of Approved Tax Warehouses
Table 14 – Total Number of Approved Tax Warehouse Keepers
Activity
Number of approved Tax warehouses

2013
18

2014
21

Total Number of Outdoor Control Operations
Table 15 – Total number of outdoor control operations
Activity
Controls

2013
4240

2014
4,800

Revenue collected
Excise Duty collected on fuels during 2014 amounted to €185,009,614 of which €147,297,668
were collected as arrears.
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Heating Fuel Section
Section’s function
The main function of this section is to monitor and control issues of heating gas oil with 0.1%
sulphur content.
This is a rebated product and it is distributed solely for heating purposes and used by an
extensive number of users such as hotels, bakeries, farms, garages and several other private
and governmental entities. It is also used for domestic heating in a number of households.
Additionally, this section procures, attends and controls the supply of all duty-free gas oil issues,
for fishing, towing and work vessels during the months of the blue fin tuna season by assisting all
the participating parties, in liaison with the Customs Baggage Room, and submitting all relevant
reports to Director Excise.
Annual activity
In 2014, the section has compiled data so as to establish a comprehensive heating fuel sales
pattern and another one to establish heating fuel consumption pattern. By means of this data
possible abuses were triggered and the section is conducting an investigation in collaboration
with the Enforcement Unit.
Excise Refund Processing Office
This Section deals with the processing of excise duty refunds due to various operators especially
those engaged in the maritime industry, and the processing of excise duty refunds on fuel
consumed by the official and service vehicles used by the diplomatic staff in various Embassies
accredited to Malta. During 2014, a total amount of €5,721,619.61 was refunded; of which
€33,397.33 was refunded to Embassies, €3,483,208 was refunded to various operators
engaged in the maritime industry, while the remaining amount pertained to various other
refunds.
Newport Bonded Stores
Unit’s function
This Unit is responsible for monitoring of non-EU warehoused goods subject to Import Duty
and/or VAT and their eventual release/export from approved customs public and private
warehouses.
Annual activity
The unit’s activity throughout 2014 is illustrated in the below tables:
New Approved Warehouses
Table 16 – New Approved Warehouses
Activity
Number of new approved
warehouses

2013
0

2014
9
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Warehoused Goods
Table 17 - Warehousing
Activity
Containers

2013
205

2014
214

1515 w/housed; 1609
released
178 w/housed; 170 released

1786 w/housed; 1646
released
260 w/housed; 286 released

Second hand Non-EU
vehicles
Outboard motors

6 w/housed;10 released

8 w/housed;13 released

0 w/housed; 3 released

84 w/housed;16 released

Generators

0 w/housed; 5 released

0 w/housed; 0 released

1

0

New Non-EU vehicles
New Non-EU motor cycles

Safe custody lots
Revenue collected
Table 18 – Revenue collected during 2014
Activity

Import Duty

VAT

Excise

Rent

€725

€3,393

n/a

€258

Other
proceeds
n/a

New Non-EU vehicles

€715,052

€2,611,130

n/a

n/a

n/a

New Non-EU motor
cycles
Second hand Non-EU
vehicles
Outboard motors

€28,818

€110,141

n/a

n/a

n/a

€23,066

€23,024

n/a

n/a

n/a

€3,657

€15,444

n/a

n/a

n/a

€0

€0

n/a

n/a

n/a

€224,908

€50,326

n/a

n/a

n/a

€962

€20,125

€23,869

n/a

€86,962

n/a

n/a

n/a

€10,627

n/a

€997,188

€2,833,583

€23,869

€10,885

€86,962

Tobacco

Generators
Other
goods
Auctions

warehoused

Importers’ Store Rent
Total

During 2014, one auction was held which entailed several general commodities.
Transit and Free Zone Office
Office’s function
This Office has a dual role; one relates to transit movements and the other focuses on the free
zone concept.
Transit
In its role of Central Transit Office, this Office monitors all transit movements through the New
Computerised Transit System (NCTS) and liaises with other Customs Authorities in the
EU/EFTA countries; instructs staff and traders about the correct implementation of transit and
status legislation; performs post-clearance audit of status documents, and processes requests
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for Authorised Regular Shipping Services and Level 2 Simplifications for air/sea cargo
movements; as the designated Competent Authority for Enquiry and Recovery it initiates and
responds to enquiries and makes the final decisions about recovery of Customs dues.
Free Zone
In the Free Zone, this Office is responsible for ensuring that legal and procedural obligations are
observed by both the Customs staff and the Free Warehouse operators within the Distripark, as
well as Medserv. Stock Audits, both documentary and physical, also fall within its brief.
Annual activity (Transit)
In 2014, as country of departure, 299 transit movements were opened from Malta, and we
received 266 messages which settled movements initiated from here. As country of destination
we received 2037 transit movements, and closed 1992 movements as country of destination.
Malta received 700 incoming enquiries. The figures quoted are more or less in line with the
figures of 2013. Therefore, as remarked in 2013, the number of enquiries we receive is still a
matter of preoccupation, indicating no overall improvement in the time taken to close transit
movements.
6 TC21/21A requests for Post-Clearance Verification of status documents were sent, while 6
incoming requests were processed. This work is performed mostly on behalf of the Verification
Unit and the Airfreight Section who submit their documents to this Office. In essence, this Office
simply acts as a channel between these two sections and other MS Competent Authorities and
has no say in determining which documents are to be submitted for verification.
A new call for tenders to support current NCTS system for a further 3 years was issued in 2014
and awarded to Intrasoft. A totally new Transit/Export system is envisaged to be in deployment
in 3 to 4 years’ time. This Section has been constantly providing its input to the Computer
Section on business and end-user requirements and change requests. As per the preceding
year, we can report that system stability and availability has remained well within the targets set
by the European Commission.
One member of this Section also attended Customs Code Committee and Customs Code
Experts Group meetings in Brussels in May, November and December. Under discussion were
the Delegated Acts and Implementing Acts of the new Union Customs Code, regarding transit
and customs status.
Annual activity (Free Zone)
In January 2014 a new authorisation to operate a free warehouse within the Free Zone was
granted. The Unit was involved in exhaustive discussions with a number of stakeholders
regarding the further development of the Free Zone concept.
COMPLIANCE AND SYSTEMS
The Directorate is responsible for the supervision of import and export activities taking place in
and out of the EU Customs territory. Movement of goods is regulated by the Customs Code,
Council Regulation (EEC) No 2913/92 and its Implementing Provisions Commission Regulation
(EEC) No 2454/93 Officers in this directorate have to ensure that both fiscal and non-fiscal
measures of EU legislation are being adhered to when goods are customs cleared at the border.
Fiscal measures include the collection of the appropriate duties and VAT on the products
declared for free circulation. The non-fiscal measures include protection of citizens from unsafe
goods, health and environment. Several consumer products are regulated by other EU regulations
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which are administered by other Government agencies and departments. The Veterinary
Services, Environmental Health Department, Plant Health Department, Convention on
International Trade in Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and Flora (CITES), Occupational Health
and Safety Authority (OHSA) and Malta Competition and Consumer Affairs Authority (MCCAA)
are the major stakeholders in the supply chain which are consulted by the directorate when
effecting controls on goods declared for free circulation. The Compliance directorate is also
committed to ensure trade facilitation and no stone is left unturned to explore new facilitations to
local industry and to economic operators.

 This year, a local company which provides services to oil rigs was granted authorisation to












work on massive maintenance project on an oil rig berthed at the ex Malta Shipbuilding site.
The company was advised on the most advantageous customs procedures to adopt
during the maintenance period which lasted over six months;
Participated in a joint customs operation code named “SNAKE” organised by OLAF.
This operation targeted imports of clothing and footwear from China for undervaluation.
The data collected was forwarded to OLAF for further analysis;
The implementation of the Authorised Economic Operator (AEO) programme included
two audit visits and the granting of AEO status to Messrs Sullivan Maritime Ltd. The
AEO team hosted a Commission AEO Network Meeting in Malta. An MoU with Aviation
Security Malta has been finalised and will be signed in January 2015;
Several meetings were held with stakeholders involved in the supply chain namely the
Malta Chamber of Commerce, Enterprise and Industry, Malta Enterprise, GRTU, VGT,
Maltapost, ship agents and the Association of Groupage Operators on problems related
to trade facilitation, customs procedures and logistics;
Held meetings with Transport Malta on the Single Window (SW) project. So far, this project
is limited to maritime transport. The scope of this system is to simplify and harmonise the
administrative procedures applied to maritime transport by making the electronic
transmission of information standard and by rationalising reporting formalities. In the
long run the SW project will be extended to controls by other border agencies;
Other meetings held included other departments, such as MCCAA, Border Inspection
Post, MEPA (CITES), Agriculture (Flegt);
Finalised an MoU with BIP. Held other meetings with BIP with regards to the visit by the
EU Commission’s Audit Mission on FVO;
Following meetings with representatives of the UVIA (Used Vehicles Importers Association)
and SVS (Stolen Vehicles Section, Malta Police) with regards to the clearance/release of
such vehicles from Laboratory Wharf, initiatives were taken to facilitate the clearance of
these vehicles, which are increasing in number with every importation.

Computer Section
The Computer Section continuously supports both traders and Customs personnel in the use of
the IT systems. Furthermore, members of the Computer Section keep in line with the
discussions, preparations and developments of IT projects forming part of the EU Multi-Annual
Strategic Programme (MASP). This requires a lot of time analysing the functional and technical
specifications of the systems to be introduced or upgraded. Moreover, the participation of
personnel from the Computer Section in seminars, meetings and training courses held by the
European Commission is essential for the smooth implementation of upgrades and new IT
Systems.
Another major task for the Computer Section that started back in 2012 is the replacement of the
existing Import and Export Systems with one new software application based and developed on
MITA’s standards while taking into account the European Commission proposed new IT
approach.
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Work on the new Export system has progressed considerably and the Computer Section
together with the new Export system implementation team has conducting testing, which is in an
advanced stage. The new Export system is planned to be deployed in mid-2015. In parallel,
work on the development of the Import system has commenced. The scope of this project is to
conduct a requirements analysis exercise, in order to elicit and analyse the requirements of the
customs procedures for the importation of goods. The study will not be restricted to the existing
import procedures but it will also take into account future developments. This provides an
opportunity, to wherever appropriate, streamline the import and export customs procedures and
business processes, with the business process models that are currently being discussed, in the
Union Customs Code, (UCC) Implementing and Delegated Acts.
Initial preparations and planning commenced in view of implementing the myriad of new
applications required to satisfy the requirements set in the Union Customs Code (UCC). Efforts
are directed towards producing and reviewing the necessary specifications of the UCC
applications in conjunction with the rest of the EU Member States, while work on upgrading other
Trans European systems, such as on the National Single Window and Excise Movement Control
system has also started.
IT Centre
The IT Centre Section deals with all IT related hardware and network issues, software
installations and provide all general first support to all customs staff across the Department.
In 2014, the IT Centre Section was responsible for upgrading all the PCs throughout the
Department to the latest Operating System, i.e. Windows version 8.1.
Major issues in 2014 were the replacements and installations of various computer hardware
such as printers, scanners and UPS batteries, installations and upgrades of various applications
used by the Department such as CES, ECN+ and MCC and provision of support regarding Local
Area Network connectivity and extensions.
LANDING & RELEASING
The Landing & Releasing branch within the Customs Department comprises the following Outstations: Deep Water Quay, Examination Shed, Customs Express Freight Office (ex Courier
Office), Airfreight Section, Freeport, Ħal Far Groupage Complex, Laboratory Wharf, Parcel Post
Office and Weighers Office.
DEEP WATER QUAY
During 2014, a total of 21 shipping vessels discharged and/or loaded the under mentioned cargo
at the DWQ:
DISCHARGED:




73 full load containers/trailers (1 Non-EU, 72 EU)
386,841 m/tons of conventional cargo (35,712 mt/tons EU, 2969 mt/tons Non-EU)
12 yachts (All EU)

LOADED:
Containers/trailers ‘C’ Status: 65.
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During 2014, work operations from this station was reduced to a minimum since the quay
operators, namely Valletta Gateway Terminals (VGT), undertook a major project through which
all the asbestos roofing on Shed 1, 2 and 3 was replaced by a health-hazard-free material. This
entailed the evacuation of the all the personnel form the area, including the Customs officials,
from April 2014 till end of November 2014.
As can be also concluded from above, the workload at the DWQ has been practically reduced to
goods arriving from the EU.
CONTAINER EXAMINATION SHED – ĦAL FAR
During 2014, 3285 containers from Third Countries were selected for control, examined and
released as follows:






677 containers/trailers were examined at General Examination Shed;
1121 containers/trailers were examined at importer’s premises;
1487 units were ‘documentary checked’;
All units were Vacis Scanned;
84 Post Entries were raised.

Of the above, 472 units contained frozen fish/meat/fish bait while 347 units contained fresh fruit
or other perishable items.
The various infringements identified at time of release yielded the amount of €75,899 in Customs
Duty, VAT and Anti-dumping Duty.
A breakdown of the collected taxes during 2014 is shown hereunder:
Type
Infringements

of

Incorrect
Declaration
Undeclared Freight
Incorrect
Classification
TOTAL €

DUTY

VAT

ADDITIONAL
AMOUNT
€
1,934

TOTAL

€
2,2925

ANTIDUMPING
€
5,250

€
1,019
2,145
15,385

2,383
12,515

442
13,835

4,333
29,341

9,303
71,076

18,549

37,823

19,527

35,608

111,507

€
31,128

On various occasions, other Customs Personnel from the Enforcement Section, Weigher’s
Office, Intellectual Property Rights and Drug Squad were present during releases. Port Health
Office, Agriculture Department, Plant Health were also present in connection with foodstuffs and
agricultural products, while the Malta Competition and Consumer Affairs Authority was consulted
in relation to CE markings.
CUSTOMS WEIGHING SECTION
During 2014, the Customs Weighing Section functioned with one Senior Weigher and two Senior
Clerks who were purposely trained and detailed to carry out these duties in order to assist the sole
Senior Weigher.
Duties consisted of verifying the weights of certain items which are taxed according to weight as to
that declared on consignor’s invoices. When compared with the quantity of TDIDs verified (684),
the positive results can be considered as negligible.
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Weighing fees collected during 2014 amounted to €1654.
CUSTOMS EXPRESS FREIGHT OFFICE
Statistics for 2014

IMPORT MANIFESTS
EU

1,104

TSBs : Despatched
under Escort

524

Raised at Courier

86

TOTAL

SHIPMENTS:

NON-EU

Bags

20,763

Cartons

97,646

Bags

6,951

Cartons

447,851

Cartons

4,930

Bags

3,464

1,714
SCANNED:

TOTAL REVENUE COLLECTED IN 2014

Declarations
Post Entries (286)

Customs
Duty
€

VAT
€

FINES
€

TOTAL
€

500,785
5,719

4,118,469
18,867

nil
25,272

4,619,254
49,858
4,669,112

Compared to last year’s income from Customs Declarations, it transpires that there was a
considerable increase of €584,487 in taxes/fines collected.
Other activities at this section included the settlement of 543 MRNs while exports amounted to
3,486 LRNs (Courier) and 5,170 LRNs (Freight).
Worth mentioning is the fact that the main Key Performance Indicators (KPI) measure
established as a benchmark for 2014 was the €4.2 million figure. This target was not only
reached but exceeded by €470,000. The benchmark of €4.8 million has been established for
2015.
AIRFREIGHT SECTION
At this Section, 2014 has seen a decrease in VAT (6.2%) and an increase in Customs Duty
(4.4%), when compared to last year’s figures. 6,182 manifests (5,386 by Air Malta and 796 by
Globeground) have been registered, meaning a decrease of 100 sets when compared to the
2013 statistics.
The 51 Post Entries raised by the Airfreight Section officers netted €31,862 in evaded taxes plus
€13,863 as fines, an increase of 22% when compared to year 2013.
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A total of 7,345 import declarations were processed, of which 1,049 were selected for control.
Another 2,428 declarations, the majority of which for aircraft parts, were also processed through
the CES but outside the electronic manifest. 1,550 TSBs were dispatched from the Airfreight
Section.
Monitoring of cargo manifests continued to be carried efficiently through Telework while an officer
was detailed to carry out verification of ‘Green’ declarations as part of her duties.
Collected Revenue for Year 2014
DUTY

VAT

EXCISE DUTY

POST ENTRIES,

TOTAL

FINES AND OTHER
INCOME
€654,629

€3,094,932

€75,268

€51,655

€3,876,484

MALTA FREEPORT
The main responsibility of this Section is to ensure that all units that exit the Free zone area are
accounted for and covered by necessary Customs documentation.
 3,123 pratiques were carried out, of which 2,100 were for vessels coming from non-EU
countries;
 37,661 Containers were despatched for local consumption, of which 16,285 were of NonEU status and were released for free circulation. Another 44 Units were despatched for
transhipment.
 Exports effected through Freeport Office: Containers –
6,220
Goods against T1 –
96
Goods against EX A/D – 790
ĦAL FAR GROUPAGE COMPLEX
Revenue collected through this Station indicates an increase in both the Customs Duty and VAT
over the past year. Also, the overall revenue collected through Post Entries and through
Fines/Possible Fine Deposits also registered a decrease over last year’s figures. Rent collected
during 2014 reflected an increase.
TOTAL REVENUE (INCLUDING POST ENTRIES) – 2014
CUSTOMS DUTY
€3,274,899

VAT
€8,803,355

FINES
€12,450

RENT
€39,437

TOTAL
€12,130,141

A total of 6243 units entered the complex of which 1,475 were non-EU. Full/partial tallying was
carried out on 332 non-EU units. 3264 units were scanned at the Complex, while 1050 Transit
movements of non-EU goods were settled electronically from the NCTS System.
LABORATORY WHARF
This Section is responsible for the supervision of goods landed/loaded at Laboratory Wharf, Coal
Wharf, the Silo, Palumbo/Ricasoli, Gozo, Marsa Shipbuilding and Outer Quays. A total of 565
vessels landed goods at this station and the following operations were recorded:

DISCHARGES

LOADING
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19,194 Units of which 829 were non-EU
7536 new and 7165 second-hand vehicles
43 Pallets/Cases and 13 pieces Machinery

4883 units of which 152 exports to Non-EU
287 new vehicles
307 second-hand vehicles

22 Boats, 608 box trucks and 239 tanker bowserrs4 boats, 77 trucks, 3 box vans, 15 caravans
and 27 pieces Oilwell Equipment
BULK CARGO: EU - 866,433.82 m/t tons

SCRAP METAL: NON-EU 33,852.588 m/t tons

NON-EU - 45,460.97 m/tons

Waste Grit: EU - 2,780 m/t tons

CEREALS: EU - 116,919.56 m/tons

CEREALS: NON-EU - 14,079.71 m/tons

Landed at Gozo - 5,140.17 m/tons
NON-EU - 43,273.80 m/tons

Goods in Transit : 2,180 New vehicles; 1 Boat; 5165.5 m/tons Steel Bundles; 2 Cranes; 5 Flat Racks.
EXCISE DUTY collected in 2014 on Cement consignments … €6,887,532 (2013: €4,191,722)
Other Statistics for 2014:
SEARCHES AT GATE
566

CONTAINERS TRANSFERRED FROM FTM TO LW
(TMSD/TSB)
52/10

PARCEL POST OFFICE
2014 has seen an overall positive performance from the staff despite the ever-increasing workload
at the Parcel Post Office. This year saw also an overall increase of €62,895 in the total collected
revenue.
27,249 parcels from Non-EU countries were examined while another 419 packages were released
for free against parcel notices. 960 SADs were inputted in the CES while another 25,107 Simplified
SADs were drawn up.
36,820 parcels were scanned by the staff during the normal working hours and by members from
the Enforcement Unit after office hours.
Furthermore, two exercises involving the sorting and scanning of all incoming parcels arriving from
Third Countries were organised on two occasions. These were satisfactorily carried out by the
Parcel Post Office Customs staff in conjunction with members from the Enforcement Unit. Several
infringements were recorded and it is augured that similar operations shall continue to take place
regularly.
Through the introduction of the recent new work procedures, clients are being served the best
possible way by Customs. This exercise is ongoing and there is always room for amelioration
through the goodwill that is forthcoming from both the Customs Department and Maltapost
Management.
Revenue collected from the Parcel Post Office in 2014 was as follows:
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GOZO BRANCHES

DUTY
€
227

VAT
€
3,230

EXCISE
€
nil

FINES
€
nil

TOTAL
€
3,457

PPO / EMS

82,104

665,716

300

8,180

756,300

TOTAL

759,757

PROCESSING
The Processing section within the Compliance and Systems Directorate of the Customs
Department comprises of: Customs Economic Procedures Unit (CEPU); Customer Services;
Binding Tariff Information Unit (BTIU)/Laboratory; Risk Management Unit (RMU); Verification and
Valuation.
CUSTOMS ECONOMIC PROCEDURES UNIT










During this year, 2498 T2L’s documents were manually processed at the section;
640 Authorisations for various Preferential Customs Procedure Codes were
activated in the Business Registry during this year;
571 claims for refund of import duty paid under the Drawback System were
processed;
The number of T1’s created amounted to 316 while movements that were written off
and settled amounted to 256;
There were 60 newly created Temporary Importation declarations registered during
this year while those settled amounted to 18;
EUR 1 certificates issued amounted to 332, while the number of EUR-MED
Certificates was nil;
ATR’s issued this year amounted to 173 and GSP FORM A certificates issued
amounted to 23;
Revenue collected from Burdnara License Fees amounted to Eur 2026.49 while
revenue collected from Burdnara I D Cards amounted to Eur 13.98;
The number of operations registered at CEPU for which Customs personnel
attendance was requested during this year amounts to 1812;

BTIU/LABORATORY
The principal activity of the Binding Tariff Information Unit (BTIU) is the classification of goods.
Information on classification matters is requested by Traders, Customs Clearance Agents and
even releasing officers at time of release or during document processing. Samples are also often
referred to this section for further discussions and guidance. Queries are sometimes received
from other Member States requesting classification opinions of various products. This method of
consultation is commonly used by all Member States, sometimes even Malta, so as to try to
obtain a ‘quick’ opinion and avoid having to pursue the matter further with the Commission.
This way, certain unnecessary delays in classification decisions are avoided.
The Customs Laboratory carries out analyses on fuel samples and other materials\products.
The Customs Scientific Officer (Senior Customs Analyst) assists and advises BTIU officers in
the classification of food and chemical products forwarded to them.
During 2014, the Laboratory carried out analyses on gasoil samples, submitted by the Excise
Control Unit, the Heating Control Unit and the Enforcement Unit to determine the presence of
solvent yellow, national marker or both as follows:
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Solvent yellow
National Marker
Both

- 94 samples
- 84 samples
- 133 samples

Other analyses were performed on samples of:









blanched peanuts (8 samples);
ceramic table and household articles (23 samples);
footwear (1 sample);
wine (3 samples);
liquid (1 sample);
tobacco (4 samples);
white powder (4 samples);
gypsum mixture (1 sample).

In 2014, sixteen (16) meetings covering 6 Sectors (BTI, Combined Nomenclature, HS/WCO Coordination, Agriculture/Chemical, Textiles, Mechanical/Miscellaneous) of the Customs Code
Committee were held in Brussels. An officer from the Verification Unit participated in three of four
(4) Mechanical/Miscellaneous Sector meetings, while Senior Customs Analyst participated in the
three meetings of the Agriculture/Chemical Sector. During these meetings, various classification
issues were discussed and votes were taken on various measures including Classification
Regulations and Combined Nomenclature Explanatory Notes (CNEN).
Also, in 2014, nine (9) Project Groups (6 concerning the Chemicals and Food Chapters, one
concerning electrical/electronic equipment waste (held in Brussels) and two concerning various
mechanical/miscellaneous products (one held in Lisbon and the other in Brussels) were organized.
One of the Projects Groups concerning the Food Chapters mentioned above was held in Malta and
organized by our Laboratory. Our Senior Customs analyst participated in the Project Group on
electrical/electronic equipment waste and in the one on the Food chapters held in Malta. In
January, a two-day seminar dealing with the classification of waste was organized and held in
Brussels as well.
A large number of classification opinions were given both verbally and in writing.
During 2014, we received seven (7) new BTI applications. These were entered and published in
the European Union EBTI-3 database. All these applications were decided and BTIs were issued
accordingly. Twenty-five BTI Applications are still pending, awaiting a decision by the Customs
Code Committee pending a dispute with the Slovenian Customs administration on the classification
of certain “orthopaedic” products.
Various Communications concerning notices on the uniform application of the Combined
Nomenclature and classification decisions on various products were circulated among Customs
staff. These decisions are first discussed and voted on during meetings of the Customs Code
Committee in Brussels and then issued in the Official Journal of the European Union as
Regulations and Notices.
RISK MANAGEMENT UNIT
The Risk Management Unit is responsible for the administration of risk analysis process and the
maintenance of the risk analysis module of the Customs Electronic System.
1.1 Creation of Profiles:
 Risk profiles are created in the risk analysis system
1. Statistics on Risk Profiles re Imports & Exports - 2014
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New Risk Profiles - Import System
Risk profiles which were updated – Import System
New Risk Profiles - Export System
Risk profiles which were updated – Export System

181
131
6
90

1.3 Statistics on Risk Evaluation of Alerts and Reports – 2014

1.

Mutual Assistance Alerts (AM)
MAB Alerts

50
73

OLAF Closure Reports
OLAF Mission & Other Reports
Risk Information Forms (RIF)
Intelligence Alerts (CIS)
Rejection Alerts from Foreign Customs Agencies

21
13
493
34
115

MONITORING OF THE IMPORT SYSTEM
The monitoring of the Import Module in the Customs Electronic System (CES) is
executed by 2 well-trained officers. This Unit carries surveillance procedures on all import
declarations in the 2 hour time-out allocated to the electronic system.

2.

RISK ANALYSIS ON EXPORT DECLARATIONS
The monitoring of the export system is fully automated.

3.

CREATION OF A RISK REGISTER
This document contains the results of the qualitative risk analysis and risk response
planning, records all relevant details of the identified risks.

4.

SUPPORTING ROLE TO THE AUTHORISED ECONOMIC OPERATOR UNIT
The Risk Management offers a supporting role to the Authorised Economic Operator Unit
(AEO) in audit inspection visits (Compliance, Security & Safety Management) and
monitoring inspections on AEO certified operators. The Risk Management Unit is also
responsible to examine the documentation process of the AEO applicants.

Inspections on Compliance Audits
Inspections on Security & Safety Management
Documentation Control Audits
5.

20
1
3

FISCAL DEVIATIONS DATABASE
The Unit had examined Customs Files related to fiscal infringements and the database was
updated with 444 new cases in 2014. The relevant information and data was retrieved from
files pertaining to Landing/Releasing and Processing Services Directorates – Container
Examination Facility, Groupage, Airfreight, Parcel Post, Express Freight, Verification/Valuation
Unit and Post Clearance Audit Unit.
This database is used as a data analysis tool to evaluate and revise the Risk Profiling
System.
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6.

TRAINING PROGRAMME ON DOCUMENTATION CONTROLS TO BUSINESS
PARTNERS
The Unit has implemented an intensive training programme on documentation controls to
the business partners related to the Authorised Economic Operator. The main objective of
this course was to reach a compliance status. To compliment this programme, a set of
comprehensive guidelines were formulated to harmonise the process of documentation
checks. Several business partners were granted this type of training to develop and update
the knowledge and skills of their logistics personnel. The results of the training programme
are being monitored for evaluation purposes.

7.

TRAINING PROGRAMME ON CONTAINER EXAMINATION TO CUSTOMS OFFICERS
The Unit was also responsible for the training of new recruited officers together with other
experienced officers on Container Examination and Documentation Controls. At the end of
the 5-day course the successful candidates were presented with a certificate of merit.

CUSTOMER SERVICES

1

New application for imports of Personal Effects.

284

2

Import declarations inputted by Data Entry Operators.

1863

3

Printouts of import declarations issued to importers.

1044

4

Export declarations inputted by traders.

5

Export declarations inputted by Data Entry Operators.

821

6

Claims for refunds on preference docs (ATR - GSP - EUR 1 …)

137

7

Claims for refunds on personal effects.

203

8

Registration of Intrastat Forms.

9

Intra-Community documents checks T2Ls.

742

10

Container Amendments Carried Out On Manifest

145

11

Number of Freeport Gate Passes Issued

12

T2Ls Referred To Transit Office For Verification

10

13

TSBs Registered, Checked and Authorised

782

14

Vetting of TSB`s after export and submitted to Records Office.

15

Appl by disabled persons and Diplomatic entities to import motor vehicles FORM B

46

16

New VAT numbers registered.

725

20,613

35,956

32,836

2,110
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17

Generic e-mails consisting of: Classification/Import Duties & Vat/Personal
Effects/

902

18

Registration of Garnishee Orders and keeping updated records of same.

260

19a

Importation of Yachts under the Vat Deferment Procedure.

55

b

Direct Importation of Yachts

2

c

Importation of Yachts under the Temporary Importation Regime

10

d

Importation of Aircraft Under the VAT Deferment Procedure (AOC).

16

Sales of Customs Forms amounted to €7,379.03.
VERIFICATION UNIT
During 2014, this office checked 9,205 green declarations. The amount of €72,232 was collected
from 157 post entries raised and settled fines. This amount also includes 34 declarations
amended at the request of Traders or Customs Brokers. An approximate 1,250 queries were
issued during 2014. 18 cases from Incorrect Declarations were referred to Post Clearance Audit.
This resulted in 15 positive results amounting to a total revenue of €21,593.
VALUATION
The Customs Valuation Office is a point of reference on value of items to Customs
management, other units of the Customs Department, importers and private individuals. Apart
from local duties, one officer within this section participates in seminars and committees
pertaining to Valuation abroad.
The Valuation Office gives an indication of value of goods which are going to be imported. Such
information is given on secondhand vehicles or boats requested by the general public.
Secondhand vehicles imported from third countries are regularly inspected either physically or
by documentary checks.
Documents are submitted to this section for examination and the valuation officers decide on
those imports which are subject to a physical check. Values may be increased if no supporting
documents are produced or else those produced do not satisfy the valuation officers.
Various items are referred from other Customs sections prior to release of goods. The main units
which refer goods for valuation are Airfreight, CEFO and Parcel Post Office. On particular
circumstances we have to go and participate in field work exercises to verify the item in question
is necessary.
Data in respect of values of various items are continually inputted in our computer databases.
This data is referred to in cases of identical or similar goods when it is deemed necessary.
This office also represents the department in court hearings in connection with valuation reports.
During the last quarter of year 2014, there were many cases where samples in respect of outer
garments of full-load containers imported from P.R. China were referred for valuation purposes.
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ENFORCEMENT
Head of Investigations Office
The Head of Investigations office coordinated the local, EU and international administrative and
operational activities concerning anti-fraud matters and illicit drug trafficking. Meetings abroad
were regularly attended and contributed to the EU Customs Cooperation Working Party (CCWP)
and Mutual Assistance Committee (MAC). The CCWP is the coordinating group within the
European Council’s structure tasked with initiatives in the areas of Customs cooperation. In this
regard, several joint operations were organised involving Customs organisations within the
member states and in other operations organised by the WCO.
Such operations included SKYNET, PANGEA VI, SNAKE, ATHENA IV, REPLICA, GOODEYE
and ERMIS. These operations targeted counterfeit products, counterfeit medicinals,
undervaluation and cash controls. Obligations concerning Mutual Administrative Assistance Reg.
(EC) 515/97, other EU and international conventions regarding dissemination of information were
fulfilled through OLAF and WCO databases and communications networks. The use of these
facilities helped to further integrate Malta Customs in the field of information sharing both within EU
and with third countries’ Customs services. Several operations (searches/inspections) have been
conducted in collaboration with the Police, Health Department, Veterinary and the VAT
department. Such joint operations further strengthened the collective effort in the relentless fight
against fraud, drug smuggling and illegal trade in general.
Non-Proliferation Unit
During 2014, work at the NPU was mainly concentrated on enforcement of the export control
regulations and EU restrictive measures and UN sanctions imposed on various countries.
Particular attention was given to the EU’s restrictive measures imposed on Syria and those
concerning Russia enacted since April 2014. Though trade with Syria and Russia were not
voluminous, the restrictive measures still required more time to be dedicated to scrutinize cargo
documentation for consignments to these destinations.
The NPU’s primary objective is that of enforcing and ensuring compliance in the area of export
control of dual use goods, arms/nuclear proliferation and weapons of mass destruction.
The NPU carried out 142 in-depth documentary checks on containerised consignments for
export and in transhipment. 58 containers were physically inspected, with 16 consignments
being withheld since contents within were assessed as being subject to export control
provisions.
Meanwhile, 16 documentary checks were carried out on airfreight & CEFO consignments. Two
local importations intended for transhipment were physically inspected and withheld. The
individuals/entities concerned were referred to the Director Trade Services (DTS) for authorisation.
Post Clearance Audit (PCA) and Economic Procedures Enforcement Unit (EPEU)
PCA/EPEU personnel carried out 114 visits to premises of traders. These led to the raising of 28
post-entries and the sum of €31,141 was collected in duties and other taxes.
Container Monitoring Unit (CMU)
During this year, 1,926 vessels discharged a total of 860,305 containers for transhipment, at
Malta Freeport, of which 246,203 were empty. Through risk analysis, the Container Monitoring
Unit selected 8,229 (1.34%) units for scanning. 7,827 transhipment containers were scanned, of
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which 849 were further physically examined, resulting in the seizure of the contents of 35
containers. 4,854 domestic containers were also scanned.
From January to December 2014, the five sets of Radiation Portal Monitors recorded 82,315
occupancies. These resulted in 2,399 (2.91%) alarms, all of which were scrutinized against
manifests and other documentation. 9 secondary inspections were performed.
Ħal Far Complex Security (H.F.C.S.)
Containers/trailers originating from non-EU countries and entering Ħal Far Groupage Complex
amounted to 1,483, while 4,843 ‘C’ status units also entered the complex. 1,474 searches were
performed at the Gate on vehicles leaving and entering the area. A total of 94,508 passes were
issued, of which 5,858 were non-EU. 87 imported second hand vehicles exited the gate. 36,150
vehicles entered Ħal Far Complex. 4,276 Units were scanned by the Nuctech Scanner, of which
2,168 were ‘C’ status.
Enforcement Unit
The unit targeted 6,716 flights and conducted 3 aircraft searches. The unit effected 8 drug seizures,
of which 5 seizures resulted from luggage searches, 3 seizures took place at the Parcel Post Office.
Drugs seized included: 3 kgs cocaine and 6 kgs of cannabis. The unit also seized quantities of
water pipe tobacco, hand rolling tobacco, smokeless tobacco (snus), cigars and 54 suitcases
stuffed with khat. Controls at the airport also resulted in the seizure of 1,084,140 cigarettes, as well
as 437 bird skins, 7 live tortoises and 2 live birds, all subject to CITES restrictions. 2,477 cash
control checks were carried out. Enforcement staff responded to 84 alerts raised by the radiation
portals at the Airfreight sheds. 47 surveillance visits were carried out at open-air markets and 510
searches were conducted at commercial outlets for illegal excise goods, yielding 17 positive results
and leading to the seizure of a further 38,461 cigarettes and 1,036 alcoholic beverages. 2 vehicles
were withheld pending investigations. 26 searches on vessels and yachts yielded 4 positive
results, involving the seizure of 610,400 contraband cigarettes. 2 fishing vessels and 1 work boat
were also withheld pending further investigations and 1 pleasure boat was seized.
The fight against the illegal importation of fuel continued, 61 fuel samples were taken from various
service stations, tanks or reservoirs in private yards for analysis, whereas 62 field tests for national
marker were carried out on vehicles or heavy equipment. A total of 1,050 lts of fuel were withheld.
221 container/trailer searches were carried out in collaboration with various sections of the
Department, yielding 13 positive results and comprising the seizure of 89,720,000 cigarettes
(transit), 1,489 cartons fireworks, 666 boxes furniture and 195 toys. The unit also supervised the
destruction of illegally imported cigarettes and tobacco. 2 vehicles were surrendered to
Customs. €353 was collected as dues from various importers, as well as a further €69,998 from
duties and VAT. Proceeds from Customs auction sales regarding items seized by CEU
amounted to €102,686. 75 inspections were held jointly with the VAT Department. 730
containers were inspected for IPR infringements, of which 10 transhipment containers were
withheld by the IPR Unit and legal IPR action was registered by the respective trademark right
holder representative in the First Hall of the Civil Court of Malta.
During the year 2014, there were 131 registered IPR cases (113 domestic cases + 18
transhipment cases), of which 10 cases led to IPR Court legal action, another 105 cases were
settled out of court by private agreement or standard procedure, while 16 cases were released.
1,007,776 counterfeit items were detained in transshipment and 4,557 counterfeit items intended
for the domestic market were also detained. Detained items included cigarettes, sport shoes,
mobile phone chargers, FIFA counterfeits, summer slippers, mobile phone accessories, handbags,
sunglasses, socks, scarves, wrist watches, wallets and computer tablets.
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The unit participated in various Joint Customs Operations (JCOs) organised by the European
Council and the World Customs Organisation.
Customs Intelligence Services (CIS)
During 2014, CIS continued with its task of vetting sea and air manifests for passengers and cargo
in connection with the evasion of Customs, Excise and Anti-Dumping duties and VAT. The section
also tackled fraud, contraband, illegal export or import of cash, counterfeit and rejected goods and
particularly the interdiction of narcotic drugs and fake medicine.
The section issued a total of 168 passenger and 140 cargo alerts. From all alerts issued, 8
‘passenger’ and 105 ‘cargo’ resulted positive. 503 RIF alerts were received from and/or forwarded
to other EU Member States. CIS supported other customs units during several EU-wide Joint
Customs Operations. CIS staff participated and contributed in various meetings, both locally and
abroad, particularly in areas related to general customs legislation, cash controls, AEO and
Commission Regulation (EC) 1875/2006. Emerging threats and new modus operandi were also
continuously monitored to formulate appropriate counter-measures.
Frontier Control
The main functions of this branch include the inward and outward clearance of sea vessels,
pleasure craft, aircraft and passengers and control of conveyances carried out to ships outside
harbours. Another responsibility pertaining to this section is that of watching over and escorting
of duty free goods or other material not in free circulation. Patrols are conducted on land and sea
in customs areas. At the airport, besides the clearance of arriving passengers, personnel
supervise the landing and loading of all cargo imported or exported by air, the release of
accompanied commercial goods, inspection and export certification of accompanied goods
subject to VAT refunds and the collection of Customs, and Excise Duties, and VAT, special
attention being paid to preventing imports of restricted and prohibited goods, including flora and
fauna. Currency declarations are submitted and cash controls are carried out at the various
border points of entry.
Yacht Marinas
In 2014, there were 1,003 arrivals/departures of pleasure craft from and to EU Member States,
and a total of 329 movements to/from non-EU member states requiring Customs services. The
statistics for the Gozo marina were 325 and 36 respectively.
Customs Baggage Room (Seaport)
This Section operates on a 24x7 basis. During the year under review, a total of 6,577
commercial vessels called at Malta, 4,235 of which from non-EU countries, while a total of 6,621
vessels were cleared outwards. These figures relate to vessels entering all Maltese ports
namely, Grand Harbour, Marsamxett, Marsaxlokk and Mġarr, Gozo where 12 vessels berthed.
Passengers arriving at the seaport were 157,605 whilst 148,680 departed. Cruise liners brought
472,267 other passengers. Accompanied vehicles arriving in Malta totaled 26,213, while
departures totaled 24,577. The section processed 1,591 Trans-shipment Shipping Bills, 107
export documents, 1,848 duty-free authorizations and 4,727 fuel stores authorizations. The
number of conveyances requested was 871. Currency spot checks on incoming and outgoing
passengers were carried out, as well as searches at the entry and exit gates to/from various
Customs areas.
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Airport
A total of 3,601 aircraft arrived in Malta from non-EU in 2014. €105,484 were collected in
Customs and Excise duties, VAT and fines (the latter on dutiable goods undeclared by
passengers passing through the Green Channel). Passenger arrivals from non-EU countries
amounted to 255,490, of whom 12,991 were in transit, whereas 247,089 passengers, of whom
13,376 were in transit, departed from Malta. Currency control checks carried out on incoming
and outgoing passengers totaled 180, while there were 3,572 currency declarations made by
arriving and departing passengers. There were 66 seizures of meat or meat products,
amounting to 272.45 kg, all of which were destroyed by incineration. There were 27 CITES and
Veterinary Inspections.
During 2014, a total of 4,271 VAT reclaims were registered and 219 accompanied exports,
including valuables, were supervised. The section operated on a 24x7 basis.
Detail Section
This Section operates on a 24x7 basis, its primary function being to deploy Customs officials,
particularly Senior Customs Assistants, to the various Customs stations or gates. Weekly rosters
of duties of Customs Class personnel were prepared and distributed to all Section Heads and
the customs management team. The section also helped process requests and queries from
traders and/or their representatives in connection with attendances rendered by Customs
officials. Other functions included the checking and recording of staff attendances.
Legal Section
This section compiled 40 Letters to Prosecute and 128 Seizure Notes, all duly signed by the
Director General (Customs). Former were sent to the Commissioner of Police for further
necessary action, whilst Seizure Notes were mailed to the persons concerned.
As regards representations in Court, this unit dealt with 80 civil cases (303 civil court sittings)
and 166 criminal cases (723 criminal court sittings). Personnel from this section, apart from
following up all cases, assisted the Attorney General and the Prosecution during abovementioned civil and criminal cases respectively.
(A)

Criminal Cases

(i)

41 criminal cases were decided (one of which was appealed); fines imposed in 15
criminal cases amounted to €292,940.84, part of which was civil debt payable to
Customs - vide details at (iv) below.

(ii)

In 10 out of the 41 criminal cases, apart from breaches of Customs laws, there were also
breaches of other laws. Fines imposed in relation to the other laws amounted to
€18,000.
NB It is the responsibility of the competent court authorities to collect the imposed fines
with the exception of the amounts declared as civil debt to Customs, which has to be
recovered by Customs.

(iii)

18 out of the 41 criminal cases were condemned to a suspended term of imprisonment,
3 out of the 41 criminal cases were condemned to an effective term of imprisonment.

(iv)

The total amount of €64.763.11 in 12 criminal cases was pronounced by the criminal
court as civil debt due and payable to Customs. €32,229.02 of this civil debt was
collected by Customs, whilst €2,515 was recouped through the court, €600 is to be
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collected. The amount of €29,419.09 which has to be recovered is recorded in the
Debtors Report.
The amount of €3,287.12 due as civil debt to Customs by way of judgement (recorded in
the Debtors Report) was also recovered in relation to a criminal case decided on the 12th
February 2009.
The total civil debt, due to Customs by way of judgement, recovered is €38,031.14.
(B)

Out of Court Settlements
€86,789 was collected as fines from 76 cases out of court settlement agreements.

The term ‘fines’ includes amounts arising from penalties, import duties, excise duties, & VAT.
(C)

Civil Cases

Twenty six Civil cases were decided as follows:
Sixteen cases were decided in favour of Customs – Four were appealed.
Six cases were delivered against Customs – Two were appealed.
One appeal was partially decided and referred back to the inferior civil court for continuation.
One case was decided partially in favour and partially against Customs – appealed.
Two Civil Cases were decided between third parties – followed up.
(D)

Other Collected

Legal expenses
Valuation
Article 72(4) Release of goods
Import Duty
VAT

€194.66
€300.00
€ 40,868
€1,008.62
€1,493.13

Joseph P. Brincat
Director General (Customs)
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TREASURY DEPARTMENT
The mission statement of the Treasury department is ‘to maintain an effective accounting
methodology and relevant accounting systems across Government departments; monitor and
effect disbursements on behalf of line Ministries and departments, oversee Government’s cash
flow position; and raise the necessary finances to service the Government’s obligations and
commitments’.
The Department is split into three main functions namely Government Accounting (including
Financial Control, Payment Operations, Accounting Methodology and Financial Reporting), Debt
Management and EU Funds Management. General administrative and corporate support is
undertaken by the Administration Section whilst an ICT and Business Development Unit
(reporting directly to the Accountant General) serves as first line of ICT support to all business
areas of the Department.
GOVERNMENT ACCOUNTS DIRECTORATE
Consolidated Accounts Unit
During the year 2014, the Consolidated Accounts Unit processed the under-mentioned local
payments.

DAS (printed in Malta)
DAS (printed in Gozo)
Total
Batches Cheques Value (€)
Batches Cheques Value (€)
Reports

Cheques
141,701
11,897
153,598

Value (€)
256,491,767
8,909,505
265,401,272

Apart from the day to day duties, this Unit performed other duties namely: the issue of ad hoc
reports for the Ministry for Finance, the National Office of Statistics and the Central Bank of
Malta.
Other reports required by the Law were presented by this Section in due time. These reports
included the quarterly statement of the Consolidated Fund Account (as compared with the
corresponding quarter of the immediately preceding financial year), in terms of Section 64 of the
Financial Administration and Audit Act, Annual Financial Statements in terms of Section 65 of
the Financial Administration and Audit Act, and the Annual Financial Report in terms of Section
68 of the same Act.
Cash Office
As in previous years the bank reconciliation of the Public Account was undertaken by the Cash
Office. Liaison and coordination with MITA and departments was maintained to ensure that the
process progressed smoothly.
During the first months of the year, this section continued with the gathering of balances of bank
accounts held by Ministries/Departments at the Central Bank of Malta and local commercial
banks as at the end of the previous year. As in previous year, this year’s data has been reported
in the ‘Financial Report 2013’.
SEPA compliance meetings, with CBM, MITA and various departments, continued in 2014.
When the Malta Stock Exchange payments became SEPA compliant in January 2014, all major
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public administration payments systems, which had an electronic payment transfer facility and
therefore had to adhere to the 1st February 2014 deadline (extended to 1st August 2014),
became SEPA-compliant. There were also major SEPA developments in the VAT Department,
the Inland Revenue Department, the Department for Local Government, the Ministry for Gozo
and the Education Ministry/Department.
Bank Transactions Unit
The Bank Transactions Unit is responsible for effecting overseas and local payments. The
following table illustrates the number of transactions effected by the Unit during 2014.
Transaction Type

Number

Value (€)

CBM Payments

27,840

3,800 million

Verifications Unit
The main objective of the Verifications Unit is to carry out the verification of payments being
processed and other payments already processed and paid by the Government Departments,
as defined in Legal Notice 185 of 2007, amending the General Financial Regulations. The
general responsibilities of this unit are to:





verify that the incidence of charge is correct;
verify that the payment will not cause an excess on the provision authorised for the service;
verify that adequate information has been given on the voucher on the nature of the
services rendered or the supplies delivered;
verify that the certificate has been signed by the proper officer.

Batches of Payment Vouchers for Verification
During the year under review authorised officers within this section carried out verifications as
follows:
Type
Post payments
Anti payments
Travel
Total

Number
117
32
143
292

Identified Weaknesses
Weaknesses identified include missing suppliers’ VAT receipts, the incorrect incidence of
charge, payment vouchers with incorrect invoice numbers and without authorised signatories,
missing itemisation of telephone bills, services contracts out of date, no indication of payment
vouchers falling under factoring agreements and missing original fuel issue notes.
Whenever a high risk area was encountered the National Audit Office and the Budget office
were informed so that action could be taken.
On-site visits
In 2014, the Verifications Unit, despite its depleted resources, started to carry out on-site
verification visits. The aim of these visits is to ensure the proper spending of public funds
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according to standing financial regulations. The Unit carried out four on-site verification visits, at
the Ministry for Education and Employment, the Government Property Department, the Civil
Protection Department and the Government Printing Press.
Accounting Methodology and Compliance Unit
The Accounting Methodology and Compliance Unit is primarily responsible for collecting and
checking accrual accounting returns submitted by government departments on a quarterly basis.
This data is primarily required by the National Statistics Office in the compilation of Malta’s
‘Excessive Deficit Procedure’ Notification. This Unit continuously monitors the data submitted by
the departments; any irregularities identified by this Unit are immediately put forward to the
officers concerned requesting clarifications and, if need be, a resubmission of returns is
requested. This Unit never tires of emphasising the importance of accurate and timely
submissions.
This Unit also ensures that ministries and departments submit the end-of year accruals forecasts
on a quarterly basis.
It provides continuous support (both via e-mail and phone calls) to officers compiling the accrual
accounting data. A number of one-to-one meetings with departments are held in order to clarify
queries raised by departments and to ensure that they are submitting relevant and reliable
accrual accounting information.
The Accounting Methodology and Compliance Unit also issues circulars to departments
providing guidance on the compilation of the accrual accounting templates. Officers
encountering difficulties when applying the procedures outlined in these circulars also hold
meetings with the Unit to be able to clarify their issues and receive further guidance.
In 2014, this Unit, together with the other units at the Treasury (the Consolidated Accounts Unit,
the Bank Transactions Unit and the Verifications Unit) gave induction courses to the newly
qualified Managers (Accounting and Finance) deployed in various ministries and departments.
It also compiled an Accrual Accounting Guidebook in 2014, containing user-friendly explanations
and examples, to be used as a reference guidebook by accounting officers.
The Unit is also involved in the collation of the yearly End of Year Statement of Account Stores
Written off and Cash Losses Return and the End of Year Statements of Account Arrears of
Revenue Return from ministries and departments. First-level checking on these returns is
performed prior to onward transmission to the Auditor General.
The International Public Sector Accounting Standards (IPSAS) Project
Following the IPSAS developments in Central Government in 2013, the IPSAS project gained
momentum in 2014 with significant results. The following were the major developments:
1. Establishment of the IPSAS Project Board chaired by the Accountant General and
composed of members from the Financial Policy and Management Division (MFIN), the
Budget Office (MFIN), the Internal Audit and Investigations Department (OPM), the
National Statistics Office, MITA and NAO as observers;
2. Establishment of the IPSAS Project Team, chaired by the Treasury (MFIN) composed of
members from the Treasury (MFIN), the FPMD (MFIN), and MITA;
3. Approval of the IPSAS Implementation Project Plan;
4. Meetings with CDRT to develop a Learning and Development Strategy;
5. Meetings with the Malta Institute of Accountants (MIA) and the Chartered Institute of
Public Finance and Accountancy (CIPFA) with regards to technical cooperation.
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6. Training on Government Accounting, Accruals Accounting, and IPSAS given at various
levels of the Government hierarchy (from Director Generals to Assistant Principals).
7. Five IPSAS Project Board meetings.
8. Nineteen IPSAS Project Team meetings.
9. Analysis of seven IPSASs by the IPSAS Project Team.
10. Compilation of four IPSAS Guidelines by the IPSAS Project Team.
The European Public Sector Accounting Standards (EPSAS)
The Government of Malta fully supports the introduction of EPSAS, and the introduction of
IPSAS shall be as a proxy for future EPSAS requirements.
Two EPSAS task forces have been established by Eurostat (the statistics office of the European
Commission), the Task Force EPSAS Governance and Task Force EPSAS Standards. The
Task Force EPSAS Governance was created to exchange views with the Member States'
authorities on possible future governance arrangements and underlying key principles of
EPSAS. The Task Force EPSAS Standards was created to exchange views with the Member
States' authorities on technical aspects of the standards.
The IPSAS Project Board Chair and the IPSAS Team Chair attended the Task Force EPSAS
Governance and Task Force EPSAS Standards meetings respectively in 2014.
The IPSAS Project Board Chair delivered a presentation ‘Adoption of Accrual Accounting (&
IPSAS) - The Maltese Case’ to the Task Force EPSAS Governance in the November 2014
meeting.
Procurement of a Corporate Financial Management Solution (CFMS) for Government
The CFMS tender was published on the 29th May 2014. A CFMS Tender Board was set up,
which includes two members from the Treasury, and the tender is currently in the adjudication
phase following the receipt of six bids.
DEBT MANAGEMENT DIRECTORATE
The Debt Management Directorate (DMD) was established within the Treasury department in
December 2006 with responsibilities for debt and cash management for the central government
and for providing specified funding requirements as authorised by Parliament.
The principal objective of the directorate in its debt and cash management activities is to raise
funds as well as carry out other financial transactions in such a way as to ensure that:





The central government borrowing programme (short- and long-term) is financed prudently
and cost effectively consistent with an acceptable level of risk;
The annual debt servicing costs are met at the lowest possible cost;
The development of the domestic financial markets is given the necessary support; and
The liquidity of government funds is adequate to meet government’s payment obligations
as and when they fall due.

I. Organisation and resources
The DMD is organized along functional lines under three main areas: a Front, Middle and Back
Office to ensure a clear division of responsibilities according to international best practices.
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The Front office co-ordinates and handles all the needs of the directorate and its clients with
respect to issuance of Government securities; the Middle office undertakes market research and
risk analysis activities; whilst the Back office is responsible for the servicing, settlements and
accounting of central government’s debt and cash management transactions.
II. Legal framework for borrowing
The statutory basis for central government borrowing is set out under the following primary and
subsidiary legislation:









Malta Treasury Bills Act, Cap.133 (relating to the issue of short-term borrowing up to 12
months maximum maturity. The maximum amount of outstanding Treasury bills is
established by Parliamentary Resolution. In 2002, the maximum amount was set at €698.8
million;
Malta Treasury Bills (Dematerialisation) Regulations, 2007;
Local Loans (Registered Stock and Securities) Ordinance, Cap.161 (relating to terms and
conditions applicable to loans authorised to be raised locally by the issue of stock in Malta);
Local Loans (Registered Stock) Regulations, S.L.161.01;
Development Loan Act, Cap.229 (in respect of bilateral loans raised outside Malta);
Government Borrowing and Granting of Loans to the Hellenic Republic Act, 2010 (Act III of
2010);
An annual budget law that authorises the Minister for Finance to raise loans on behalf of the
government for an established amount during the financial year by the issuing of securities
and provides also the main purposes for which government can apply such borrowing.

III. Financing Instruments and Operations used in Debt and Cash management
Until now, the Government’s policy to meet its financing needs has been that of relying almost
exclusively on issuing euro-denominated financing instruments in the domestic market rather
than raising funds on the international financial markets.
During 2014, as in previous years, the main financing instruments used to finance the central
government funding requirements were Treasury bills (T-bills), being of maturity of 12 months or
less, and Malta Government Stocks (MGSs).
The Treasury carried out its cash management operations by conducting regular public
auctions of Treasury bills (T-bills) on a weekly basis. While T-bills are primarily issued to cover
for temporary liquidity needs arising due to timing mismatches between revenue and
expenditure flows, at the same time, such issuances maintain activity in the domestic Treasury
bills market. T-bills issued to investors through such auctions are listed and traded on the Malta
Stock Exchange.
The conventional fixed-rate MGS remained the Treasury’s primary financial instrument by which
it funded the long-term borrowing programme for 2014. The fixed-rate MGS issued consisted
of maturities between 5- and 20-years. Alongside-fixed rate MGSs, Treasury continued to offer
Floating-Rate MGSs (FRNs) linked to the six-month Euribor through the auction system. All
MGSs are listed and traded on the Malta Stock Exchange.
Malta Government Stock Financing Operations in 2014
The funding programme, as outlined in the indicative issuance calendar published at the start of
the year, was successfully implemented by the Debt Management Directorate benefitting from
steady improvement in market sentiment particularly in the first half of the year.
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In terms of ‘The Budget Measures Implementation Act’ (Act No XII of 2014), the total amount of
MGS issuances for 2014 was set not to exceed €650 million.
The funding programme was mainly applied for the purpose of financing:




the redemption of MGSs amounting to €361.3 million;
an estimated budget deficit of €136.3 million;
Changes in Central Government’s debt portfolio, in line with Government’s debt
management policies.

I. Issuance Strategy
Following the trend of recent years, the Treasury adopted a front loaded issuance programme
whereby 61% of the MGS issuance programme for the year was covered by the end of June.
The programme consisted of five MGS issuances, raising a total sum of €648.8 million.
As detailed in the Indicative Issuance Calendar published on 9th January 2014, the issuance
strategy focused mainly on fixed-rate, euro-denominated stocks with maturity horizons spanning
both the short- and long-term, intended to satisfy the investment needs of the banking sector,
insurance companies, fund managers, and retail investors alike. In this regard, and to cater for
the decreasing trend in yields which drove up existing MGS prices, the Treasury issued a
number of new fixed-rate bonds with, 6-, 10-, 18-, 19- and 20-year maturities. The new fixed rate
MGSs issued were:






2.00% MGS 2020 (V);
3.30% MGS 2024 (I);
4.45% MGS 2032 (II);
4.30% MGS 2033 (I); and
4.10% MGS 2034 (I).

Moreover, the directorate continued to support the development of the domestic debt market by
promoting diversification of securities offered on the domestic capital market. In this regard, two
new floating-rate stocks (FRNs) linked to the 6-month EURIBOR, primarily intended for
institutional investors, were issued. By the end of the year, the ratio of floating-rate notes to the
total portfolio of outstanding MGS increased from 4.1% in 2013 to 5.0% in 2014. Table 1
illustrates the type and maturity bucket of MGS in each issuance.
Table 1 – MGS Issuances in 2014
Issuance Strategy (€ million)
Issuance month
Short-Term Fixed Med-Term Fixed Long-Term Fixed FRN Total
March
7.2
24.1
128.7
159.9
April
30.5
24.5
55.0
June
150.7 29.3 180.0
August
6.0
172.9
179.0
October
27.2 47.9
75.0
TOTAL
43.8
24.1
503.9 77.2 648.8
Note:Figures may not add up due to rounding.
In addition to the above issuances, an MGS amounting to €1.1 million was issued in partial
settlement of transfer of ex-Church property to the government according to the Holy See and
Malta Government Agreement of 1991.
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II. Strong Demand for MGS issues
The directorate successfully completed its 2014 MGS issuance programme as authorised by the
Budget Measures Implementations Act via five issues, spread between March and October. All
the issues recorded heavy participation, especially by the retail sector which, due to the
allotment policy adopted by the directorate, regularly crowded out institutional investors and
therefore prompted the directorate to organize issues specifically targeted to institutional
investors only (April and October). The August issuance was over-subscribed by the members
of the public, resulting in the auction for institutional investors being called off. Details of
participation are shown in Table 2 below.
Table 2 – Participation vs. allotment
Amount offered +overIssuance month
Total Participation
allotment
March
100+60
232.7
April *
35+20
122.4
June
100+80
322.6
August **
100+80
193.5
October *
40+35
205.1
TOTAL
650.0
1,076.3
* Issues targeted for institutional investors only.
** August issue was over-subscribed by retail investors.

Bid-to-Cover
2.3
3.5
3.2
**
5.1

Table 3 illustrates the ratio allotted by auction to total applications accepted, and the ratio of bids
accepted against bids received.
Table 3 – Demand vs. Allotment of Bids by institutional investors
Total Allotment Allotted by Auction
Issuance

Security Issued

€ millions

Oct

Aug

Jun

Apr

Mar

3.2% MGS 2019
7.2
3.3% MGS 2024
24.1
4.45% MGS 2032
128.7
Total
159.9
3.2% MGS 2019
30.5
4.45% MGS 2032
24.5
Total
55.0
4.3% MGS 2033
150.7
FRN MGS 2018
29.3
Total
180.0
2% MGS 2020
6.0
4.1% MGS 2034
172.9
Total
179.0
FRN MGS 2020
47.9
4.1% MGS 2034
27.2
Total
75.0
Note: Figures may not add up due to rounding.

€ millions
6.0
2.5
0.0
8.5
30.5
24.5
55.0
0.0
29.3
29.3
0.0
0.0
0.0
47.9
27.2
75.0

% of bids
% of
accepted/all
Total
bids
Allotment
received
83.2%
10%
10.4%
63%
0.0%
0%
5.3%
10%
100.0%
57%
100.0%
36%
100.0%
45%
0.0%
0%
100.0%
40%
16.3%
17%
0.0%
n/a
0.0%
n/a
0.0%
n/a
100.0%
30%
100.0%
57%
100.0%
37%
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III. MGS Holder Distribution by investor type
The distribution of MGS among the different types of investor categories is depicted in Chart 1.
The two most significant holders of MGS are resident nominal individuals and resident credit
institutions, with 35% and 34% respectively. Resident insurance companies held almost 9%,
whilst other resident financial institutions held almost 6%. The level of non-resident holdings
increased to almost 5%, (from 3% a year earlier). Holdings by other investors, principally
resident entities not falling under the main categories, including non-profit entities, local councils
and public non-market units collectively amounted to 11%.
Chart 1 – MGS Holder Distribution as at 31st December

2014
IV. Maturity Profile
The outstanding nominal value of MGS as at 31st December 2014 reached € 4,899.6 million.
Chart 2 illustrates the distribution of outstanding MGSs by year of maturity.
Throughout the past few years, the DMD undertook measures to reduce potential risks, mostly
in terms of rollover, concentration and duration. In order to reach these strategic objectives, the
DMD: implemented a 3-year MGS Switch Auction Programme (2011-2013) which contributed to
the smoothening and lengthening of the maturity profile. Consultations were held with main
market players with a view to relaunch another bond switch transaction. Moreover, by the end of
2014 the maturity profile was extended by another two years up to 2034 whilst the issuances
were spread more evenly among the different maturity buckets. This resulted in an increase in
the weighted average maturity (WAM) of the MGS portfolio to 8.6 years from 7.9 years reported
in 2013 as well as improved the skewness for the 4-year period 2015-2018, by lowering it to
31% from the 33% prevailing in 2013 (i.r.o. period 2014-2017).
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Chart 2 - Outstanding MGS Profile as at 31 December
2014

V. Cost of Borrowing
During 2014, total MGS interest payments amounted to €224.7 million. These semi-annual
coupon interest payments were spread throughout the year as illustrated in Chart 3. In the 12
months ending 31 December 2014, the year-on-year increase in total MGS interest payments
amounted to only 2.0%, compared to a 6% increase in the outstanding MGS portfolio.
The weighted-average coupon (WAC) payable on the fixed-rate MGS portfolio at the end of
2014 stood at 4.82%, 11 basis points lower than the ending WAC in 2013. This was mostly a
reflection of the ability to replace maturing stocks (in 2014) with new stocks issued in the
medium to long term maturity horizon at lower coupons in a low interest rate environment.
Chart 3 - Distribution of Monthly MGS Interest Payments - 2014

VI. Developments in the MGS Markets during 2014
The year 2014 was a relatively calm year for the international sovereign debt markets, with most
of the volatility experienced in prior years abating. Spreads between the benchmark German
Bund and most other European government bonds shrank significantly. Nevertheless, the euroarea economy did not completely shrug off fears of deflation as both consumer and producer
price indices showed persistent signs of subdued inflation pressure. This effect, together with
further base rate cuts by central banks that pushed nominal interest rates close to 0% in
response to sluggish and fragile economic growth rates, tended to put further downward
pressure on sovereign yields.
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The convergence of euro-area government bond yields also affected the domestic capital
market where Malta Government Stocks reached amongst the lowest yields ever recorded. A
stable spread over the benchmark Bund and low yields provided the directorate with
opportunities to borrow on the primary market at record low interest rates.
Chart 4 illustrates the short-term and long-term ISMA yields conceded to retail investors, for all
primary market issuances offered during the past two years ending December 2014. The longterm yield for MGS issues with maturities over 15years fell throughout the year, reaching its
lowest point in October 2014 with the issuance of an MGS maturing in 2034 (longest maturing
MGS to date) yielding less than 3.5%.
Short-term yields (MGS with maturities of 5 years) moved downwards as well, going below 2%
by the end of the year.
Chart 4 – Short- & Long-Term Primary Market MGS Yields (Retail)
Jan 2013- Dec 2014

Table 4 shows how the improving sentiment in the international financial markets has filtered
through to the local primary bond market. Both short- and long-term MGSs experienced
significantly diminishing yield spreads over the Bund. As illustrated in the table below, the shortterm spread decreased by 78bps (following a -129bps change in spreads from 2012 to 2013).
Long-term spreads from auctions fell 67bps.

2014

2013

Table 4 – Spread Over Bund in Primary Market (Fixed Coupon MGS)
Short term
Long term
Year
Issuance
Retail
Auction
Retail
Auction
Mar
+201bps
+218bps
+242bps
+252bps
May
+197bps
+180bps
+247bps
+235bps
Nov
+141bps
+144bps
+220bps
+212bps
Mar
+141bps
+138bps
+213bps
Apr
+133bps
+200bps
Jun
+224bps
Aug
+123bps
+215bps
Oct
+185bps
Source: Deutsche Bundesbank (www.bundesbank.de) & own calculations
Treasury Bills
Over the past few years, the debt management directorate’s policy has been to change the
composition of debt away from short-term instruments in the form of Treasury Bills and in favour
of more medium-to-long term securities (MGSs). In 2014, the T-bill balance was reduced by
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€107.7 million, more than reversing the €94 million increase experienced in 2013. The
outstanding balance by the end of the year stood at €140.4 million.
I. Issuance Strategy
Table 5 represents the amounts of treasury bills issued and redeemed throughout the year,
categorized by tenor. As in previous years, albeit slightly less pronounced, the issuance strategy
focused mainly towards the issuance of the benchmark 91-day T-bill which made up 46% of total
issuance for the year (53% in 2013). The issuances of the 182-day bills increased to 38% of total
amount issued against the 23% reported in 2013. The weighted-average maturity (WAM) of Tbills issued in 2014 increased by 3 days to 118 days against WAM of 115 days registered in the
previous year.
Table 5 - T-Bills issued & redeemed by tenor in 2014
Tenor (days)
Issued(€ million)
% of Total
Redeemed(€ million)
28
139.4
15%
133.4
91
414.6
46%
443.7
182
348.2
38%
356.8
273
8.0
1%
84.0
364
0.0
0%
0.0
Total Issuance
€910.2
100%
1,017.9
Note: Figures may not add up due to rounding.

% of Total
13%
44%
35%
8%
0%
100%

Chart 5 below shows gross issuance and redemption on a monthly basis. Net issuance was
positive in the first quarter (+€119.1 million) and again, to a lesser degree, in Q2 (+€40.0 million).
The trend was reversed in the last two quarters of the year. The most significant decrease
occurred in Q4 during which the outstanding balance of T-Bills decreased by €168.1 million
compared to €98.6 million reported in Q3.

Chart 5 - T-Bills issued and redeemed per month in 2014

II. Treasury Bill Holder Distribution by investor type
The distribution of T-bills among the different types of investors is shown in Chart 6. The share
of holdings by resident credit institutions’ was around 84% of the total outstanding T-bills whilst
the resident financial institutions held 13%. Nominal individuals slightly increased their T-bill
holdings by 1% when compared to 2013. No T-bills were held by non-resident investors.
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Chart 6 – Treasury Bills Holder Distribution as at 31st December 2014

III. Redemption Profile
By the end of December 2014, the nominal value of outstanding T-bills was €140.4 million.
Chart 7 shows how this balance will be redeemed throughout 2015.
Chart 7 - Outstanding Treasury Bills as at end 2014

IV. Yields & cost of borrowing
The year 2014 saw exceptionally low interest rates on all points of the yield curve. Domestic
money market rates declined throughout the year, tracking interest rates in the international
financial markets which approached 0%, and in some cases also turning negative.
Chart 8 shows the benchmark weighted average 3-month rate on accepted bids against the 3month EURIBOR for 2014. The 3-month T-bill rate registered a maximum weighted-average
lending rate of 0.397% on the 21st of February. The rate remained somewhat stable close to
0.4% until mid-June, when it experienced a sharp decline which bottomed out below the 0.1%
level until the end of the year. During this period, there were several instances where the two
rates intersected.
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Chart 8 – 3-month Euribor vs. Accepted 3-month T-bill rates

Source: European Banking Federation (www.euribor-ebf.eu) & own calculations.
The interest expense on new T-bills issued in 2014 including those redeemable in 2015
amounted to €1.3 million (€2.4 million in 2013). The total servicing cost incurred on maturing Tbills during 2014 reached €1.9 million compared to €2.6 million incurred in 2013.
In 2014 the nominal amount of T-bill issues (€910.2 million) shrank by 19% compared to the
previous year (€1,121.8 million). Notwithstanding the increase in the WAM, the total cost of
borrowing fell by €1.1 million on the back of declining rates across all maturities. The entire
portfolio weighted average yield on accepted bids as at end 2014 was 0.421% or 24bps lower
than the weighted average cost of borrowing in 2013 (0.663%). Table 6 below shows the
maximum and minimum accepted rates together with the weighted average rate for the most
frequently issued tenors.
Table 6 - T-Bills borrowing rates
Tenor
Max
Date
1month
0.349%
03-Jan-2014
3month
0.397%
21-Feb-2014
6month
0.690%
28-Feb-2014

Min
0.030%
0.068%
0.115%

Date
10-Oct-2014
26-Sep-2014
05-Dec-2014

WAY
0.096%
0.267%
0.530%

Foreign Loans
Bilateral loans with foreign official creditors were specifically undertaken by Government to
finance large capital projects. During the year 2014, €10.6 million were repaid according to the
established repayment schedules, resulting in an end-of year outstanding balance of €40.4
million.
Interest costs incurred during 2014 to service these loans amounted to €2.3 million. The majority
of Government’s bilateral loan agreements are denominated in euro as shown in Table 7, hence
making any exchange rate risk insignificant.
Table 7 - Foreign debt and distribution by currency
Euro
USD
CAD
Total
Amount (€ Millions)
40.02
0.20
0.17
40.39
%
99.08%
0.50%
0.42%
100.00%
Note: Exchange rates as at 31/12/2014.
Source: Central Bank of Malta (www.centralbankmalta.org) & own calculations.
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Expert Advice on Debt Management from ComSec
During January 2014, the DMD hosted a delegation from the Commonwealth Secretariat’s
Public Debt Management Advisory (DMA) to identify areas of advisory support on debt
management. The main objectives of the visit by the delegation was (i) to strengthen the existing
debt management framework through the identification of areas where improvement could be
made, (ii) building capacity in debt management, (iii) provide advice on the formulation of a
comprehensive medium-term debt management strategy and (iv) provide assistance with debt
analysis.
After a review of the DMD’s legislative framework, policies, strategies and operations, priority
was given to review and update the current legal framework relating to government debt
management legislation. To this effect, two further in-country missions from the Commonwealth
Secretariat were held in June and November 2014. During the June visit, various meetings were
organised with stakeholders with a view to receive their input on the proposed review of current
legislation. Following these consultations an advanced and comprehensive draft was compiled
and subsequently discussed during the third visit by the DMA’s officials hosted in November
2014.
Change in the Settlement Cycle of Securities
The new regulation on Central Securities Depositories (CSDR) which entered into force on 17
September 2014, requires that with effect from 1st January 2015, the settlement period for
transferable securities executed on trading venues across Europe shall be executed no later
than on the second business day after the trade takes place (T+2 requirement).
As from 6th October 2014, the Malta Stock Exchange (MSE) together with most European
trading venues adopted the T+2 settlement cycle as the standard settlement period for market
transactions in government securities. To this effect, the settlement cycle in the secondary
market for Treasury Bills was changed from T+0 to T+2 and that of Malta Government Stocks
from T+3 to T+2.
The sub-committee on EU Sovereign Debt Markets (ESDM) spurred for full harmonisation in
both primary and secondary markets. As part of this European drive towards harmonization of
European sovereign debt market practices and processes, the directorate took the opportunity of
the T+2 requirement in the secondary market to implement the T+2 settlement period also in the
primary market for all government securities. Following consultations held with the main
stakeholders, the directorate announced that it was going to implement the T+2 settlement cycle
in the primary market for Malta Government Stocks (auctions) with effect from 1st January 2015.
Moreover, after the implementation of T+2 settlement cycle in the secondary market, further
consultations were held with the main stakeholders with a view to implement the T+2 settlement
cycle for Treasury Bills in the primary market during the second half of the year 2015. Such a
step was intended to harmonize the settlement period for all government securities both in the
primary and secondary market to T+2 and at the same time bring the settlement period in line
with most Euro area member states.
Settlement of interest payments by Single Euro Payments Area (SEPA)
In line with the SEPA End Date Regulation (EU) No 260/2012, the directorate, in collaboration
with the Malta Stock Exchange and Central Bank of Malta, finalised the administrative processes
related to the migration of payment of interest to the SEPA payment scheme. With effect from
22nd January 2014, all interest payments on Malta Government Stocks payable by direct credit
started to be settled through the SEPA payment scheme.
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Amendments to the Local Loans (Registered Stock and Securities) Ordinance
In 2014, amendments were made in the Local Loans (Registered Stock and Securities)
Ordinance by means of bill 77 published on 5th December 2014. The scope of the said
amendments was to enable the Minister for Finance to raise money under this act for the
purpose of providing financial support to credit institutions in the context of a financial crisis in
view of preserving financial stability in terms of Directive 2014/59/EU of the European Parliament
and of the Council of the 15th May 2014.
The EU Emissions Trading System (EU ETS)
In terms of Legal Notices 403/2012 and 434/2013, the Debt Management Directorate within the
Treasury was appointed by the Government of Malta to auction aviation and stationary
installations’ carbon emission allowances under the EU Emissions Trading System on its behalf.
The majority of participating governments, including Malta, use a common ‘platform’ for these
auctions. In November 2012, the Debt Management Directorate has been admitted for
participation as auctioneer for Primary Auctions of general EU Emission Allowances (EUAs) on
the European Commodity Clearing (ECC) platform. Trading is conducted on the European
Energy Exchange (EEX), whilst trades are cleared and settled through ECC - the exchange’s
clearing house. The aviation allowance (EUAA) started to be auctioned on the same trading
platform held with effect from September 2014.
In 2014, 144 EUA and 4 EUAA auctions were held (usually on Monday, Tuesday and Thursday
of every week), with Malta’s allocation for the year set at 663,000 allowances (646,500 for EUAs
and 16,500 for EUAAs). Malta’s 2014 share of revenue generated from such auctions amounted
to €3.9 million, representing €3.8 million from EUAs and €0.1 million from EUAAs.
Relations with other institutions
I. International Monetary Fund
The directorate gave its input towards the annual Article IV consultation process carried out by
the International Monetary Fund (IMF). To this effect the directorate together with officials from
the Ministry for Finance participated in two meetings held in June and December 2014 with
officials from the IMF Mission. During these meetings issues related to debt management and
positions on central government debt were discussed.
II. DG ECFIN and Credit Rating Agencies
Jointly with officials from the Budget Office and the Economic Policy Department, the directorate
participated in three meetings held with DG ECFIN. An In-Depth Review Mission took place in
January and was followed up by two other meetings held in April and October in preparation for
the Commission’s regular Spring and Autumn forecast publications. The directorate’s contribution
in these meetings focused on reviews, ongoing developments and outlooks related to Central
Government Debt and Debt Management.
On five different occasions, officials from the Debt Management Directorate flanked by officials
from the Ministry for Finance met with officials from the three largest credit rating agencies to
discuss issues related to central government debt, debt issuance strategies and debt
management. After each meeting the credit rating agencies were presented with a report
outlining the issues that were discussed during the meetings.
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III. EFC sub-committee on EU Sovereign Debt Markets (ESDM)
The DMD continued to participate in the meetings of the Economic and Financial Committee
(EFC) Sub-committee on EU Sovereign Debt Markets (ESDM) in Brussels. The main objectives
of the sub-committee include discussions on issues related to the efficient functioning of the
EU’s primary and secondary government debt markets as well as contribute to the preparation
of EFC common positions on issues which significantly impact the sovereign debt markets.
During the course of the year 2014, the Debt Management Directorate jointly with officials from
CBM participated in three meetings held in Brussels and two teleconferences. The key areas of
work focused on the ongoing developments in the sovereign bond markets, the effects of
regulatory changes on market functioning, harmonisation of the settlement cycle of government
securities to T+2 for both the primary and secondary market, follow-up aspects of the
implementation of the euro area Collective Action Clauses as well as the IMF published
proposals for strengthening the contractual approach of debt restructuring.
IV. Central Bank of Malta
The directorate regularly held meetings with officials of the Central Bank of Malta (CBM) to
discuss matters pertinent to Government securities and market functioning. CBM assisted the
directorate in researching bond prices and yields in the secondary market, as well as offered
advice during the pricing process of primary market MGS issuances.
In May 2014, the directorate was invited by Central Bank of Malta to participate in a meeting of
the Financial Markets Committee (FMC) - a forum organised and chaired by CBM which gathers
all credit institutions operating in Malta. The directorate was invited to deliver a presentation
related to the issuance programme of government securities for the year. During the meeting the
directorate took the opportunity to launch a consultation process about Treasury’s plans to
change the settlement cycle for government securities in the primary market to T+2.
V. Other Institutions
During the year under review, staff from the directorate together with officials from the Central
Bank of Malta participated in meetings with foreign banking institutions during which several
areas of interest related to the domestic and international sovereign bond markets were
discussed.
Staff Training and Development
The directorate is committed to invest in the training and professional development of its human
resources, both through in-house programmes and also through external courses organised by
local and foreign organisations. During the year 2014 opportunities were offered to directorate
staff to attend training courses, seminars and annual conferences organised by local and foreign
organisations. These included:




Aspects of Internal & External Audits organised by CDRT in collaboration with PWC;
The 9th annual European Bond Conference organised by the Association for Financial
Markets in Europe (AFME);
Induction course for newly appointed principals, organised by CDRT.
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Support Services
The directorate’s front office continued to offer guidance and provide the necessary services to
the heirs of deceased MGS holders so that the heirs can have any inherited government Stocks
transferred in their name through a Causa Mortis procedure.
In 2014 the directorate received 366 new Causa Mortis claims from the heirs’ legal adviser,
representing an increase of 6% over the previous year. During the course of the same year the
directorate finalised 290 cases, of which one hundred and ninety-four (194) were in respect of
new claims submitted in the year 2014 whilst the remaining ninety-six (96) cases related to
claims opened in previous years.
Online Services
During the year 2014, the Debt Management Directorate continued to make use of the
Treasury’s website to increase the data available to stakeholders and market participants such
that its content better meets the needs of stakeholders and clients in a faster and more efficient
manner. The information/statistics/forms uploaded on the website include:














Market announcements linked to new issuance of Malta Government Stocks;
The yearly indicative issuance calendar of Government Securities;
Monthly issuance calendar for Treasury bills;
Treasury bills auction tender forms;
The publication of weekly Treasury bills auction results;
Weekly Treasury bills’ auction bid analysis report;
Malta Government Stocks auction results;
Investors base of Malta Government Securities;
The outstanding MGS portfolio;
The latest credit ratings for Malta government debt;
The full text of the Model Collective Action Clauses (CACs);
Concise guidelines intended to guide the heirs of deceased stockholders through the
administration tasks related to ‘Causa mortis’ claims;
Various other occasional reports, both of a technical and an informative nature.

EU Funds management
Following a capacity building exercise in 2012, the EU Funds Management reached its full staff
complement in the third quarter of 2014, making the EU Funds Management function one of the
pillars of the Treasury Department.
The role of the EU Funds Management (EUFM) is to ensure the efficient management and
control of EU co-financed projects’ portfolios. During the period under review the EU funds
overseen by the EUFM included:






ERDF, ESF and Cohesion Fund under Cohesion Policy 2007-2013;
General Programme Solidarity and Management of Migration Flows 2007-2013;
European Fisheries Fund 2007-2013;
EEA and Norwegian Financial Mechanism 2009-2014;
Swiss-Maltese Co-operation Programme.

During 2014, in line with its core responsibilities, the EUFM undertook the following key tasks in
relation to the coordination and implementation of EU co-financed projects:
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provided guidance and information on financial practices to Government Ministries,
Agencies and Project Beneficiaries;
performed subsidiary controls on payment claims to ensure financial compliance and
eligibility of expenditure claims in relation to EU co-financed projects, and executed
payments;
assisted Project Beneficiaries throughout the implementation of EU co-financed projects.

As a first step towards the implementation of the new Multiannual Framework 2014-2020, the
EUFM processed the first payments related to the Fund for European Aid to the Most Deprived
(FEAD).
Throughout 2014, the EUFM attended several meetings and discussions on the Simplified Costs
Options (SCO) which will be introduced in the 2014-2020 programming period. The EUFM put
forward measures for the SCOs to be successfully implemented across Government
Departments and Ministries.
Officers from the EUFM improved their skills through attendance to various training courses
abroad on topics related to their daily tasks.
Discussions and testing on an enhancement to the database used for processing payments
were concluded, with payments ready to start being processed electronically in 2015.
During the period under review, the EUFM transferred payments amounting to €246,767,669 an
average of €20,563,972 worth of payments per month. The below table represents total
payments disbursed during 2014:

Fund

Value (€)

Cohesion Policy 2007-2013

224,458,616

SOLID Funds

20,085,785

European Fisheries Fund

1,595,525

EEA & Norwegian Financial Mechanism

99,065

Swiss-Maltese Co-operation Programme

528,678

Total

246,767,669

Noel Camilleri
Director General (Treasury Department)
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ECONOMIC POLICY DEPARTMENT
Background
The Economic Policy Department (EPD) provides Government with expert advice in the
formulation of economic policy and the management of economic activity, with the aim of
attaining the Government’s overall objectives of economic growth and development, high
employment and low inflation. Attention is devoted towards the achievement of a stable
macroeconomic framework, also by attaining an appropriate fiscal policy. Furthermore, the EPD
assists in the formulation of policy in areas which are crucial to Malta’s economic development
including sustainable development, productivity and competitiveness, financial stability, labour
market, investment, tourism, education, creativity, innovation and the environment. Within this
context, the EPD provides the Government with the relevant technical input, so that the
implementation of policy measures is done within the framework of Malta’s economic
developmental goals.
The Department participates in discussions and reviews of various aspects of the Maltese
economy with international bodies and organisations. Officials from the Department participate in
meetings organised by the European Council and the European Commission, mostly on trade,
structural economic and fiscal policy issues. The Department actively participates in meetings
with representatives from credit rating agencies such as Standard and Poor’s, Moody’s and
Fitch. The Department is also an important focal point in the extensive discussions held with
representatives from the International Monetary Fund (IMF) who visit Malta for the Article IV
consultation. The Department is also involved in work related to the OECD’s EU Economy
Review and the Economic Review of the Euro Area, which are carried out by the OECD’s
Economic and Development Review Committee.
The Economic Policy Department carries out research work on various economic, fiscal, trade
and financial topics, as requested by the Ministry for Finance or in conjunction with other
Ministries, as required. The professional staff of the Department undertake a number of other
research initiatives and in 2014 the Department has launched the Economic Policy Department
Working Paper Series. In addition, the Department is also publishing on its website a number of
research articles of interest to economic operators and policy makers. These publications are
aimed at disseminating knowledge on the Maltese economy, encourage objective discussions of
main economic policy issues and provide a platform for the professional staff of the Department
to publish their research.
Furthermore, as part of the annual budgetary process, the Department drafts the Economic
Survey that is presented annually in Parliament on Budget Day. Information is presented on the
domestic and international economic situation as well as on the macroeconomic outlook.
Furthermore, the Economic Policy Department provides input in the preparation of the PreBudget Document.
The Economic Policy Department is composed of three directorates. The Economic Strategy
Directorate is primarily responsible for short-term economic forecasting, fiscal policy and fiscal
governance frameworks, EU Budgetary Affairs and Financial Stability. The Directorate gives
policy advice and recommendations based primarily on technical economic analyses, research
and modelling.
The functions of the Structural Economic Research Directorate involve the development and
updating of the economic models within the Economic Policy Department in line with the
needs of the Ministry for Finance. The Directorate also contributes to the coordination of
policies in relation of structural aspects of the Maltese economy. In addition, the Directorate
promotes the research function across the organisation.
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Through the International Economic Relations Directorate, the Department provides technical
advice and assistance to the Government on international economic/trade issues. Through its
participation in Commission Working Parties and Trade Policy Committee formations, the
Department monitors and advises on the economic/financial impact of issues and strategies
concerning the EU’s Common Commercial Policy. Furthermore, the Department assists
Government by providing economic analysis of policy issues emanating from Malta’s
participation in a host of international, regional, bilateral and multilateral institutions. The EPD
also provides support to other government entities whose area of activity may be affected by EU
initiatives with third countries in the area of international trade and investment.
Representation on the Malta Council for Economic and Social Development (MCESD)
The Economic Policy Department is represented in the Malta Council for Economic and Social
Development and during 2014 it continued to participate actively in its proceedings, providing
technical analysis and helping Government to adopt positions on issues which are discussed in
the Council. Furthermore, as in previous years, the EPD computed and presented the relevant
cost-of-living adjustment for 2014 as stipulated in the Incomes Policy Agreement of 1990.
International Institutions
The Department provides information on the performance of the Maltese economy as well as on
Government’s economic strategy to representatives of international organisations. As in previous
years, the Department contributed in meetings with representatives from credit rating agencies
such as Standard and Poor’s, Moody’s and Fitch. As the credit ratings assigned to Malta bear a
direct influence on the interest rate charged on loans raised by Government, the Department
assigns significant importance to its interaction with these agencies. During these meetings, the
performance of the domestic economy and the policies and measures pursued by Government
to address the economic challenges faced by the Maltese economy were discussed.
Furthermore, during 2014, the Department also contributed to discussions on the state of the
Maltese economy and the conduct of economic and financial policy in Malta during the course of
the regular Article IV Mission by the International Monetary Fund.
Research and Publications
The professional staff at the Department carries out research work on various economic, fiscal,
and financial topics. A set of guidelines governing the publication of research by the staff of the
Economic Policy Department was created in consultation with the staff of the Department and
the Permanent Secretary of the Ministry. The Economic Policy Department Working Paper
Series was launched and the first paper on Okun’s Law was published. A dedicated space was
set up on the Departmental website to provide for the publication of the EPD Working Papers
and Research Articles. Two research articles were published, one related to Corporate
Financing and another related to Public Debt and Contingent Liabilities. A Mailing list of
economists and researchers was also created for the dissemination of research material
produced by the Department. The Department published the Economic Survey in November
2014. This document which was presented to the House of Representatives at the beginning of
discussions on Government’s budgetary estimates, provides a comprehensive analysis of
Malta’s recent economic performance and emerging economic trends, as well as an overview of
international economic developments.
During 2014, the Department carried out research tasks in connection to the Country Specific
Recommendations, namely pensions, corporate financing and taxation and financial stability.
Moreover the Department has carried out research in connection to various areas of the
economy including industrial competitiveness. The Department also carried out long-term
projections of energy demand and the employment rate in the context of the EU 2020 Strategy.
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The Department has also participated in discussion with the Central Bank of Malta and the
National Statistics Office on the coordination of economic policy with the aim of securing an
appropriate environment for economic growth. The Department regularly collaborates with the
Central Bank of Malta in areas of mutual interest, as well as to discuss local economic
developments and prospects. Furthermore, the Department continued to engage with similar
organisations abroad.
Budgetary Process
The Department participates in the budgetary process by providing information on the domestic
and international economic situation, the macroeconomic outlook and the EU’s fiscal surveillance
process. This information provides an important input in the budgetary process ensuring that the
fiscal policy stance is appropriate to the macroeconomic conditions and targets and also in
compliance with EU fiscal requirements.
The Drafting of the Fiscal Responsibility Act was carried out by the Department in collaboration
with the Budget Affairs Department and the Research Office of the Permanent Secretary of the
Ministry for Finance. In particular the Department drafted the parts of the Act which were closely
linked to the requirements of the Stability and Growth Pact and gave advice on the drafting
related to the medium term budget framework, the operationalisation of the Contingency
Reserve, the establishment of the Fiscal Council and its Functions. The necessary technical
support was given during the Parliamentary proceedings leading to the adoption of the Act in
August 2014.
The Economic Policy Department acted as the main interlocutor between the Ministry for
Finance and the National Audit Office acting as a Fiscal Council in the process leading to the
endorsement of macroeconomic and fiscal projections contained in the Stability Programme and
the Draft Budget Plan. By virtue of this endorsement the Stability Programme achieved the
status of Malta’s First National Medium Term Fiscal Plan. This involved various technical
meetings with the NAO’s experts in close collaboration with the NSO and Budget Affairs.
During 2014, the EPD participated in the preparation of the Pre-Budget Document 2015,
providing technical input ranging from the analysis of fiscal conditions and macroeconomic
imbalances in preparation to the new Excessive Imbalance Procedure to analyses and
recommendations on human resource development and economic growth strategy.
Throughout the year, the Department also provided an important input to the analysis of the
fiscal situation and projections within the context of the EU’s fiscal surveillance mechanism and
the obligations of the Stability and Growth Pact. These included the publication of the Stability
Programme in April, two Reports on Effective Action, and the Draft Budgetary Plan in October.
In 2014, the Department formulated monthly fiscal targets based on the annual projections. The
annual fiscal targets were converted monthly after a statistical evaluation of seasonal factors
based on X11 method. This allowed the production of a monthly report of government finances
evaluating the variance of the monthly fiscal outcome against targets. As part of the move
towards a top-down budgeting approach, the Department also assisted in the preparation of
multi-annual budgetary targets and the setting up of spending ceilings.
During 2014, the Department contributed also to the estimated fiscal impact for a number of
budget measures. These included the scheme enabling buying back missing contributions,
financing of the maternity leave benefit, the in-work benefit, the social enterprise and the onetime bonus for persons not benefiting from the changes in the income tax brackets.
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EU Economic and Fiscal Policy Coordination
The EPD continued to participate actively in the EU’s economic policy coordination processes. In
particular, the Department participated in the Economic and Financial Committee (Alternates)
and the Economic Policy Committee, including the Eurogroup composition of the respective
committees. In addition, the Department also provided support for the preparations of the
Economic and Financial Committee meetings.
The EPD is also engaged in the preparation of briefings for the ECOFIN and Eurogroup
meetings as well as for meetings of other Council formations and for the European Council
meetings. In this context, it is noteworthy that during 2014 the Department provided feedback
towards and within various Committee formations contributing towards improving economic
governance and tackling the economic and financial crisis, at an EU level, and more importantly,
at a euro area level. The Department contributed towards these goals within the tight framework
inherent in the European Semester which is a six-month period every year during which the
Member States' budgetary and structural policies are reviewed to detect in advance any
emerging imbalances which could jeopardise the functioning of the EU and the Euro area in
particular. Moreover, the EPD provided feedback during the consultation process regarding the
Commission’s legislative proposals to strengthen economic governance, including the
discussions related to the pillars of the Banking Union. Finally, the Department also provided
feedback on a number of reports drawn up by various EU Committees having Maltese
representation as well as the EU Parliament. This Department provides such feedback from an
economic perspective in line with Malta’s position taken in the various EU Committee meetings
and Council formations mentioned earlier.
During 2014, the Department continued to provide information on the domestic economic
situation and on the economic policies and measures that are being pursued by Government to
the EU and other relevant parties. In particular, the Department coordinates closely with
Commission officials from DG ECFIN and provides the requested information in connection with
the EU’s fiscal and economic surveillance process. Bilateral meetings were held both in Malta as
well as in Brussels with Commission officials from DG ECFIN on the fiscal situation, on
economic forecasts and on the implementation of CSRs and progress with respect to the targets
under the EU2020 strategy.
National Econometric Modelling
The Department has two econometric models of the domestic economy. One model is used to
produce short term forecasts for the main macroeconomic indicators. The purpose of the second
model is to undertake economic policy simulation exercises and to provide a framework for
medium-term forecasts.
During 2014, the Department consolidated its work related to strengthening its econometric
modelling capability following the significant overhaul of the short-term model (STEMM) that was
carried out in 2012 and 2013. In particular, the new ESA2010 national accounts data and the
BPM6 balance of payments data was introduced in the model and consequently all equations
were re-calibrated and in many instances re-modelled to reflect the change in data. The external
trade functions within the model were remodelled and following an evaluation of the effect of
exchange rate movements on various imports and exports, the respective equations were
remodelled. The reviewed model was subsequently used to produce economic forecasts for
Spring and Autumn, which were presented during the Economic Forecasts Meetings held
between the Commission and the EU Member States. Discussions on these forecasts were held
with Malta’s desk officer in DG ECFIN whilst the process of consultation with constituted bodies
and major stakeholders in the economy was widened further to include new stakeholders and
major operators and strengthened through structured presentations and interviews. Such
forecasts were used by the Ministry for the preparation of the Budget. Forecasts were also
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submitted for endorsement to the Audit Office for the first time, in line with the new EU
requirements. The audit concluded that the economic projections were plausible and based on
realistic assumptions and a sound methodology. In addition, work on the estimation of past
forecast errors was undertaken.
An evaluation of past forecast errors was also concluded at the end of 2014 and will be
published as a working paper in 2015. This research identified areas for improvement in the
forecasting process which will be tackled in due course.
The second disaggregated model (SAMM) is being further fine-tuned in order to reflect better the
realities of the Maltese economy and to modify the way in which a number of important
relationships within the model are calibrated. Training in input/output modelling is being
considered and an officer was identified in order to specialise in this area.
Financial Stability
During 2014, the EPD was actively involved in issues relating to financial stability. In particular,
the EPD actively contributed to technical discussions with the research unit at the Office of the
Permanent Secretary, as well as in discussions taking place in international fora, in particular
with respect to the Economic and Financial Committee (EFC), the Eurogroup (EG) and
Eurogroup Working Group (EWG), the Task Force on Coordinated Action (TFCA), as well as the
Financial Services Committee (FSC). Ongoing work and technical discussion included the
support of programme countries, the functioning of the European Stability Mechanism (ESM)
and its use for direct recapitalization of banks, the Single Supervisory Mechanism, as well as
work leading to the setting up of a European Banking Union.
Additionally, the EPD has also been actively involved in technical discussions and work relating
to the European Commission proposal for a Bank Recovery and Resolution Directive with the
aim of transposing such a Directive to national law. In this regard, the EPD has actively taken
part in the local Joint Task Force on Bank Resolution (JTFBR) in collaboration with the Malta
Financial Services Authority (MFSA), the Central Bank of Malta (CBM), as well as the office of
the Attorney General.
The EPD continued its work in monitoring and assessing developments in economic and
financial conditions. In particular, this included research and regular monitoring with respect to
international sovereign debt markets, the EU’s and the local legislative frameworks related to
financial stability and the financial sector in general, studies and reports conducted by other
institutions on financial stability issues, as well as developments in the local financial sector.
Industrial Economic Development
A new unit within the Economic Policy Department was set up and entrusted with the aim of
carrying out research in industrial development aspects of the Maltese economy. The research
mandate of this unit is to include sub-sectoral evaluations, the interactions between different
industries and the scope for the creation of industrial clusters, industrial competitiveness,
transaction costs, taxation and investment, transport infrastructures and regulation, market
structures and research and innovation. The unit is still in its infancy although it is already
involved in the economic evaluation of the Creative Economy as part of the Creative Economy
Working Group and is also a research entity within the Valletta 2018 Foundation. Training
opportunities have been identified particularly in the area of input/output modelling and general
equilibrium modelling.
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European Semester
In view of the ongoing European Semester of economic policy coordination and the EU2020
strategy the Department was actively involved in joint EFCA/EPC/EMCO discussions and
deliberations on the Council Specific Recommendations to Malta, particularly in the area of
pension reform, on budgetary objectives and the compliance with SGP requirements, the
strengthening of budgetary frameworks and the business environment.
The EPD also participated in a number of working groups attached to the EPC. In particular, the
Department is actively involved in the Working Group on Ageing Populations (AWG) which
examines the economic and budgetary consequences of ageing. In addition, the Department
has worked on the baseline projections and sensitivity scenarios requested by the EPC Ageing
Working Group on the basis of updated demographic and macroeconomic assumptions. These
projections were subsequently subject to a peer review prior to endorsement by the Economic
Policy Committee. The updated pensions projections, alongside projections for health, long-term
care, education and unemployment benefit will be published in the Ageing Report 2015. Moreover,
it also participates in other working groups of the EPC, namely the Output Gaps Working Group,
the Joint EFC-EPC Working Group on the Economic and Financial Aspects of Climate Change
and the Lisbon Methodology Working Group (LIME).
During the year, the Department was very active in LIME and the Output Gap Working Group, in
light of ongoing methodological improvements relative to the assessment of structural reforms in
LIME as well the discussions on the improvements in the methodology underpinning the
estimation of Potential Output and the extension of the estimate over the T+5 and T+10 period.
In 2014, the Department was also actively engaged in the technical economic analysis
related to the EU2020 strategy and the National Reform Programme (NRP) co-ordinated by
the Policy Development and Programme Implementation Directorate (PDPID) with the line
ministries. The EPD assisted the PDPID to ensure proper coordination between the thematic
aspects of the draft NRP and the macroeconomic aspects. This Department also assisted
various line ministries, departments and entities in order to formulate structural economic
policy recommendations to be included in the NRP and assisted, where appropriate, through
the quantification of the fiscal and economic impact of some of the policy recommendations
included in the NRP.
Pension Modelling
During 2014, the EPD has continued to provide technical input to the newly-appointed Pensions
Strategy Group with regards to modelling work on pensions in Malta and assisted in the
exploration of pension reform options for Malta. In particular, the Department has updated the
baseline pension projections, with the assistance of expertise from the World Bank. On the basis
of these projections, a number of reform scenarios were modelled on request of the Pensions
Strategy Group.
The Department also provided technical assistance to the Ministry for the Family and Social
Solidarity in relation to the estimation of the updates of the Theoretical Pension Replacement
Rates for Malta as well as other issues related to pensions policy, emanating from the
committees under the EPSCO formation.
Euromod
In 2014, the Economic Policy Department continued with its collaboration with Essex University
(UK) in order to assist in the modelling of Malta’s tax and benefit system. The key objective of
this work was that of updating EUROMOD, the tax-benefit micro-simulation model, to cover
recent policy systems and to upgrade EUROMOD to operate using EU-SILC data as the basis
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of the input database. EUROMOD enables the simulation of various tax and benefit proposals,
highlighting the impact on households and individuals at different income groups. EUROMOD
could also be used to assess the effectiveness of competing measures aimed towards the same
policy outcome.
In January 2014, in order to enhance further the use of EUROMOD, three officers from the EPD
received training on STATA, a statistical software tool that complements EUROMOD. In
particular, research was conducted to illustrate the distributional impact on the beneficiaries of
the child supplement measure launched by the Maltese Government in 2014. Furthermore,
during 2014, arrangements were initiated for the Structural Economic Research Directorate
within the EPD to be recognised by EUROSTAT as a research entity. Accordingly, through this
recognition, the Directorate was authorised to access the microdata required for EUROMOD.
Towards the end of 2014 correspondence with the Essex University was initiated in order to
discuss the new contractual arrangements for 2015.
Structural Economic Modelling
During 2014, the Department has continued to review the QUEST III model. Particularly, staff at
EPD continued to focus on the mathematical setup of the model and familiarized themselves
with modelling and coding issues using both DYNARE and MATLAB software tools. A meeting
with experts on QUEST from the European Commission was held with the aim of furthering staff
knowledge of the model. Subsequently, members of staff have modelled a number of scenarios
outlining the economic impact of structural reforms, in preparation for the 2014 NRP.
Energy and climate change
During the year, the Department provided input in relation to the financial dimension of energy
and climate change. Apart from ad hoc feedback provided by this Department to the various
Ministries with competence in these fields, the Economic Policy department also forms part of
the Inter-Ministerial Committee on Climate Change, which is working towards the drafting the
Malta’s low-carbon development strategy. Furthermore, EPD staff are also members of the
Steering Committee on Emissions Modelling and Projections, set up with the aim of coordinating
the reporting of policies and measures and ensuring a comparable and structured approach in
the development of projections and the establishment of a national system for such reporting.
Common Commercial Policy
The Department participated, monitored and continuously analysed the developments on the
EU’s Common Commercial Policy taking place within the framework of the Trade Policy
Committee and other Council and Commission committees to ensure that Malta’s interests are
fully represented in the field of international trade and investment policy.
Trade Policy Committee
The Trade Policy Committee is a trade co-ordination and advisory committee to the European
Union concerning all aspects of trade policy.
During 2014, the Department participated actively in various formations of this Committee
including the Full Members, the Services and Investment Committee, the Committee on antidumping/anti-subsidy, the General System of Preferences Committee and the Steel, Textiles and
Other Industrial Sectors Committee. The Department also followed other specific committees
including the Trade Policy Committee Deputies and ad hoc Trade Policy Committee experts
meetings. The Department consulted with Ministries and other government entities as well as
the wider civil society to formulate Malta’s positions on topics concerning international
commercial policy.
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Trade Policy Committee Titulaire
The Committee discussed the multilateral and bilateral aspects of international trade relations.
The Department participated actively in this Committee that continued to discuss developments
and coordinate positions with respect to the implementation of the WTO Bali package and postBali/DDA work programme: bilateral negotiations including: EU-US Transatlantic Trade and
Investment Partnership, EU-Japan Free Trade Agreement, EU-China Investment Agreement,
Southern Mediterranean and Eastern Partnership Deep and Comprehensive Free Trade
Agreements, EU-India Free Trade Agreement and EU-Canada Free Trade Agreement: and
legislative dossiers such as the Trade Defence Instruments modernisation.
Market Access Advisory Committee
The Department followed issues on market access within the European Union’s Market Access
Strategy. The Market Access Advisory Committee meetings are held on a regular basis to
ensure that EU companies, in particular small and medium sized enterprises, do not suffer from
trade barriers that are imposed when exporting goods and services to third countries and that
trade remains open and fair with economic partners.
Trade Policy Committee Services and Investment
The Department actively participated in the Committee and continued to analyse various
aspects related to the liberalisation of international trade in services and also issues related to
foreign investment. This included discussions on the Trade and Investment Partnership with a
number of WTO members, discussions on the WTO LDC service waiver and specific discussions
related to investment protection in trade agreements. The Committee also finalised its discussions
on the services and investment agreement with Canada. It continued discussions with regards to
the offers in services and investment with the US, Japan, Mercusor, China, and Vietnam
amongst others.
Generalised System of Preferences (GSP) Working Party
In 2014, the Department continued to follow the discussions on accessibility to the EU GSP+,
which offers additional trade incentives to developing countries already benefitting from GSP to
implement core international conventions on human and labour rights, sustainable development
and good governance. In this regard, the first group of countries started to benefit from GSP+.
Moreover, the Department followed amendments to the GSP beneficiaries list that concern the
exclusion of countries due to their economic development level or application of a free trade
agreement with the EU.
Working Party for Trade Questions
During 2014, the Department continue to follow the developments in the Working Party for Trade
Questions and provide the Maltese position on the proposals that have been discussed.
Discussions included the Anti-Torture Regulation on export restrictions of goods that could be
used for capital punishment and torture in third countries as well as the Conflict Minerals
Regulation which is a voluntary due diligence scheme to limit imports of specific goods which are
major funding sources of armed groups in conflict affected and high risk areas. Moreover, an
acceptable compromise was struck regarding the, enforcement regulation on the EU rights in the
area of trade. The negotiations on the modernisation of the Trade Defence Instruments are at a
fairly advanced level but reached a deadlock in the last few months. No progress was registered
on the International Procurement Initiative.
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Trade Defence Instruments Committee
As of 31 January 2015, the European Union had 81 anti-dumping measures in effect (26 were
extensions of previous cases) and 13 anti-subsidy measures in place. 38 investigations were still
being reviewed. The Department continued to closely follow developments on issues related to
Trade Defence Instruments. The Department also formulated Malta’s positions on these
measures and participated actively in the meetings. Advice was provided by a number of
stakeholders on a number of trade defence issues, this being based primarily on an economic
analysis whilst taking into consideration the European Commission’s investigation findings and
the objectives, interests and priorities of the various government entities and stakeholders.
Multilateral Trade Relations
In 2014, the Department continued to monitor and provide its input in the implementation of the
Bali Ministerial Declarations within the WTO. After a four month deadlock, the WTO Members
finally reached a deal on the application and ratification of the Trade Facilitation Agreement in
exchange for an adequate solution on food security measures. In the last few months, discussions
focused on post-Bali agenda which should include Non-Agricultural Market Access (NAMA),
Agriculture and LDC issues. Furthermore, the Department continued to follow developments on
the EU’s dispute settlement cases within the WTO.
Bilateral Trade Relations
In the area of bilateral and regional trade relations, the Department consulted and co-ordinated
with the competent authorities to be in a position to formulate a policy on a number of bilateral
commercial agreements that the Commission is negotiating with third countries. These include
the following free trade agreement and investment negotiations:
EU-US Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership
The European Commission was given the go ahead by Member States to initiate negotiations
for a Trans-Atlantic Trade and Investment Partnership (TTIP) with the US on 14 June 2013. This
decision was based on the findings of the EU-US High Level Working Group’s report whereby it
recommended the opening of such negotiations in order to bolster economic growth and
employment. The three major pillars that make up these negotiations are market access,
regulatory issues and non-tariff barriers and rules, principles and new modes of cooperation to
address shared global trade challenges and opportunities. Eight rounds of negotiations have
been completed so far with the most recent one being held in February 2015. The Department
devoted particular attention to these negotiations given the magnitude of economic gains that is
at stake as well as to the extensive amount of internal and external consultation related to these
negotiations.
EU–Southern Mediterranean: Deep and Comprehensive Free Trade Areas (DCFTAs)
The Department followed the negotiations of a Deep and Comprehensive Free Trade
Agreement between the EU and Morocco which were officially launched on 1st March 2013. Four
rounds of negotiations have taken place so far. Commencement of negotiations with Tunisia,
Jordan and Egypt could also follow depending on the results of the ongoing exploratory
sessions. The purpose of the DCFTAs is to build on the present Association Agreements and to
bring these four Mediterranean partners progressively closer to the EU single market as
indicated by the European Neighbourhood Policy.
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EU – Eastern Partner countries: DCFTAs
During 2014 the Department continued to contribute to the analysis of the EU-Ukraine
DCFTA negotiations which were concluded and signed on 27 June 2014 following the
signature of the Association Agreement between the two parties on 21 March 2014.
Autonomous trade measures were also implemented for the benefit of Ukraine until the end
of 2015 as part of the overall peace process in the region. The DCFTAs are intended to boost
economic growth and investment with the Eastern European partners. The negotiations
addressed a broad range of trade and economic issues so as to achieve a closer economic
integration with the EU. These free trade areas are part of the Association Agreement being
negotiated under the framework of the Eastern Partnership and the European Neighbourhood
Policy. This Department in cooperation with other Government Departments has also followed
closely the latest developments in relation to tensions in the region and contributed its input
from a trade perspective.
EU-ASEAN Free Trade Agreements
The Department kept on monitoring closely developments in the negotiations of Deep and
Comprehensive Free Trade Agreements with countries of the Association of Southeast Asian
Nations (ASEAN). On 17 October 2014 the EU concluded negotiations with Singapore on an
investment protection chapter thus concluding the FTA negotiations. Negotiations are still
ongoing with Vietnam and are on hold with Malaysia and Thailand.
EU-Canada Comprehensive Economic and Trade Agreement (CETA)
The negotiations of the Comprehensive Economic and Trade Agreement (CETA) between the
EU and Canada were finalised in October 2014. The Department has been actively involved in
the technical and economic aspects of these negotiations that were launched in Prague on the
6th May 2009. Negotiations during 2014 were characterised by various exchanges between the
two sides in relation to important technical issues on trade in goods and services, and
investment. Key areas such as trade in services and investment have also been discussed and
this Department has been responsible for analysing key offensive and defensive sectors and
regulatory issues with respect to Canada.
EU-China
After the launch of negotiations for an EU-China Investment Agreement in 2013, the Department
continued to follow the first three rounds of negotiations during 2014. The European Union has
acknowledged that in China the conditions seem set for progress towards further liberalization.
The initial three rounds of negotiations involved analysing and reviewing discussions on
establishment and market access, investment protection, dispute settlement and other related
clauses. Discussions were also held on key conceptual issues, such as definitions, performance
requirements, transfers, taxation, the European Union as a contracting party, sustainable
development, cultural industries, temporary movement of persons (mode 4), financial services
and the approach to the scheduling of market access commitments. Furthermore, EU-China
relations also registered further progress through negotiations and useful exchanges on the
bilateral agreement of Geographical Indications and Information Technology.
EU-Japan Free Trade Agreement/Economic Partnership Agreement
During 2014, the Department reviewed the ongoing favourable EU-Japan developments
including the one year review report regarding the progress made in Japan’s commitment
towards the dismantling of non-tariff barriers and the delisting of the Japanese railway
companies from the Government Procurement Agreement. The 8th round of negotiations of
the EU-Japan Free Trade Agreement took place in December 2014 in Tokyo. The
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Department monitored the parallelism of concessions on non-tariff barriers and tariffs which
remained a subject of discussion, in particular for the automotive and agricultural sectors.
Negotiations on specific non-tariff measures included in the scoping roadmaps continued. In
the discussions with Japan, the bilateral parties also discussed the benchmarks for the
exchange of the procurement offers, and investment and regulatory cooperation on trade
related issues including sanitary and phytosanitary measures.
EU-Africa, Caribbean, Pacific (ACP): Economic Partnership Agreements (EPAs)
The Department followed the developments in the negotiations of the Economic Partnership
Agreements with Africa, Caribbean and Pacific countries. During 2014, Agreements were
concluded with West Africa and the Eastern Africa Community. Negotiations with other ACP
members are still ongoing.
Other ongoing trade negotiations
The Department has maintained the same approach as in previous years, that is to support the
Commission to continue negotiations with respect to trade agreements with third countries,
including those in the MERCUSOR, India and the GCC region. These negotiations cover an
extensive list of trade related areas such as the liberalisation in services and establishment,
goods, non-tariff barriers to trade, government procurement, Geographical Indications and
intellectual property rights, amongst other economic sectors. No progress was registered during
2014 in these negotiaitions.
International Investment Policy
Within the framework of the EU’s competence in international investment policy, no negotiations
have been held bilaterally with third countries.
The Department continued to monitor developments in relation to the draft text legislation on
UNCITRAL rules for transparency in Investor-State Arbitration.
Consultations
Besides consulting the various pertinent public and private authorities with respect to specific
trade policy issues, the Department has organised information meetings on a periodical basis
with a number of stakeholders in order to disseminate information and consult stakeholders on
international trade issues. Furthermore, two events were organised in collaboration with
MEUSAC in relation to the EU-US TTIP negotiations. The first event, which focused on the
content of the TTIP negotiations, was organised in April 2014 and was open to the general
public. A second presentation that was intended to provide more detail on the ongoing
negotiations, was given in October to the MEUSAC core group.
Advisory Services
The Department continued to provide its services to a number of government entities particularly
through the preparation of information briefings and technical advice on Malta’s position with
respect to issues pertaining to international trade and investment policy. Research and analysis
on international trade and economic issues were also carried out to respond to ad hoc requests
by various government entities.
Sustainable Development
The Economic Policy Department takes into consideration the concept of sustainable
development as outlined in the 1987 Bundtland Report entitled Our Common Future and in
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consequent UN Conferences on sustainable development in it functions. In its advice on
economic matters the Economic Policy Department encourages sustainable economic policies
in line with Agenda 21 and the NSSD. In particular, its advice on macroeconomic imbalances,
structural policies in the product and labour market, fiscal institutions and frameworks, financial
stability, fiscal policy, ageing, social conditions, taxation and trade always target sustainable
economic growth. The overview of the tasks carried out in 2014 as documented in this Report is
a clear testimony to the importance which the department gives to sustainable development. It is
also held that this Department contributes actively, through its efforts and inititives, which in
many cases are of a horizontal nature characterised by consultations and collaboration with
other Ministiries, constituted bodies and organizations, towards the implementation of the
National Strategy for Sustainable Development.

Iman Schembri
Director General
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EU BUDGET DIRECTORATE
Background
The main responsibility of the EU Budget Directorate is to ensure that matters related to the
European Union Budget are monitored and dealt with effectively so that Malta’s interests are
fully safeguarded with the ultimate objective of obtaining the most favourable budgetary balance
possible. The Budget of the EU now stands at about €140 billion annually and amounts to 1% of
the EU’s GNI (Gross National Income). The streamlining of this Budget into several funds and
programmes within designated policy areas enables a real positive impact in the quality of life of
all the Maltese and European citizens.
Post 2020 EU Budget
In view of a 2013 joint declaration of the three main EU Institutions, a high-level group on
own resources (HLGOR) was established in February 2014 to reflect on finding more
transparent, simple, fair and democratically accountable ways to finance the EU. The group,
which is chaired by former Italian Prime Minister and EU Commissioner Mario Monti, will
deliver its final recommendations by the end of 2016, when the Commission is going to
assess whether new legislative initiatives to amend the own resources system are
appropriate.
In preparation for the informal discussions in the Committee of Permanent Representatives
(COREPER), leading to the First Assessment Report of the HLGOR, during 2014 the EU Budget
Directorate started preparing Malta’s position for the post 2020 Own Resources mechanisms.
On the expenditure side of the post 2020 EU Budget, the Directorate started carrying out
assessments of Malta’s Cohesion Policy funding realities beyond the 2014-2020 programming
period, taking also into account the 2016 Cohesion Policy allocations review. In this regard,
during 2014, it also gave feedback for the meeting of the political bureau of the CPMR
(Conference of Peripheral Maritime Regions).
2014-2020 Own Resources
The EU Own Resources are mainly derived from import duties (commonly known as Traditional
Own Resources), VAT and GNI. The Own Resources system also includes a number of
correction mechanisms to various Member States in respect of one or more types of Own
Resources.
The parts of the February 2013 Council Conclusions relating to 2014-2020 Own Resources
were finally translated into legislative acts in 2014. The main act, the Own Resources Decision,
was adopted by the Council unanimously on 26 May 2014 after consultation with the European
Parliament. The other accompanying legislative acts are an Implementing Regulation and a
Regulation for making available the different own resources. Before entering into force, the
Decision has to be approved by the Member States in accordance with their constitutional
requirements. This Treaty procedure is not expected to be finalized before the beginning of
2016, at which time the Decision will enter into force with retroactive effect from 1 January 2014.
During the year under review, the Directorate carried out regular updates to the 2014-2020
estimates of Malta’s contributions to the EU Budget based on continuously updated macroeconomic data and forecasts, taking also into account the introduction of the new European
System of Accounts (ESA 2010), which will also apply retrospectively from 2014 once the Own
Resources Decision enters into force in 2016.
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In addition, in September 2014, significant GNI statistical adjustments were made dating back to
2002/2004 for most Member States and to 1995 for one. These affected in a noticeable manner
the majority of Member States, including Malta. Since the adjustment – €9.5 billion across all EU
Member States – was unprecedented in size, the Own Resources Implementing Regulation was
subsequently amended on 18 December 2014, applying retrospectively, to allow deferral of the
additional payments from 1 December 2014 to 1 September 2015, without payment of interest.
Like other 6 Member States, Malta opted to defer its additional contribution of €18 million to
2015, even though unlike a number of other countries, Malta was not surprised by the statistical
adjustments, so much so that Malta’s national budget had already included a higher than usual
provision for additional payments of own resources.
In the interest of increased cost efficiency in the management and control of VAT Own
Resources, in April 2014, the EU Budget Directorate sent a simplification request to the
Commission to use fixed historical percentages for three relatively small compensations to the
2014-2020 Malta VAT base, thus significantly reducing much of the unnecessary administrative
burden and numerous calculations involved in the compilation of the VAT Own Resources
statement. This annual statement is compiled by the EU Budget Directorate in July of the
following year, based on information obtained from the VAT Department and NSO. It
incorporates the intermediate VAT base (calculated on the weighted average rate) and different
compensations in accordance with the EU VAT Directive. A specific Commission Decision for
Malta, accepting the simplification requests, was issued on 26 November 2014, following
approval of the Advisory Committee on Own Resources (ACOR). Furthermore, during the year
under review, all past pending minor reservations of the Commission on the Malta VAT Own
Statement were lifted, following a control mission in early 2014.
EU Annual Budgets
2015 EU Budget
Based on the 2014-2020 financial framework and the 2015 Budget Guidelines, as adopted by
the Council in the beginning of 2014, the European Commission presented the 2015 EU draft
budget to the Council and Parliament in June 2014. This draft budget, that aimed to help
Europe's economic growth despite financial constraints, was based on the estimates of all EU
institutions and included figures by budget line segregated according to the different policy
areas.
The EU Budget Directorate provided continuous updates to Malta’s position during the rather
lengthy procedures in order to ensure, in particular, that throughout 2015 there will be sufficient
appropriations for Cohesion Policy projects’ reimbursements. Thus, in the course of the Council
negotiations, during which several draft compromise proposals were presented, Malta worked
constructively so that in July 2015 the Italian Presidency attained a deal on the draft budget with
a qualified majority support. Subsequently, the Council’s adopted position was passed to the
European Parliament in line with the Treaty on the Functioning of the EU.
Since the European Parliament had a divergent position from the Council, a Conciliation
Committee was set up towards the end of October 2014. However, the conciliatory procedure
with the European Parliament failed to lead to an agreement by the 17 November 2014 deadline
stipulated in the Treaty. The budgetary procedures for 2015 had to start again with the
presentation of a new draft budget by the Commission. The EU Budget Directorate followed
closely the ensuing developments as in the absence of an approved EU Budget, the “provisional
twelfths” scheme would have been adopted. This scheme would have had major consequences
to the implementation of key policies and programmes since it would have limited EU
expenditure. However, this was avoided since the Council and the European Parliament
managed to jointly adopt the budget by 17 December 2014. In spite of the budgetary constraints
and the very delicate situation at the time, up to the very last minute of the negotiations, Malta
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ensured that 2007-2013 Cohesion Policy payment appropriations would either remain
unchanged or else have only minimal cuts compared to the Commission’s new draft Budget. In
this regard, Malta adopted a leading role amongst the “Friends of the Cohesion” Member States.
The final adopted budget of €141.2 billion in overall payment appropriations includes €51.1
billion (i.e. 36%) under Sub-Heading 1B (Cohesion Policy) as shown in the pie chart below.
Figure 1 – 2015 Adopted EU Budget

During 2014, the Directorate carried out a study on the Council’s travel and interpretation
allocation to each Member State and on the absorption rate of Malta. Based on this study, Malta,
along with a number of other Member States, opposed the Commission’s proposed decreases
to these envelopes for 2015. Eventually, these cuts were halved in the final 2015 adopted
Budget.
2014 EU Budget
The 2015 EU Budget deal was part of a package, comprising also various pending draft
amendment budgets for 2014, apart from the amendment to the Own Resources
Implementing Regulation mentioned above.
The various amendments to the 2014 budget, which were only approved a few days prior to
the end of the year end, provided for the mobilisation of €127 million from the EU Solidarity
Fund for the benefit of 5 Member States and a candidate country which had been hit by
natural disasters, and for a substantial increase of payments of €3.5 billion to tackle the
unprecedented scale of unpaid bills, in particular for 2007-2013 Cohesion Policy. This
additional amount was mainly financed by mobilising the contingency margin. Although this
increase in payments was more than offset by additional extraordinary revenue from fines
and did not involve additional Own Resources, it was only possible following intense
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negotiations within the Council and with the European Parliament, which at times prolonged
till late in the night.
The above-mentioned increase in the 2014 EU Budget payments appropriations for 20072013 Cohesion Policy shortened significantly the time gap between the submission of
payments’ claims by Malta and the actual reimbursements by the Commission, at a crucial
time, when in a period of only four weeks, Malta submitted 7 requests for reimbursements
from 2007-2013 Cohesion Policy Funds, totalling €120 million. These reimbursements were
received within an average of only 38 days. Thus, the cash position of the Maltese
Government, which invariably pre-finances the EU share for these Funds, was restored in a
much shorter period than it had been originally anticipated and eventually, this also led to the
registering of a surplus in the Government’s Consolidated Fund for January 2015. At the
same time, it was ensured that the increase in the 2007-2013 payments appropriations does
not jeopardize the first pre-financing payments for the first three 2014-2020 Operational
Programmes which were approved towards mid-December 2014, namely the Operations
Programmes for the European Regional Development Fund (ERDF) and the Cohesion Fund,
the SME Initiative, and the Fund for European Aid for the Most Deprived (FEAD). In fact, the
pre-financing payments for these Operational Programmes were received within a few
weeks in the beginning of 2015.
During the year under review, the EU Budget Directorate also provided feedback on the
following budgetary transfers:




30 transfers carried out by the Commission in accordance with the Financial Regulation;
20 requests to mobilise a total of €55 million from the European Globalization Fund special
instrument in order to provide support workers made redundant in 10 Member States as a
result of major structural changes in world trade patterns;
Transfers carried out by the other EU Institutions such as the Court of Auditors and the
Court of Justice.

The above transfers were presented and voted upon in the twice-weekly Council’s Budget
Committee and in the regular meetings of the Committee of Permanent Representatives
(COREPER II).
EU Funds and Programmes
During 2014, the Directorate compiled data related to:
(a) 2007-2013 EU payments to Malta from each fund/programme, as a percentage of total
payments to EU 27;
(b) 2007-2013 EU payments from each fund/programme to each and every individual Member
State, including Malta, expressed as a percentage of GNI of each respective Member State for
meaningful comparison.
From the analysis of the above data, it transpired that compared to its GNI, during 2007-2013,
Malta was proportionately by the far the largest beneficiary amongst all 27 Member States from
Solidarity and Management of Migration Flows (i.e. External Borders, Refugee, Return and
Integration Funds) under Heading 3.
In the case of both Competitiveness for growth and jobs (Sub-Heading 1A) and Cohesion Policy
(Sub-Heading 1B), Malta ranked towards the middle, whilst in the case of Rural Development
and Fisheries Fund (Heading 2), it ranked in the 16th and 8th place respectively. In the case of
agricultural market related expenditure and direct aids (Heading 2), on a proportional basis,
Malta received by far the least payments, reflecting the very small size of agricultural land in
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Malta compared to other Member States. Malta ranked the third with respect to the allocation of
administrative expenditure of the EU Institutions (Heading 5).
The above data and analysis are frequently used by the Directorate to substantiate Malta's
position during the sector-specific funds legislations' negotiations, and to carry out related net
balance projections for each 2014-2020 Fund and Programme.
During the year under review the EU Budget Directorate also co-ordinated the drafting and issue
of MFIN Circular 4 of 2014 dated 7th July and MFIN Circular 5 of 2014 dated 1st August, which
are intended to provide guidance to Ministries and Departments on specific national financial
procedures with respect to (a) EU Direct Management Funds and (b) European
Territorial/Neighbourhood Co-operation Programmes, respectively.
Feedback on EU documents
During 2014, the Directorate also provided feedback on various EU Communications and
legislations for eventual inclusion in Instruction and Briefing Notes, such as:








Discharge to the Commission and other bodies in respect of the implementation of
the budget for financial year 2013, in particular regarding EU revenue and
administrative expenditure;
Special reports issued by the Court of Auditors in 2014;
National financial contributions to the European Observation Network for Territorial
Development and Cohesion (ESPON) 2020 and to its liability mechanism;
Amendments to the 2002 Council Regulation of the EU Solidarity Fund;
Carry-over procedures of the EU budgetary commitment appropriations for the newly
established 2014-2020 Connecting Europe Facility (CEF) and of the 2014 commitments
for shared management programmes neither adopted nor ready for adoption at the end
of 2014;
Proposals to grant macro-financial assistance in the form of loans and/or grants to
Tunisia, Georgia, Ukraine and Jordan, and EU guarantee for financial operations by the
European Investment Bank supporting investment projects outside the EU.

Robert Camilleri
Director (EU Budget)
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